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VarName Changes 

 

New Name Old Name Date 

CV107 CV017 20-Jan-2022 

EC450 EC450a 01-Mar-2022 

IN358 NW005 21-Apr-2022 

CV117 CV021 14-Jun-2022 

KN225 KN253 16-Jun-2022 

HN852 HNXXX 17-Aug-2022 

HN480 DI284 18-Jan-2023 

HN517 HN504 18-Jan-2023 

KN430 BR760 18-Jan-2023 

HN132v HN132 18-Jan-2023 

HN133v HN133 18-Jan-2023 

EF132v EF132 18-Jan-2023 

EF133v EF133 18-Jan-2023 

HN755 EP439 18-Jan-2023 

IN352 IN352r 18-Jan-2023 

IN352r IN352 18-Jan-2023 

EA169 EA138 24-Jan-2023 

EA176 EA178 24-Jan-2023 

EA147 EA144 24-Jan-2023 

EA155 EA150 24-Jan-2023 
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EA171 EA151 24-Jan-2023 

EA141 EA179 24-Jan-2023 

EA117 EA180 24-Jan-2023 

HN408 HN458 24-Jan-2023 

HN404 HN462 24-Jan-2023 

HN403 HN464 24-Jan-2023 

HN405 HN465 24-Jan-2023 

HN406 HN466 24-Jan-2023 
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ITC_4CV4_web_ENG 
 

Q# VarName 4CV4 
001 OwnerID Coding of ITC sample ownership of contact information, for routing and conditional wording purposes.  If 

(001/OwnerID=0, 70 or 80), then contact information is owned by ITC.  If (001/OwnerID=1-9), then contact 

information is not owned by ITC. 
00    ITC-owned from 4C (CA, US, UK, AU) 
01    CA Leger panelist 
02    US Ipsos KP panelist 
03    EN Ipsos panelist 
04    [leave blank] 
05    US Ipsos panelist 
06    AU RMR panelist 
07    N/A at Wave 4 [AU CCV dedicated vaper Replenishment sample] 
08    N/A at Wave 4 [US opt-in panelist, aged 18-24 (via GfK) (*see note)] 
09    EN panelist (via Rakuten Insight) 
70    N/A as of Wave 4 [ITC-owned, previously recruited as AU CCV dedicated vaper sample] 
80    ITC-owned from 4CV2, previously recruited as US opt-in panelist aged 18-24 

Note: 
OwnerIDs included for 4CV4 Recontact are: 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, and 80. 
OwnerIDs included for 4CV4 Replenishment are: 1, 2, 6 and 9. 
NOTE: FORMERGFK sample are NOT being recruited at 4CV4. Thus, routing that references “FORMERGFK” is not 

relevant for 4CV4, but was retained to avoid generating new issues (i.e., given that no respondents would be 

affected since none meet the condition). 
 
IMPORTANT: Beginning at 4CV3, all new recruits coded as 001/OwnerID=8 will remain as 001/OwnerID=8 in 

future waves (i.e. will no longer be ITC-owned).  001/OwnerID=80 applies only to recontact respondents who 

were coded as 001/OwnerID=80 at 4CV2 (first recruited at 4CV1). 
002 COUNTRY 1    CA 

2    US 
3    UK 
4    AU 

003 In4C Coding to identify respondents who belong to the 4-002/COUNTRY Cohort (i.e., were recruited at 4C and 

participated in 4C9 CA,US/ 4C10 UK,AU) versus respondents who were newly recruited from 4CV1 onwards. 
If respondent is from the 4C Cohort, then 003/In4C=1 (yes). 
Otherwise, the respondent is a new recruit to the 4CV Cohort and 003/In4C=2 (no). 

1    Yes 
2    No 

004 IN4CV1 Coding to identify respondents who were recruited before OR at 4CV1. 
1    Yes (recruited at of before 4CV1) 
2    No 

005 COHORT4

CV 
Coding to identify the wave at which respondents were first recruited for 4CV. 
(For 4CV4, 005/COHORT4CV=1-3 are recontacted respondents and 005/COHORT4CV=4 are replenishment 
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Q# VarName 4CV4 
respondents.) 

1    Recruited at 4CV1 or 4C 
2    Recruited at 4CV2 
3    Recruited at 4CV3 
4    Recruited at 4CV4 

006 Rtype Derived variable 006/Rtype -- respondent is Recontact or Replenishment (C or P): 
 
If 005/COHORT4CV=1-3, then 006/Rtype=C. 
If 005/COHORT4CV=4, then 006/Rtype=P. 

007 REGMODC Random assignment of respondents to Cigarettes Regulation Modules 1 and 2: 
 
If 007/REGMODC=1, respondent is assigned to Module 1. 
If 007/REGMODC=2, respondent is assigned to Module 2. 

008 REGMODV Random assignment of respondents to Vaping Regulation Modules 1 and 2: 
 
If 008/REGMODV=1, respondent is assigned to Vaping Module 1. 
If 008/REGMODV=2, respondent is assigned to Vaping Module 2. 

009 BI090 Note for PIs and analysts: For panelists recruited via GfK (i.e. 001/OwnerID=2 and 8, including former panelists 

recontacted via GfK (FORMERGFK=1)), a separate version of the 4CV3 web survey program was created by the Survey 

Research Centre (SRC) to accommodate GfK’s requirement that their panelists be allowed to continue through the survey 

program even if they don’t select ANY on-screen response (i.e. clicking ‘next’ at a question without endorsing any 

response). 
 
To enable this functionality, the GfK version of the web survey program has a background code programmed at every 

question called ‘GfK no response’, which behaves like a non-response option. This non-response option will NOT ever 

appear on-screen to the respondent and will only exist in the program code. It will be coded by default if any respondent 

advances past a question (clicks ‘next’) without selecting any on-screen answer option. 
 
--- In the web survey routing, this 'GfK no-response' code will be treated the same as if the respondent had selected 

‘Refused’ (Prefer not to answer). 
 
--- An exception to this is for the US ETM Study invitation questions (ETM210a, ETM211a) where the GfK 'no response' code 

will be treated the same as if the respondent had selected 'No…'. 
 
However, in the case of any essential questions in the screener that determine eligibility, such respondents will be 

terminated. 
010 BI100 For any 6-month, 12-month, and 24-month anchors, insert into script:  

For interviews taking place during first 10 days of month=“early” 
For interviews taking place during days 11-20 of month=“the middle of” 
For interviews taking place during days 21- end of month=“late” 
 
Create string variables that will be referred to often in this program: 
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Q# VarName 4CV4 
24M Anchor="[Early/Middle/Late] [CURRENT MONTH] [CURRENT YEAR -2]” 
12M Anchor=“[Early/Middle/Late] [CURRENT MONTH] [CURRENT YEAR -1]” 
6M Anchor=“[Early/Middle/Late] [CURRENT MONTH -6]” 
30-Day Anchor=“[CURRENT DATE-30 days]” 
 
LSD = [MONTH, YEAR] of recontact respondent's last survey date. 
 
AGE@LSD = exact age of recontact respondents at last survey date. 

011 BI101 [survey length]= "about 45 minutes on average (or approximately 5 minutes longer on a smart phone)" 
[mode]= web 
[next-survey gap]= 18-24 months 

012 BI101w If 002/COUNTRY=CA and 001/OwnerID=0 (ITC-owned): 
[survey firm]= the University of Waterloo Survey Research Centre 
[payment]= a $28 ($25 + $3 bonus) cheque 
[ETM payment]=N/A; only panelists invited 
[toll-free number] (SRC)= 1-866-303-2822 
[email address for survey help]= itcsrc@uwaterloo.ca 
[institution]= the University of Waterloo 
[ethics contact]= Office of Research Ethics, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, N2L 3G1 Canada. Tel: (519) 888-

4567 ext. 36005 or E-mail: reb@uwaterloo.ca. 
 
If 002/COUNTRY=CA and 001/OwnerID=1 (Leger panel): 
[survey firm]= Leger 
[payment]=[006/Rtype=C] $30 ($25 + $5 bonus)/ [006/Rtype =P]: $25 [All]: or AIR MILES equivalent or Aeroplan 

Reward Miles equivalent 
[ETM payment]= $8 or AIR MILES equivalent or Aeroplan Reward Miles equivalent 
[toll-free number] (Leger)= 1-888-404-2464 
[email address for survey help]= legerweb@legerweb.com 
[institution]= the University of Waterloo 
[ethics contact]= Office of Research Ethics, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, N2L 3G1 Canada. Tel: (519) 888-

4567 ext. 36005 or E-mail: reb@uwaterloo.ca. 
Note to file: On 9Aug2022, Lisa Covens (Leger) requested that the 030/BI110c script for Canada say “This will allow us to 

more quickly provide you with your incentive”.  Thus, this change was added on 10Aug 2022. 
013 BI101x If 002/COUNTRY=US and 001/OwnerID=0 (ITC-owned): 

[survey firm]= the University of Waterloo Survey Research Centre 
[payment]= a $28 ($25 + $3 bonus) check 
[ETM payment]= N/A; only panelists invited 
[toll-free number] (SRC)= 1-866-303-2822 
[email address for survey help]= itcsrc@uwaterloo.ca 
[institution]= Roswell Park Comprehensive Cancer Center and the Medical University of South Carolina 
[ethics contact]= Ashley May, Office of Research Integrity, Medical University of South Carolina, 19 Hagood Avenue, Suite 

601, MSC857, Charleston, SC 29403. Tel: (843) 792-1832 or E-mail: mayas@musc.edu. 
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Q# VarName 4CV4 
If 002/COUNTRY=US and 001/OwnerID=2 (Ipsos KP panel): 
[survey firm]= GfK (KnowledgePanel) 
[payment]= [GfK KnowledgePanel and 006/Rtype=C]: 13,000 (10,000 + bonus 3000) points/ [GfK KnowledgePanel 

and 006/Rtype=P]: 10,000 points 
[ETM payment]= 10,000 points 
[toll-free number] (GfK)= 1-800-782-6899 
[email address for survey help]= support@knowledgepanel.com 
[institution]= Roswell Park Comprehensive Cancer Center and the Medical University of South Carolina 
[ethics contact]= Ashley May, Office of Research Integrity, Medical University of South Carolina, 19 Hagood Avenue, Suite 

601, MSC857, Charleston, SC 29403. Tel: (843) 792-1832 or E-mail: mayas@musc.edu. 
 
If 002/COUNTRY=US and 001/OwnerID=5 (Ipsos panel): 
[survey firm]= Ipsos MORI 
[payment]= broadly the equivalent of $29 ($25 + bonus $4) worth of points that you can redeem through your i-Say 

account through a wide range of vouchers 
[toll-free number]= N/A (will only provide email address for survey help) 
[email address for survey help]= Questions@i-say.com 
[institution]= Roswell Park Comprehensive Cancer Center and the Medical University of South Carolina 
[ethics contact]= Ashley May, Office of Research Integrity, Medical University of South Carolina, 19 Hagood Avenue, Suite 

601, MSC857, Charleston, SC 29403. Tel: (843) 792-1832 or E-mail: mayas@musc.edu. 
 
If 002/COUNTRY=US and 001/OwnerID=8 (US opt-in panelists 18-24): 
[survey firm]= the University of Waterloo Survey Research Centre 
[payment]= the standard credit for a survey of this length 
[ETM payment]= 10,000 points 
[toll-free number] (SRC)= 1-866-303-2822 
[emailaddress for survey help]= itcsrc@uwaterloo.ca 
[institution]= Roswell Park Comprehensive Cancer Center and the Medical University of South Carolina 
[ethics contact]= Ashley May, Office of Research Integrity, Medical University of South Carolina, 19 Hagood Avenue, Suite 

601, MSC857, Charleston, SC 29403. Tel: (843) 792-1832 or E-mail: mayas@musc.edu. 
 
If 002/COUNTRY=US and 001/OwnerID=80 (ITC-owned from 4CV2, previously recruited US opt-in panelists 

18-24): 
[survey firm]= the University of Waterloo Survey Research Centre 
[payment]= a $28 ($25 + $3 bonus) check 
[ETM payment]=N/A; only panelists invited 
[toll-free number] (SRC)= 1-866-303-2822 
[email address for survey help]= itcsrc@uwaterloo.ca 
[institution]= Roswell Park Comprehensive Cancer Center and the Medical University of South Carolina 
[ethics contact]= Ashley May, Office of Research Integrity, Medical University of South Carolina, 19 Hagood Avenue, Suite 

601, MSC857, Charleston, SC 29403. Tel: (843) 792-1832 or E-mail: mayas@musc.edu. 
014 BI101y If 002/COUNTRY=UK (England) and 001/OwnerID=0 (ITC-owned): 

[survey firm]= the University of Waterloo Survey Research Centre 
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Q# VarName 4CV4 
[payment]= a £18 (£16 + £2 bonus) Amazon e-gift card 
[ETM payment]=N/A; only panelists invited 
[toll-free number]= N/A (will only provide email address for survey help) 
[email address for survey help]= itcsrc@uwaterloo.ca 
[institution]= King's College London 
[ethics contact]= The Chair, Psychiatry, Nursing and Midwifery (PNM) Research Ethics Subcommittee, at pnm@kcl.ac.uk . 
 
If 002/COUNTRY=UK (England) and 001/OwnerID=3 (Ipsos panel and their partners): 
[survey firm]= Ipsos MORI 
[payment]= broadly the equivalent of £18 worth of points that you can redeem through your i-Say account through a wide 

range of vouchers 
[toll-free number]= N/A (will only provide email address for survey help) 
[email address for survey help]= epanel-uk@i-say.com 
[institution]= King's College London, the University of Waterloo and a team of international researchers 
[ethics contact]= The Chair, Psychiatry, Nursing and Midwifery (PNM) Research Ethics Subcommittee, at pnm@kcl.ac.uk . 
 
If 002/COUNTRY=UK (England) and 001/OwnerID=9 (multiple panels, via Rakuten Insight): 
[survey firm]=(None -- no insert because 001/OwnerID=9 will recruit from multiple panels) 
[payment]= the standard credit for a survey of this length 
[ETM payment]= the standard credit for a survey of this length 
[toll-free number]= N/A (will only provide email address for survey help) 
[email address for survey help]= your survey panel helpdesk 
[institution]= King's College London, the University of Waterloo and a team of international researchers 
[ethics contact]= The Chair, Psychiatry, Nursing and Midwifery (PNM)Research Ethics Subcommittee, at pnm@kcl.ac.uk . 

015 BI101z If 002/COUNTRY=AU and 001/OwnerID=0 (ITC-owned):  
[survey firm]= Roy Morgan 
[payment]=: a $40 gift card 
[ETM payment]=N/A for AU 
[toll-free number] (RMR)= 1800-004-482 
[email address for survey help]= itcsurvey@roymorgan.com 
[institution]= the University of Queensland 
[ethics contact]=University of Queensland Research Ethics Committee via the Ethics Coordinators on +617 3365 3924 / 

+617 3443 1656 or email humanethics@research.uq.edu.au. 
 
If 002/COUNTRY=AU and 001/OwnerID=6 (RMR panel):  
[survey firm]= Roy Morgan 
[payment]=[If SAMPLEOWNER<>3]: a $40 gift card / [If SAMPLEOWNER=3 (SSI)]: survey points valued at $10 
i.e., 
If 001/OwnerID=0 and 002/COUNTRY=AU, then payment = "$40 gift card". 
If 001/OwnerID=3 and 002/COUNTRY=AU and Sampleowner<>3, then payment = "$40 gift card". 
If 001/OwnerID=3 and 002/COUNTRY=AU and Sampleowner=3, then payment = "survey points valued at $10".[ETM 

payment]=N/A for AU 
[toll-free number] (RMR)= 1800-004-482 
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Q# VarName 4CV4 
[email address for survey help]= itcsurvey@roymorgan.com 
[institution]= the University of Queensland 
[ethics contact]= University of Queensland Research Ethics Committee via the Ethics Coordinators on +617 3365 3924 / 

+617 3443 1656 or email humanethics@research.uq.edu.au. 
 
If 002/COUNTRY=AU and 001/OwnerID=70 (ITC-owned, previously recruited dedicated vaper sample):  
(Not applicable as of W4) 

016 BI102 Conditional wordings to be used throughout: 
 
For [shop/ store]: 
If 002/COUNTRY= AU or UK, use “shop” 
If 002/COUNTRY= CA or US, use “store” 
 
For [factory-made/ pack]: 
If 002/COUNTRY=CA or US or AU, use “factory-made” 
If 002/COUNTRY=UK, use “pack” 
 
For [cigarettes/ roll-your-own tobacco] – OUTSIDE OF LAST PURCHASE SECTION: 
If 112/FR330=1 or 2, use “cigarettes” 
If 112/FR330=4 or 5, use “roll-your-own tobacco” 
If 112/FR330=3, 8 or 9, use “cigarettes or roll-your-own tobacco” 
 
For [cigarettes/ roll-your-own tobacco] – IN LAST PURCHASE SECTION; modify input for those asked 123/BR227 

(at 124/BR701 and 129a/SO224): 
If 112/FR330=1, use “cigarettes” 
If 112/FR330=5, use “roll-your-own tobacco” 
If 123/BR227=1, use “cigarettes” 
If 123/BR227=2, use “roll-your-own tobacco” 
If 123/BR227=8-9, use “cigarettes or roll-your-own tobacco” 
 
For instances with [or roll-your-own tobacco] 
If 112/FR330=3-5, add “or roll-your-own tobacco” 
 
For [stubbed/ butted]: 
If 002/COUNTRY=CA or US, use “butted” 
If 002/COUNTRY=UK or AU, use “stubbed” 
 
For [usual/ current brand]: 
If 002/COUNTRY=CA, use [115a/BR312] or [115b/BR312o] 
If 002/COUNTRY=US, use [116a/BR322] or [116b/BR322o] 
If 002/COUNTRY=UK, use [117a/BR331] or [117b/BR331o] 
If 002/COUNTRY=AU, use [118a/BR341] or [118b/BR341o] 
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Q# VarName 4CV4 
 
For [gas / petrol]: 
If 002/COUNTRY= AU or UK, use "petrol" 
If 002/COUNTRY= CA or US, use "gas". 
 
For Delay Discounting questions: 
If 002/COUNTRY=UK, use £ currency symbol. 
If 002/COUNTRY=CA, US, or AU, use $ currency symbol. 
 
For [toll-free/ freephone]: 
If 002/COUNTRY=UK, use "freephone". 
If 002/COUNTRY=CA, US, or AU, use "toll-free". 
 
Currency is determined as follows: 
For questions with the note "Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)/ AUD (Australia)/ [GBP/ EUR (UK)]]." 
 
If 002/COUNTRY=UK, show 'Enter price in EUR' or 'Enter price in GBP' depending on choice of currency selected 

at each of 345/EL166, 352/EL266, and 130/PU203 for reporting of last purchase prices. 
017 BI103 If respondent enters an out-of-range response, show: An out-of-range answer was entered for this question. Please 

check what you've entered. 
018 BI104 Essential questions in this survey: 

Birthdt (023a), BI197 (023b), BI200 (024), DE099 (038), auRegion (039), DE090 (040), DE091 (041), DE092 

(042), DE093 (043), DE094 (044), usState (045), DE731 (046), QA342 (050), FR225 (052), FR142 (053), FR304 

(055), FR314 (056), BI345 (058), QA439 (060), QA435w (062), QA435x (063a), NC302 (066), EF130 (068), 

NC304 (070), HN103 (074), HN106 (075), HN196 (078), HN140 (080) 
019 BI473 No routing to conversion script will occur for web respondents at essential questions. Instead, a note is provided on-screen 

with the question, emphasizing the importance of providing a valid response to determine eligibility. Respondents are 

required to provide a valid answer to continue or will be terminated. 
  INTRODUCTION & SCREENER 

020 AI510 Ask if [(001/OwnerID=0 or 80) AND ((participant has not previously provided ITC with his/her email address) 

OR (participant's most recent email address was not valid; i.e. invitation bounced back))] or (001/OwnerID=7). 
All: Thank you for your interest in participating in the International Smoking and Vaping Survey.  Because this is an 

ongoing study offered only by web, we require that all participants provide their email address, for future contact. 
 
CA, US, UK: If you leave before the end of the survey, we will use your email address to send you a personalized link to 

your survey so that you can complete the survey starting where you left off. 
 
AU: Please note that the email address will be sent to the researchers at the end of your current session, even if you have 

not yet submitted the survey. If you wish to withdraw before completing the survey, please send your request to [email 

address for survey help]. 
 
All: Are you willing to provide us with your email address? 
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Q# VarName 4CV4 
1    Yes 
2    No 
3    Don't have an email address or unable to provide it 

Please note: We will treat your email address with strict confidentiality and will not share it with anyone outside this project. 
If response=2 or 3, go to 022/BI908.  (DC: If response=2 and (001/OwnerID=0 or 80) then C-B75; If 

response=3 and (001/OwnerID=0 or 80) then C-D75; If response=2 and 001/OwnerID=7 then P-C75; If 

response=3 and 001/OwnerID=7 then P-D75) 
021a AI502 Ask if 020/AI510=1. 

Please enter your email address. 
021b AI503 Please re-enter your e-mail address, to confirm. 

021a/AI502<>021b/AI503: The e-mail addresses you have entered are not the same. Please re-enter them carefully. 
022 BI908 Ask if 020/AI510=2 or 3. 

We are sorry, but we require an email address from all participants. [Thank you for your participation in the past. 

(001/OwnerID=0 or 80)]  (Terminate) 
023a Birthdt Ask if [P (replenishment) and (001/OwnerID=1, 6 or 7)] or [C (recontact) and (001/OwnerID=80)]. 

If P (replenishment) and 001/OwnerID=2 or 8, respondent’s exact age to be provided by survey firm when each 

respondent accesses the link to the web survey. 
Before we get started, please confirm your date of birth to ensure that you are eligible for the survey.  (Your age may be 

used to link your answers in this survey to your answers in a follow-up survey. Therefore, it's important that you enter your 

response correctly before clicking ‘next’.) 
 
(yyyy/mm/dd) 

8888      Refused 
9999      Don't Know 

This is an essential question that will help to determine your eligibility. Please do your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t 

wish to answer this question, you will not be able to continue. 
If response=8888 or 9999, go to 019/BI473, then 658/BI904.  (DC: If P, then P-C11.1; if C, then C-B11.1) 
Otherwise, go to 025/ageSD. 

023b BI197 Ask if [P (replenishment) and (001/OwnerID=9)]. 
Before we get started, please confirm the year and month of your birth to ensure that you are eligible for the survey. (Your 

age may be used to link your answers in this survey to your answers in a follow-up survey. Therefore, it's important that 

you enter your response correctly before clicking ‘next’.) 
 
(yyyy/mm) 

024 BI200 Ask if C (recontact) and (001/OwnerID=0, 1, 3, 5, 6 or 9). 
If [C (recontact) and 001/OwnerID=2], respondent’s exact age to be provided by survey firm when each 

respondent accesses the link to the web survey. 
Before we get started, please tell us your current age.  (Your age is used to link your answers in this survey to your 

answers in past surveys and possibly also to answers in a follow-up survey. Therefore, it's important that you enter your 

response correctly before clicking ‘next’.) 
888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

This is an essential question that will help to determine your eligibility. Please do your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t 
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wish to answer this question, you will not be able to continue. 
If response<>888 or 999, go to 025/ageSD. 
If response=888 or 999, go to 019/BI473, then 658/BI904. (DC: C-B11.1) 

025 ageSD Derived variable -- current age (continuous) for all respondents. 
-- If (P and 001/OwnerID=1, 6, 7) or [C and 001/OwnerID=80], then derive current age from 023a/Birthdt. 
-- If P and 001/OwnerID=9 then derive current age from 023b/BI197. 
-- If (C and 001/OwnerID=2) or (P and 001/OwnerID=2 or 8), then derive current age from age linked by GfK via 

survey URLs. 
-- If (C and 001/OwnerID=0, 1, 3, 5, 6 or 9), then derive current age from 024/BI200. 

026 BI180 Derived variable – only for Recontact respondents, to check if current age is within 0-3 years of Age@LSD as an indirect way 

of confirming that we have the correct respondent in household. 
If C and (025/ageSD - Age@LSD)=0-3, then 026/BI180=1 (True). 
If C and (025/ageSD – Age@LSD)<0 or>3, then 026/BI180=2 (False). 

1    True 
2    False 

If response=1, then go to 027/ageGrpSD. 
If response=2, then go to 659/BI913. (DC: C-B15) [**SRC to regularly report any terminations here to UW 

project manager.] 
027 ageGrpSD Derived variable -- current age (categories) for all respondents. 

1    18-24 
2    25-39 
3    40-54 
4    55 and up 

If P and age quota full, go to 661/BI933. (DC: P-D80) 
If P and respondent age<18, go to 660/BI930. (DC: P-D70) 
If respondent age>=25 AND 001/OwnerID=8, go to 661/BI933. (DC: P-D71) 
Otherwise, go to 028/BI110. 

028 BI110 Ask all. 
[Recontact:] 
C: In [LSD], you participated in the International Smoking and Vaping Survey -- a unique study of people who use nicotine 

(currently or in the past) in the United States, Canada, England and Australia. Many thanks for your participation on that 

occasion. 
 
We now invite you to complete our follow-up survey online, at your convenience. 
 
[Replenishment:] 
P and 001/OwnerID=1: On behalf of the University of Waterloo and Roswell Park Comprehensive Cancer Center (US), . . 

. 
P and 001/OwnerID=2 or 8: On behalf of Roswell Park Comprehensive Cancer Center, the Medical University of South 

Carolina, and the University of Waterloo (Canada), . . . 
P and 001/OwnerID=9: On behalf of King's College London and the University of Waterloo (Canada), . . . 
P and 001/OwnerID=6 or 7: On behalf of researchers at the University of Queensland, 
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. . . we invite you to participate in the International Smoking and Vaping Survey -- a unique study of people who use 

nicotine (currently or in the past) -- in the United States, Canada, England and Australia. You can complete the survey 

online, at your convenience. 
 
[All -- (C or P):]  
The survey will ask you about your beliefs, attitudes, and behaviours related to tobacco and nicotine use. Your answers will 

help us understand how views may change over time. 
 
There are no known risks associated with the survey. The benefits are that your responses will help policymakers and 

health professionals develop future policies and programs on tobacco and vaping products. 
 
(If the survey invitation was not addressed directly to you or was received in error, please stop here and inform the survey 

administrator. We cannot provide remuneration for surveys completed by anyone other than the intended participant.) 
<em>Programmer: Display PI photos and logos here. 
Image filename: 4CV4_BI110_EN_CA+AU+US+UK_PI visuals (Apr25-2022).png 

029 BI110b Ask all. 
First we'll ask you a few essential questions for statistical purposes and to determine if you're eligible to participate. 
 
Participation is voluntary and you may withdraw at any time. You may skip any non-essential questions. You may withdraw 

your consent after starting the survey by emailing [email address for survey help]. 
 
All personal information [001/OwnerID=0, 7 or 80: , including your name, address,] and survey answers will be kept 

strictly confidential and will not be shared with any person or group outside of the research team. 
 
The study data will be held in electronic files at the University of Waterloo (Canada) on computers that are secured, 

password-protected, and can only be accessed by the research team. After two years, data without names or personal 

information may be shared with other health researchers. 
 
If you are eligible, we will contact you to participate in the follow-up study in about 18-24 months. 

030 BI110c Ask all. 
On completing the survey: 

Once you reach the last screen of the survey your answers will be kept for analysis, unless you email [email 

address for survey help] to say that you withdraw consent. 
 
On the last screen of the survey be sure to click the 'submit' button at the bottom of the page. This will allow us to 

more quickly provide you with [payment]. 
Note to file: On 9Aug2022, Lisa Covens (Leger) requested that the 030/BI110c script for Canada say “This will allow us to 

more quickly provide you with your incentive”.  Thus, this change was added on 10Aug 2022. 
031 BI270 Ask all. 

If you have questions concerning how the survey is being conducted, concerns about your participation, or about the 

authority under which this survey is being conducted, please contact [ethics contact]. 
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Consent to Participate 
With full knowledge of all foregoing, I agree to participate in this study. 

1    I agree to participate 
2    I do not wish to participate 

If response=1, go to 032/BI111. 
If response=2, go to 657/BI901. (DC: If C, then C-B13; if P, then P-C13) 

032 BI111 Ask all. 
Helpful hints for taking the survey (you may want to print this page for easy reference): 
 
- If you encounter a technical problem in the survey, please notify [email address for survey help] and we will get back to 

you as soon as possible. [(001/OwnerID=0 and 002/COUNTRY=CA, US, AU) or 001/OwnerID=1, 2, 6, 8 or 80: 

You may also call our partner's [toll-free/ freephone] line: [toll-free number], and leave a detailed message about the 

problem, along with your name, phone number and email address. Please include any details about the browser you are 

using and the error message (if any) you are seeing.] 
 
- After selecting or entering an answer, click the '>>>' (next) button at the bottom of the page to continue to the next 

screen. Do not use the 'Enter' key on your keyboard. 
 
- During the survey, if you need to return to a previous question, click the '<<<' (previous) button at the bottom of the 

page to go back. Do not use the browser's ‘Back’ button or the backspace key on the keyboard. 
 
- If you do not wish to answer a question, you may select 'Prefer not to answer'. However, some questions are mandatory 

because they determine your eligibility for part or all of our survey. If you do not respond to those questions you will not be 

able to continue in the survey. 
 
- The software will record and save your survey answers as you go, allowing you to stop and start again if you cannot 

complete the survey all at one time. You can click on the 'Cont. later' (continue later) button to exit the survey. If you click 

'Cont. later' after a 30-minute period of inactivity, you will see the message 'invalid request.' In either situation you will be 

able to re-enter the survey where you left off, using the link provided in the invitation. 
033 BI300 Ask all. 

First we have some questions that determine your eligibility for certain parts of the survey, mostly about your geographic 

location and your use of tobacco and e-cigarettes/ vaping products. 
034a BI238 *** DATA USER: INSTEAD OF 034a/BI238, USE DERIVED GENDER VARIABLES, SHOWN FURTHER BELOW*** 

Ask all. 
Select only one. 

What is your current gender identity? 
1    Woman 
2    Man 
3    Gender queer/ gender non-conforming/ gender non-binary 
4    Different identity (specify) 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

034b BI238o Ask if 034a/BI238=4. 
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Specify other identity. 

035 BI239 *** DATA USER: INSTEAD OF 035/BI239, USE DERIVED GENDER VARIABLE, SHOWN NEXT*** 
Ask all. 
The following question is for statistical purposes only. The question may be sensitive for some people, but it is important for 

creating a profile of participants in the survey. 
What sex were you assigned at birth, meaning on your original birth certificate? 

1    Female 
2    Male 
3    Intersex 
4    Other 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

036 GENDER_

V 
Derived gender variable, inclusive of non-binary and genderqueer gender identities/expressions, to be derived 

by analysts for cross-002/COUNTRY consistency. 
If 034a/BI238=1 (W), 036/GENDER_V=2 (W). 
If 034a/BI238=2 (M), 036/GENDER_V=1 (M). 
If 034a/BI238=3-4 (Non-binary, Genderqueer, other), 036/GENDER_V=3. 
If 034a/BI238=8 or 9: 
If 001/OwnerID=2 or 8, use sex provided by survey firm (Male=1 Man; Female=2 Woman). 
If 001/OwnerID<>2 or 8 and 035/BI239=1 (F), 036/GENDER_V=2 (W) 
If 001/OwnerID<>2 or 8 and 035/BI239=2 (M), 036/GENDER_V=1 (M) 
If 001/OwnerID<>2 or 8 and 035/BI239=3, 036/GENDER_V=3 (O) 
If 001/OwnerID<>2 or 8 and 035/BI239=4 or 9, 036/GENDER_V=9 
If 001/OwnerID<>2 or 8 and 035/BI239=8, 036/GENDER_V=8 

1    Man 
2    Woman 
3    Other 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

For 4CV4 'gender' will be replaced with 036/GENDER_V which is based on the data provided at 034a/BI238 and allows for 

gender identity beyond man and woman. 
037 GSB_V PROGRAMMER NOTE:  Please use this variable for quotas. 

 
Derived Gender Sex Binary (037/GSB_V) variable, to be derived by analysts for cross-002/COUNTRY 

consistency. 
If 036/GENDER_V=1 (M), set 037/GSB_V=1 (M) 
If 036/GENDER_V=2 (W), set 037/GSB_V=2 (F) 
If 036/GENDER_V=3, 8, or 9 (Other): 
If 001/OwnerID=2 or 8, use sex provided by survey firm (Male=1; Female=2). 
If 001/OwnerID<>2 or 8 and 035/BI239=1 (F), 037/GSB_V=2 (F) 
If 001/OwnerID<>2 or 8 and 035/BI239=2 (M), 037/GSB_V=1 (M) 
If 001/OwnerID<>2 or 8 and 035/BI239=3, 4, 8 or 9, randomly assign values of 1 (M) or 2 (F). 

1    Male 
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2    Female 

037/GSB_V is a new variable that is binary that will allow for comparisons inclusive of either gender or sex across ITC surveys 

dependent on the norms of the 002/COUNTRY. 
For 4CV4 '037/GSB_V' will be based on the data provided at 036/GENDER_V, which is itself based on 034a/BI238. Those who 

do not have a value at 036/GENDER_V of either 1 or 2 will be derived based on the sex provided either at 035/BI239 or by 

the survey firm, or generated by random assignment. 
038 DE099 Ask if 002/COUNTRY=UK and 001/OwnerID=0 or 9. 

If 001/OwnerID=3, region coding to be provided by survey firm when each respondent accesses the link to the 

web survey. 
This refers to county within England, not 002/COUNTRY. 

What county do you live in? 
(Show alphabetical list of 90 counties - refer to list provided separately) 
888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

This is an essential question that will help to determine your eligibility. Please do your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t 

wish to answer this question, you will not be able to continue. 
If response=888 or 999, go to 019/BI473, then 658/BI904.  (DC: if C, then C-B80; if P, then P-C80) 
If P and region quota full, go to 663/BI967. (DC: P-D80) 
Otherwise, go to 046/DE731. 

039 auRegion Ask if 002/COUNTRY=AU. 
What state or territory do you currently live in? 

01    New South Wales (NSW) 
02    Victoria (VIC) 
03    Queensland (QLD) 
04    South Australia (SA) 
05    Western Australia (WA) 
06    Tasmania (TAS) 
07    Australian Capital Territory (ACT) 
08    Northern Territory (NT) 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

This is an essential question that will help to determine your eligibility. Please do your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t 

wish to answer this question, you will not be able to continue. 
If response=88 or 99, go to 019/BI473, then 658/BI904.  (DC: if C, then C-B80; if P, then P-C80) 
If P and region quota full, go to 663/BI967. (DC: P-D80) 
Otherwise, go to 046/DE731. 

040 DE090 Ask if 002/COUNTRY=CA. 
What province do you currently live in? 

01    Alberta 
02    British Columbia 
03    Manitoba 
04    New Brunswick 
05    Newfoundland & Labrador 
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06    Nova Scotia 
07    Ontario 
08    Prince Edward Island 
09    Quebec 
10    Saskatchewan 
11    Other 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

This is an essential question that will help to determine your eligibility. Please do your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t 

wish to answer this question, you will not be able to continue. 
If response=88 or 99, go to 019/BI473, then 658/BI904. (DC: if C, then C-B80; if P, then P-C80) 
If response=11, go to 663/BI967. (DC: if C, then C-D10; if P, then P-D10) 
If P and response=1-10 and region quota full, go to 663/BI967. (DC: P-D80) 
 
If C or (P and region quota open), then: 
if response=2, go to 041/DE091. 
if response=7, go to 042/DE092. 
if response=9, go to 044/DE094. 
Otherwise, go to 046/DE731. 

041 DE091 Ask if 040/DE090=2. 
Do you live in Metro Vancouver? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Metro Vancouver is defined as including the following municipalities, First Nations reserves and treaty lands, and Electoral 

Area: 
1) Anmore 
2) Belcarra 
3) Bowen Island 
4) Burnaby 
5) Coquitlam 
6) Delta 
7) First Nations Reserves and Treaty Lands (including Barnston Island 3, Burrard Inlet 3, Capilano 5, Coquitlam 1, Coquitlam 

2, Graveyard 5, Inlailawatash 4, Inlailawatash 4A, Katzie 1, Katzie 2,  Kitsilano 6, Langley 5, Matsqui 4, McMilland Island 6, 

Mission 1, Musqueam 2, Musqueam 4, Pitt Lake 4, Sea Island 3, Semiahmoo, Seymour Creek 2, Tsawwassen, Whonnock 1) 
8) Langley City 
9) Langley Township 
10) Lions Bay 
11) Maple Ridge 
12) New Westminster 
13) North Vancouver City 
14) North Vancouver District 
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15) Pitt Meadows 
16) Port Coquitlam 
17) Port Moody 
18) Richmond 
19) Surrey 
20) UBC/ UEL Electoral Area 'A' 
21) Vancouver City 
22) West Vancouver 
23) White Rock 
 
This is an essential question that will help to determine your eligibility. Please do your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t 

wish to answer this question, you will not be able to continue. 
If response=8 or 9, go to 019/BI473, then 658/BI904.  (DC: if C, then C-B80; if P, then P-C80) 
If P and region quota full, go to 663/BI967. (DC: P-D80) 
Otherwise, go to 046/DE731. 

042 DE092 Ask if 040/DE090=7. 
Do you live in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA)? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

The GTA is defined as the four regions of Durham, York, Peel, and Halton, which include the following municipalities: 
1) Ajax 
2) Aurora 
3) Brampton 
4) Brock 
5) Burlington 
6) Caledon 
7) Clarington 
8) Durham Region 
9) East Gwillimbury 
10) Georgina 
11) Halton Hills 
12) Halton Region 
13) King 
14) Markham 
15) Milton 
16) Mississauga 
17) Newmarket 
18) Oakville 
19) Oshawa 
20) Peel Region 
21) Pickering 
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22) Richmond Hill 
23) Scugog 
24) Toronto 
25) Uxbridge 
26) Vaughan 
27) Whitby 
28) Whitchurch-Stouffville 
29) York Region 
 
This is an essential question that will help to determine your eligibility. Please do your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t 

wish to answer this question, you will not be able to continue. 
If response=1, go to 043/DE093. 
If response=8 or 9, go to 019/BI473, then 658/BI904. (DC: if C, then C-B80; if P, then P-C80) 
If P and region quota full, go to 663/BI967. (DC: P-D80) 
Otherwise, go to 046/DE731. 

043 DE093 Ask if 042/DE092=1. 
Do you live in the city of Toronto? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

The city of Toronto is defined as the former Regional Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto, which consisted of the former Cities 

of Toronto, Etobicoke, North York, Scarborough, York and the Borough of East York. 
 
This is an essential question that will help to determine your eligibility. Please do your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t 

wish to answer this question, you will not be able to continue. 
If response=8 or 9, go to 019/BI473, then 658/BI904.  (DC: if C, then C-B80; if P, then P-C80) 
If P and region quota full, go to 663/BI967. (DC: P-D80) 
Otherwise, go to 046/DE731. 

044 DE094 Ask if 040/DE090=9. 
Do you live in the Metropolitan Area of Montréal? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

The Metropolitan Area of Montréal includes the following 91 subdivisions: 
1) Baie-D'Urfé 
2) Beaconsfield 
3) Beauharnois 
4) Beloeil 
5) Blainville 
6) Boisbriand 
7) Bois-des-Filion 
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8) Boucherville 
9) Brossard 
10) Candiac 
11) Carignan 
12) Chambly 
13) Charlemagne 
14) Châteauguay 
15) Coteau-du-Lac 
16) Côte-Saint-Luc 
17) Delson 
18) Deux-Montagnes 
19) Dollard-Des Ormeaux 
20) Dorval 
21) Gore 
22) Hampstead 
23) Hudson 
24) Kahnawake 
25) Kanesatake 
26) Kirkland 
27) La Prairie 
28) L'Assomption 
29) Laval 
30) Lavaltrie 
31) L'Épiphanie (town) 
32) L'Épiphanie (parish) 
33) Léry 
34) Les Cèdres 
35) Les Coteaux 
36) L'Île-Cadieux 
37) L'Île-Dorval 
38) L'Île-Perrot 
39) Longueuil 
40) Lorraine 
41) Mascouche 
42) McMasterville 
43) Mercier 
44) Mirabel 
45) Montréal 
46) Montréal-Est 
47) Montréal-Ouest 
48) Mont-Royal 
49) Mont-Saint-Hilaire 
50) Notre-Dame-de-l'Île-Perrot 
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51) Oka 
52) Otterburn Park 
53) Pincourt 
54) Pointe-Calumet 
55) Pointe-Claire 
56) Pointe-des Cascades 
57) Repentigny 
58) Richelieu 
59) Rosemère 
60) Saint-Amable 
61) Saint-Basile-le-Grand 
62) Saint-Bruno-de-Montarville 
63) Saint-Colomban 
64) Saint-Constant 
65) Saint-Eustache 
66) Saint-Isidore 
67) Saint-Jérôme 
68) Saint-Joseph-du-Lac 
69) Saint-Lambert 
70) Saint-Lazare 
71) Saint-Mathias-sur-Richelieu 
72) Saint-Mathieu 
73) Saint-Mathieu-de-Beloeil 
74) Saint-Philippe 
75) Saint-Placide 
76) Saint-Sulpice 
77) Saint-Zotique 
78) Sainte-Anne-de-Bellevue 
79) Sainte-Anne-des-Plaines 
80) Sainte-Catherine 
81) Sainte-Julie 
82) Sainte-Marthe-sur-le-Lac 
83) Sainte-Thérèse 
84) Senneville 
85) Terrasse-Vaudreuil 
86) Terrebonne 
87) Varennes 
88) Vaudreuil-Dorion 
89) Vaudreuil-sur-le-Lac 
90) Verchères 
91) Westmount 
 
This is an essential question that will help to determine your eligibility. Please do your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t 
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wish to answer this question, you will not be able to continue. 
If response=8 or 9, go to 019/BI473, then 658/BI904.  (DC: if C, then C-B80; if P, then P-C80) 
If P and region quota full, go to 663/BI967. (DC: P-D80) 
Otherwise, go to 046/DE731. 

045 usState Ask if 002/COUNTRY=US and 001/OwnerID=0, 5 or 80. 
For 001/OwnerID=2 or 8, US state to be provided by survey firm when each respondent accesses the link to the 

web survey. 
What US state do you currently live in? 

88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

(Show alphabetical list of 50 US states with Washington D.C., plus 52 'Other' - refer to list provided separately) 
This is an essential question that will help to determine your eligibility. Please do your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t 

wish to answer this question, you will not be able to continue. 
If response=88 or 99, go to 019/BI473, then 658/BI904. (DC: if C, then C-B80; if P, then P-C80) 
If response=52, go to 663/BI967. (DC: if C, then C-D10; if P, then P-D10) 
If P and (response=1-51) and region quota full, go to 663/BI967. (DC: P-D80) 
Otherwise, go to 046/DE731. 

046 DE731 Ask all. 
Program question to request proper postal/zip code format applicable to each 002/COUNTRY, rather than open 

text field. (For UK: only request first 2 alphanumeric digits, rather than 6.) 
Australia: Please enter your 4-digit postal code. 
Canada: “Please enter your postal code with a space between each set of 3 numbers/letters (e.g., A1A 1A1)”. 
England: Please enter the first 2 alpha digits of your postal code (examples: SE, S1, W1, EC). 
US: Please enter your 5-digit zip code. 
 
All: This information will be used to analyse the survey data by geographic region and will not be shared with anyone 

outside the project. 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

If 002/COUNTRY=UK or (002/COUNTRY=AU and 001/OwnerID=0 or 7), show: This is an essential question that will help to 

determine your eligibility. Please do your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t wish to answer this question, you will not be 

able to continue. 
If response=88 or 99 AND [(002/COUNTRY=UK) or (002/COUNTRY=AU and 001/OwnerID=0 or 7)], go to 

019/BI473, then 658/BI904. (DC: if Cohort4C=1 then C-B80; if Cohort4C=2 then P-C80) 
Otherwise continue. 

  PRODUCT SCREENING 
047 MP131 Ask all. 

** IMPORTANT – READ CAREFULLY ** 
 
In this survey we mostly ask about four different types of products. You will be asked about all four types at different 

points throughout the survey. 
 
1.    Ordinary cigarettes (including roll-your-own and [factory-made/ pack]) 
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2.    Vaping products  
 
3.    A newer kind of product, called heated tobacco products (or heat-not-burn products) 
 
4.    Oral products that are placed in the mouth where the nicotine is absorbed 

048 MP120 Ask all. 
[indent]**IMPORTANT** 
For the purposes of this survey, please use the following definitions. 
 
1.    Ordinary cigarettes (including roll-your-own and [factory-made/pack]) that are lit, burned, and produce ashes. 

Ordinary cigarettes may also be referred to as cigarettes throughout the survey. 
 
[display image here] 
 
Image Filename: 4CV4_MP120__CA+AU+US+UK_OC (Apr07-2022).png 
 
2.    Vaping products (sometimes called e-cigarettes) heat a LIQUID ONLY. Vaping products do NOT contain actual 

tobacco. The liquid often contains nicotine and is often flavoured. 
 
[display image here] 
 
Image filename: 4CV4_MP120_EN_CA_VP (Apr08-2022).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_MP120_FR_CA_VP (Apr11-2022).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_MP120_EN_US_VP (Apr29-2022).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_MP120_EN_UK_VP (Apr08-2022).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_MP120_EN_AU_VP (Apr12-2022).png 
 
3.    Heated Tobacco Products (HTPs, or heat-not-burn products) heat ACTUAL TOBACCO to create an emission that is 

inhaled. HTPs are much less common than vaping products, and they ALWAYS contain actual tobacco in the form of sticks 

or capsules, or loose tobacco. Some HTPs may also have liquid, but what matters is that they contain actual tobacco. 
 
[display image here] 
 
Image filename: 4CV4_MP120_EN_CA_HTP (Apr08-2022).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_MP120_FR_CA_HTP (Apr11-2022).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_MP120_EN_US_HTP (Apr29-2022).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_MP120_EN_UK_HTP (Apr08-2022).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_MP120_EN_AU_HTP (Apr12-2022).png 
 
4.    Oral products that are placed in the mouth so that nicotine is absorbed. 
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[display image here] 
 
Image filename: 4CV4_MP120_EN_CA+AU+US+UK_OP (Apr07-2022).jpg 
Image filename: 4CV4_MP120_FR_CA_OP (May04-2022).png 

  CIGARETTES -- SCREENING 
049 MP263 Ask all. 

The next questions are about ordinary cigarettes (roll-your-own and [factory made/ pack]) that are filled with 

tobacco, lit with a match or lighter, and burned to produce ashes. 
 
[display image here] 
 
Image Filename: 048/MP120_MP263 OC_4C_7Apr2022.png 

050 QA342 Ask if C and 061/FR309v@LSD=40 or 80. 
According to our records, you had quit smoking cigarettes when you completed our previous survey in [LSD].  What is your 

current status? 
1    I have remained stopped ever since 
2    I relapsed back to smoking for a while, but have quit again 
3    I am back smoking 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

This is an essential question that will help to determine your eligibility. Please do your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t 

wish to answer this question, you will not be able to continue. 
If response=1, go to 054/FR142v. 
If response=8 or 9, go to 019/BI473, then 658/BI904. (DC: C-B11.7) 

051 QA513 Ask if 050/QA342=2 or 3. 
How long were you quit for, on your quit attempt that started before [LSD]? 

01    Less than 1 week 
02    1-2 weeks 
03    3-4 weeks 
04    1-3 months 
05    4-6 months 
06    7-12 months 
07    More than 1 year 
88    Refused 
99    Can't Remember   

If 050/QA342=2, go to 054/FR142v. 
If 050/QA342=3, go to 052/FR225. 

052 FR225 Ask if (P) or [C and ((050/QA342=3) or (061/FR309v@LSD=10-32 or 90))]. 
PROGRAMMER: Do not show response option 6 for (050/QA342=3) or (061/FR309v@LSD=10-32). 

How often do you CURRENTLY smoke ordinary cigarettes (either factory-made/pack or roll-your-own)? 
1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 
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4    Less than monthly, but occasionally 
5    I have quit smoking 
6    I have never been a smoker 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

This is an essential question that will help to determine your eligibility. Please do your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t 

wish to answer this question, you will not be able to continue. 
If response=4 or 5, go to 053/FR142. 
If response=1, 2, 3, or 6, go to 054/FR142v. 
If response=8 or 9, go to 019/BI473, then 658/BI904. (DC: if C, then C-B11.5; if P, then P-C11.5) 

053 FR142 Ask if (052/FR225=4 or 5) AND [(P) OR (003/In4C=2 and 057/FR225v@LSD>3 and (096/FR509@LSD>3 or 

unasked) and 054/FR142v@LSD=2)]. 
Have you EVER smoked cigarettes at least once a month? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

This is an essential question that will help to determine your eligibility. Please do your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t 

wish to answer this question, you will not be able to continue. 
If response=8 or 9, go to 019/BI473, then 658/BI904.  (DC: if C, then C-B11.5; if P, then P-C11.5) 

054 FR142v (Derived variable: ever smoked cigarettes at least monthly.) 
 
If 053/FR142=1, then 054/FR142v=1. 
If 054/FR142v@LSD=1, then 054/FR142v=1. 
If 052/FR225=1-3, then 054/FR142v=1. 
If 003/In4C=1, then 054/FR142v=1. 
If 057/FR225v@LSD=1-3, then 054/FR142v=1. 
If 096/FR509@LSD=1-3, then 054/FR142v=1. 
 
Otherwise, 054/FR142v=2. 

1    Yes 
2    No 

If response=1, go to 055/FR304. 
If C and response=2, go to 056/FR314. 
If P and response=2, go to 057/FR225v. 

055 FR304 Ask if 052/FR225=4 and 054/FR142v=1. 
Since you smoke less than once a month, you could be considered either a smoker or a quitter.  Do you think of yourself as 

a smoker, or do you think of yourself as having quit smoking? 
1    Smoker 
2    Quitter 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

This is an essential question that will help to determine your eligibility. Please do your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t 
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wish to answer this question, you will not be able to continue. 
If response=1 or 2, go to 057/FR225v. 
If response=8 or 9, go to 019/BI473, then 658/BI904. (DC: if C, then C-B11.5; if P, then P-C11.5) 

056 FR314 Ask if C and 052/FR225=4 AND 054/FR142v=2. 
Since you smoke less than once a month, you could be considered either a smoker or a non-smoker.  Do you think of 

yourself as a smoker or as a non-smoker? 
1    Smoker 
2    Non-Smoker 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

This is an essential question that will help to determine your eligibility. Please do your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t 

wish to answer this question, you will not be able to continue. 
If response=1 or 2, go to 057/FR225v. 
If response=8 or 9, go to 019/BI473, then 658/BI904. (DC: if C, then C-B11.5; if P, then P-C11.5) 

057 FR225v Ask if 052/FR225=1-6. 
(Derived variable: current frequency of cigarette smoking.) 
 
If 054/FR142v=2, then 057/FR225v=6. 
If 055/FR304=1, then 057/FR225v=4. 
If 055/FR304=2, then 057/FR225v=5. 
If 056/FR314=1, 057/FR225v=4. 
If 056/FR314=2, 057/FR225v=6. 
Otherwise, 057/FR225v=[052/FR225]. 

1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 
4    Less than monthly, but occasionally, and self-classified as smoker 
5    (I have quit smoking) OR (less than monthly and self-classified as quitter) 
6    I have never been a smoker 

If response=3, 4 or 5, go to 058/BI345. 
If response=1, 2 or 6, go to 059/BI345v. 

058 BI345 Ask if [P and (057/FR225v=3, 4 or 5)] OR [C and (057/FR225v=3, 4 or 5) and (059/BI345v@LSD=2)]. 
Have you smoked 100 or more cigarettes over your lifetime? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

100 cigarettes= 5 packs of 20 cigarettes OR 4 packs of 25 cigarettes. 
 
This is an essential question that will help to determine your eligibility. Please do your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t 

wish to answer this question, you will not be able to continue. 
If response=8 or 9, go to 019/BI473, then 658/BI904.  (DC: if C, then C-B11.5; if P, then P-C11.5) 

059 BI345v (Derived value – smoked 100 or more cigarettes in lifetime.) 
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If 058/BI345=1, then 059/BI345v=1. 
If 058/BI345=2, then 059/BI345v=2. 
If 057/FR225v=1-2, then 059/BI345v=1. 
If 059/BI345v@LSD=1, then 059/BI345v=1. 
If 057/FR225v=6, then 059/BI345v=2. 

1    Yes 
2    No 

060 QA439 Ask if [(P and (055/FR304=1 or 057/FR225v=5)) OR (C and (055/FR304=1 or 057/FR225v=5 or 

050/QA342=1-2))] and 059/BI345v=1. 
050/QA342=2: How long ago did your CURRENT quit attempt start? 
055/FR304=1 or 2: How long ago did you reduce your smoking to less than monthly?  If you don’t know exactly when 

this happened, give us your best estimate. 
Otherwise: How long ago did you quit smoking? 

01    Less than 1 week ago 
02    1-2 weeks ago 
03    3-4 weeks ago 
04    1-3 months ago 
05    4-6 months ago 
06    7-12 months ago 
07    13-18 months ago 
08    19-24 months ago 
09    2-3 years ago 
10    3-5 years ago 
11    More than 5 years ago 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

This is an essential question that will help to determine your eligibility. Please do your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t 

wish to answer this question, you will not be able to continue. 
If response=88 or 99, go to 019/BI473, then 658/BI904.  (DC: if C, then C-B11.7; if P, then P-C11.7) 

061 FR309v Two-digit codes for 061/FR309v were adopted after W2 fieldwork and retroactively implemented for W1 and 

W2.  These allow splitting of the previous category ‘Current Occasional/< Weekly Smoker’, coded 3, into new 

categories ‘Monthly’ and ‘Less-than-monthly’ smokers, now coded 31 and 32 respectively. Other codes simply 

have a zero added to the single digit: 
Old -> New 
1 -> 10 
2 -> 20 
3 -> 31 + 32 
4 -> 40 
8 -> 80 
9 -> 90 

(Derived variable for all respondents -- cigarette smoking status at current wave, to be used in question filters throughout 

survey.) 
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10    Current Daily Smoker (057/FR225v=1) 
20    Current Weekly Smoker (057/FR225v=2) 
31    Current Monthly Smoker  (057/FR225v=3 AND 059/BI345v=1) 
32    Current Less-than-monthly Smoker (057/FR225v=4 AND 059/BI345v=1) 
40    Recent Quitter: Identifies as quit in last 24M AND has smoked 100+ lifetime cigs [(057/FR225v=5 AND 

059/BI345v=1 AND 060/QA439=1-8) or (050/QA342=1-2 and 060/QA439=1-8)] 
80    Long-term Quitter: Identifies as quit more than 24M ago AND has smoked 100+ lifetime cigs [(057/FR225v=5 

AND 059/BI345v=1 AND 060/QA439=9-11) or (050/QA342=1-2 and 060/QA439=9-11)] 
90    Non-Smoker: Identifies, or is derived as, never having been a smoker OR has not smoked 100+ lifetime cigs. 

(057/FR225v=6 or 059/BI345v=2) 
062 QA435w Ask if 002/COUNTRY=CA and [(P and (055/FR304=1 or 057/FR225v=5)) OR (C and (055/FR304=1 or 

057/FR225v=5 or 050/QA342=1-2))] and 059/BI345v=1. 
Now we need you to answer the same question in a different way that allows us to compare to other Canadian studies: 

055/FR304=1 or 2: When did you reduce your smoking to less than monthly? 
Otherwise: When did you stop smoking? 

1    Less than 1 year ago 
2    1-2 years ago 
3    3-5 years ago 
4    More than 5 years ago 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

This is an essential question that will help to determine your eligibility. Please do your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t 

wish to answer this question, you will not be able to continue. 
If response=8 or 9, go to 019/BI473, then 658/BI904.  (DC: if C, then C-B11.7; if P, then P-C11.7) 
Otherwise, go to 064/Quitdate. 

063a QA435x Ask if 002/COUNTRY=US and [(P and (055/FR304=1 or 057/FR225v=5)) OR (C and (055/FR304=1 or 

057/FR225v=5 or 050/QA342=1-2))] and 059/BI345v=1. 
Now we need you to answer the same question in a different way that allows us to compare to other U.S. studies: 

055/FR304=1 or 2: How long has it been since you reduced your smoking to less than monthly? 
Otherwise: How long has it been since you quit smoking cigarettes? 

1    Days 
2    Weeks 
3    Months 
4    Years 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Please select the time unit to provide your answer in days, weeks, months or years. 
 
This is an essential question that will help to determine your eligibility. Please do your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t 

wish to answer this question, you will not be able to continue. 
If response=1, go to 063b/QA435xa. 
If response=2, go to 063c/QA435xb. 
If response=3, go to 063d/QA435xc. 
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If response=4, go to 063e/QA435xd. 
If response=8 or 9, go to 019/BI473, then 658/BI904.  (DC: if C, then C-B11.7; if P, then P-C11.7) 

063b QA435xa Ask if 063a/QA435x=1. 
055/FR304=1 or 2: How many days ago did you reduce your smoking to less than monthly? 
Otherwise: How many days ago did you quit smoking cigarettes? 

Enter number of days. 
063c QA435xb Ask if 063a/QA435x=2. 

055/FR304=1 or 2: How many weeks ago did you reduce your smoking to less than monthly? 
Otherwise: How many weeks ago did you quit smoking cigarettes? 

Enter number of weeks. 
063d QA435xc Ask if 063a/QA435x=3. 

055/FR304=1 or 2: How many months ago did you reduce your smoking to less than monthly? 
Otherwise: How many months ago did you quit smoking cigarettes? 

Enter number of months. 
063e QA435xd Ask if 063a/QA435x=4. 

055/FR304=1 or 2: How many years ago did you reduce your smoking to less than monthly? 
Otherwise: How many years ago did you quit smoking cigarettes? 

Enter number of years. 
064 Quitdate Derived variable, to be derived by data analysts -- approximate start of current quit attempt, in days (i.e. for those currently 

quit). 
If 050/QA342=1 or 050/QA342=2 or 057/FR225v=5, derive as follows: 
-- If 060/QA439=01, 064/Quitdate=[current survey date]-7 days. 
-- If 060/QA439=02, 064/Quitdate=[current survey date]-14 days. 
-- If 060/QA439=03, 064/Quitdate=[current survey date]-1 month (in days). 
-- If 060/QA439=04, 064/Quitdate=[current survey date]-3 months (in days). 
-- If 060/QA439=05, 064/Quitdate=[current survey date]-6 months (in days). 
-- If 060/QA439=06, 064/Quitdate=[current survey date]-12 months (in days). 
-- If 060/QA439=07, 064/Quitdate=[current survey date]-18 months (in days). 
-- If 060/QA439=08, 064/Quitdate=[current survey date]-24 months (in days). 
-- If 060/QA439=09, 064/Quitdate=[current survey date]-3 years (in days). 
-- If 060/QA439=10, 064/Quitdate=[current survey date]-5 years (in days). 
-- If 060/QA439=11, 064/Quitdate=[current survey date]-2000 days.(*Arbitrary # of days to represent 'More than 5 

years'.) 
065 QA439v Derived value, to be derived by data analysts -- Time since quit at current survey date (in days). 

065/QA439v=[current survey date]-064/Quitdate. 
  E-CIGARETTE SCREENING 

066 NC302 Ask all. 
The next questions are about vaping products – those that heat a liquid ONLY, without any actual tobacco. 
 
[display image here] 
Image filename: 4CV4_NC302_EN_CA_VP (Apr08-2022).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_NC302_FR_CA_VP (Apr11-2022).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_NC302_EN_US_VP (Apr29-2022).png 
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Image filename: 4CV4_NC302_EN_UK_VP (Apr08-2022).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_NC302_EN_AU_VP (Apr12-2022).png 

Have you ever used a vaping product, even once? We do NOT mean vaping cannabis -- we ask about that later. 
1    Yes 
2    No 
3    I have never heard of vaping products (outside of this survey) 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know (valid response) 

This is an essential question that will help to determine your eligibility. Please do your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t 

wish to answer this question, you will not be able to continue. 
If response=2, 3 or 9, go to 071/EC309v. 
If response=8, go to 019/BI473, then 658/BI904. (DC: if C, then C-B11.6; if P, then P-C11.6) 

067 NC309 Ask if 066/NC302=1. 
At the time when you were vaping most often, how often did you vape? 

1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
3    Less than weekly, but at least occasionally 
4    I have only tried vaping a few times, but more than once 
5    I have only ever tried vaping once 
8    Refused 
9    Can't Remember 

If you are not sure whether you've vaped daily, but you're sure you've vaped at least once a week, select the second option 

'Less than daily, but at least once a week'. 
If response=1-5, go to 069/NC320. 

068 EF130 Ask if 067/NC309=8 or 9. 
Have you ever vaped at least weekly, or always less than weekly? 

1    At least weekly 
2    Always less than weekly 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

This is an essential question that will help to determine your eligibility. Please do your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t 

wish to answer this question, you will not be able to continue. 
If response=1-2, go to 069/NC320. 
If response=8 or 9, go to 019/BI473, then 658/BI904.  (DC: if C, then C-B11.6; if P, then P-C11.6) 

069 NC320 Ask if 066/NC302=1. 
When was the last time you vaped? 

01    Less than 1 week ago 
02    1-4 weeks ago 
03    1-3 months ago 
04    4-6 months ago 
05    7-12 months ago 
06    13-18 months ago 
07    19-24 months ago 
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08    More than 2 years ago 
88    Refused 
99    Can't Remember 

070 NC304 Ask if 067/NC309=1-3, 8 or 9. 
How often do you CURRENTLY vape? 

1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 
4    Less than once a month, but occasionally 
5    Not at all 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

This is an essential question that will help to determine your eligibility. Please do your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t 

wish to answer this question, you will not be able to continue. 
If response=1-5, go to 071/EC309v. 
If response=8 or 9, go to 019/BI473, then 658/BI904. (DC: if C, then C-B11.6; if P, then P-C11.6) 

071 EC309v Two-digit codes for 071/EC309v were adopted after W2 fieldwork and retroactively implemented for W1 and 

W2.  These allow splitting of the previous category ‘Current Occasional/< Weekly Vaper’, coded 3, into new 

categories ‘Monthly’ and ‘Less-than-monthly’ vapers, now coded 31 and 32 respectively. Other codes simply 

have a zero added to the single digit: 
Old -> New 
1 -> 10 
2 -> 20 
3 -> 31 + 32 
4 -> 40 
5 -> 50 
6 -> 60 
7 -> 70 
8 -> 80 

(Derived variable for all respondents -- e-cigarette status at current wave, to be used in question filters throughout 

survey.) 
10    Current Daily Vaper (070/NC304=1) 
20    Current Weekly Vaper (070/NC304=2) 
31    Current Monthly Vaper (070/NC304=3) 
32    Current Less-than-monthly Vaper (070/NC304=4) 
40    Ever Quitter: past vaper at least weekly (070/NC304=5 AND (067/NC309=1-2 or 068/EF130=1)) 
50    Trier: vaped more than once/ occasionally ((067/NC309=4) OR ((070/NC304=5 and (067/NC309=3 or 

068/EF130=2))) 
60    Trier: vaped only once (067/NC309=5) 
70    Never Tried e-cigarettes (066/NC302=2) 
80    Never Heard of e-cigarettes (066/NC302=3 or 9) 

072 EF132v 

(Prev. 

Derived variable: triers, recent vs past 
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EF132) If 067/NC309=4 or 5 and 069/NC320=1-2, trier is recent (1). 

If 067/NC309=4 or 5 and 069/NC320=3-99, trier is past (2). 
If 069/NC320='.', 072/EF132v='.' 

1    Recent trier 
2    Past trier 

073 EF133v 

(Prev. 

EF133) 

Derived variable: LTMs, past weekly vs never weekly 
 
If 071/EC309v=32 and (067/NC309=1-2 or 068/EF130=1), LTM is past weekly (1). 
If 071/EC309v=32 and (067/NC309=3-5 or 068/EF130=2), LTM is never weekly (2). 

1    Past weekly 
2    Never weekly 

  HTP SCREENING 
074 HN103 Ask all. 

The next questions are about heated tobacco products.  Heated tobacco products (HTPs, or heat-not-burn products) heat 

ACTUAL TOBACCO to create an aerosol that is inhaled. 
 
[display image here] 
Image filename: 4CV4_HN103_EN_CA_HTP (Apr08-2022).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_HN103_FR_CA_HTP (Apr11-2022).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_HN103_EN_US_HTP (Apr29-2022).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_HN103_EN_UK_HTP (Apr08-2022).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_HN103_EN_AU_HTP (Apr12-2022).png 

Have you heard of heated tobacco products (outside of these surveys)? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know (valid response) 

This is an essential question that will help to determine your eligibility. Please do your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t 

wish to answer this question, you will not be able to continue. 
If response=2 or 9, go to 081/HN309v. 
If response=8, go to 019/BI473, then 658/BI904. (DC: if C, then C-B11.6; if P, then P-C11.6) 

075 HN106 Ask if 074/HN103=1. 
Have you ever used a heated tobacco product, even one time? 
(CA Image Filename: 048/MP120 074/HN103 HTP CA - Apr8-2022.png 
CA FR Image Filename: 048/MP120 074/HN103 HTP CA FR - Apr11-2022.png 
US Image Filename: 048/MP120 074/HN103 HTP US -29Apr2022.png 
EN Image Filename: 048/MP120 074/HN103 HTP EN - Apr8-2022.png 
AU Image Filename: 048/MP120 074/HN103 HTP AU-12Apr2022.png]) 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know (valid response) 

This is an essential question that will help to determine your eligibility. Please do your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t 
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wish to answer this question, you will not be able to continue. 
If response=2 or 9, go to 081/HN309v. 
If response=8, go to 019/BI473, then 658/BI904. (DC: if C, then C-B11.6; if P, then P-C11.6) 

076 HN210 Ask if 075/HN106=1. 
Please enter the brand name(s) of ALL heated tobacco device(s) you have ever used. 

8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

077 HN195 Ask if 075/HN106=1. 
At the time when you were using a heated tobacco product most often, how often did you use it? 

1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
3    Less than weekly, but at least occasionally 
4    I have only tried heated tobacco products a few times, but more than once 
5    I have only ever tried a heated tobacco product once 
8    Refused 
9    Can't Remember 

If you are not sure whether you've used a heated tobacco product daily, but you're sure you've used it at least once a week, 

select the second option 'Less than daily, but at least once a week'. 
If response=1-5, go to 079/HN170. 

078 HN196 Ask if 077/HN195=8 or 9. 
Have you ever used heated tobacco products at least weekly, or always less than weekly? 

1    At least weekly 
2    Always less than weekly 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

This is an essential question that will help to determine your eligibility. Please do your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t 

wish to answer this question, you will not be able to continue. 
If response=1-2, go to 079/HN170. 
If response=8 or 9, go to 019/BI473, then 658/BI904. (DC: if C, then C-B11.6; if P, then P-C11.6) 

079 HN170 Ask if 075/HN106=1. 
When was the last time you used a heated tobacco product? 

01    Less than 1 week ago 
02    1-4 weeks ago 
03    1-3 months ago 
04    4-6 months ago 
05    7-12 months ago 
06    13-18 months ago 
07    19-24 months ago 
08    More than 2 years ago 
88    Refused 
99    Can't Remember 

080 HN140 Ask if 077/HN195=1-3, 8 or 9. 
How often do you CURRENTLY use heated tobacco products? 
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1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 
4    Less than once a month, but occasionally 
5    Not at all 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

This is an essential question that will help to determine your eligibility. Please do your best to answer. If you can’t or don’t 

wish to answer this question, you will not be able to continue. 
If response=8 or 9, go to 019/BI473, then 658/BI904.  (DC: if C, then C-B11.6; if P, then P-C11.6) 

081 HN309v (Derived variable for all respondents – heated tobacco product (HTP) status at current wave, to be used in question filters 

throughout survey.) 
10    Current Daily HTP user (080/HN140=1) 
20    Current Weekly HTP user (080/HN140=2) 
31    Current Monthly HTP user (080/HN140=3) 
32    Current Less-than-monthly HTP user (080/HN140=4) 
40    Ever Quitter: past HTP User at least weekly ((080/HN140=5 AND (077/HN195=1-2 or 078/HN196=1)) 
50    Trier: HTP tried more than once/ occasionally ((077/HN195=4) OR ((080/HN140=5 and (077/HN195=3 or 

078/HN196=2))) 
60    Trier: HTP tried only once (077/HN195=5) 
70    Never Tried HTP (075/HN106=2 or 9) 
80    Never Heard of HTP (074/HN103=2 or 9) 

082 HN132v 

(Prev. 

HN132) 

Derived variable: triers, recent vs past 
 
If 077/HN195=4 or 5 and 079/HN170=1-2, trier is recent (1). 
If 077/HN195=4 or 5 and 079/HN170=3-99, trier is past (2). 

1    Recent trier 
2    Past trier 

083 HN133v 

(Prev. 

HN133) 

Derived variable: LTMs, past weekly vs never weekly 
 
If 081/HN309v=32 and (077/HN195=1-2 or 078/HN196=1), LTM is past weekly (1). 
If 081/HN309v=32 and (077/HN195=3-5 or 078/HN196=2), LTM is never weekly (2). 

1    Past weekly 
2    Never weekly 

  ORAL PRODUCTS SCREENER 
084 BI030 Ask all. 

[indent]The next questions are about oral products that are placed in the mouth and nicotine is absorbed. For the 

purposes of this survey please use the following definitions for three types of oral products. 
 
1.    SNUS is a SPITLESS oral tobacco product often sold in pouches, or sometimes as loose, moist snus. Snus is different 

from ‘other oral tobacco’ (see below) because it is placed inside the TOP LIP and it DOESN’T PRODUCE SPIT. 
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[display image here] 
 
Image filename: 4CV4_BI030_EN_CA+AU+US+UK_Snus (Apr07-2022).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_BI030_FR_CA_Snus (Apr11-2022).png 
 
2.    OTHER ORAL TOBACCO products sometimes called chewing tobacco, oral snuff, smokeless tobacco or oral tobacco. 

These PRODUCE SPIT and are removed after the nicotine is absorbed. 
 
[display image here] 
 
Image filename: 4CV4_BI030_EN_CA+AU+US+UK_Other Oral Tobacco (Apr11-2022).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_BI030_FR_CA_Other Oral Tobacco (Apr11-2022).png 
 
3.    TOBACCO-FREE oral NICOTINE products such as Zyn, On!, or Velo, pouches, lozenges, or discs. These products do 

NOT produce spit and are NOT approved for smoking cessation treatments. 
 
[display image here] 
 
English Image Filenames: 
Image filename: 4CV4_BI030_EN_CA+AU_ONP (Apr12-2022).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_BI030_FR_CA_ONP (Apr12-2022).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_BI030_EN_US+UK_ONP (Apr12-2022).png 

085a BI031 Ask all. 
(Programmer: program as grid.) 
Have you ever HEARD OF the following products? 

Snus (Click for definition [PROGRAMMER: link definition text here]) 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Image filename: 4CV4_BI031_EN_CA+AU+US+UK_Snus definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_BI031_FR_CA_Snus definition text (Mar22-2023).png 

085b BI032 OTHER ORAL TOBACCO, such as chewing tobacco (Click for definition [PROGRAMMER: link definition text here]) 
Image filename: 4CV4_BI032_EN_CA+AU+US+UK_Other Oral Tobacco definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_BI032_FR_CA_Other Oral Tobacco definition text (Mar22-2023).png 

085c BI033 TOBACCO-FREE oral NICOTINE products, such as Zyn, On!, or Velo, pouches, lozenges, or discs (Click for definition 

[PROGRAMMER: link definition text here]) 
<em>English Image Filename: 
Image filename: 4CV4_BI033_EN_CA+AU_ONP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_BI033_FR_CA_ONP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_BI033_EN_US+UK_ONP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 

086a BI034 Ask if 085a/BI031=1. 
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(Programmer: program as grid.) 
Have you ever USED . . . ? 

Snus (Click for definition [PROGRAMMER: link definition text here]) 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Image filename: 4CV4_BI034_EN_CA+AU+US+UK_Snus definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_BI034_FR_CA_Snus definition text (Mar22-2023).png 

086b BI035 Ask if 085b/BI032=1. 
OTHER ORAL TOBACCO, such as chewing tobacco (Click for definition [PROGRAMMER: link definition text here]) 

Image filename: 4CV4_BI035_EN_CA+AU+US+UK_Other Oral Tobacco definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_BI035_FR_CA_Other Oral Tobacco definition text (Mar22-2023).png 

086c SL681 Ask if 085c/BI033=1. 
TOBACCO-FREE oral NICOTINE products, such as Zyn, On!, or Velo, pouches, lozenges, or discs (Click for definition 

[PROGRAMMER: link definition text here]) 
<em>English Image Filename: 
Image filename: 4CV4_SL681_EN_CA+AU_ONP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_SL681_FR_CA_ONP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_SL681_EN_US+UK_ONP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 

087 BI040 Ask if 086a/BI034=1. 
Please enter the brand name(s) of ALL snus brand(s) you have ever used. 

8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

088 BI041 Ask if 086c/SL681=1. 
Please enter the brand name(s) of ALL TOBACCO-FREE oral NICOTINE products(s) you have ever used. 

8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

089a NC006 Ask if 086a/BI034=1. 
(Programmer: program as grid.) 
How often do you currently use . . . ? 

Snus (Click for definition [PROGRAMMER: link definition text here]) 
1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 
4    Less than once a month, but occasionally 
5    Not at all 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Image filename: 4CV4_NC006_EN_CA+AU+US+UK_Snus definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_NC006_FR_CA_Snus definition text (Mar22-2023).png 

089b BI037 Ask if 086b/BI035=1. 
OTHER ORAL TOBACCO, such as chewing tobacco (Click for definition [PROGRAMMER: link definition text here]) 
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Image filename: 4CV4_BI037_EN_CA+AU+US+UK_Other Oral Tobacco definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_BI037_FR_CA_Other Oral Tobacco definition text (Mar22-2023).png 

089c BI038 Ask if 086c/SL681=1. 
TOBACCO-FREE oral NICOTINE products, such as Zyn, On!, or Velo, pouches, lozenges, or discs. (Click for definition 

[PROGRAMMER: link definition text here]) 
<em>English Image Filename: 
Image filename: 4CV4_BI038_EN_CA+AU_ONP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_BI038_FR_CA_ONP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_BI038_EN_US+UK_ONP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 

090 BI947 002/COUNTRY=CA, US, UK and: 
[P and (061/FR309v=32 or 80 or 90) and (071/EC309v>20) and (081/HN309v>20) and (089a/NC006<>1 or 2) 

and (089c/BI038<>1 or 2)] 
OR 
[004/IN4CV1=1 and (all of 061/FR309v, 061/FR309v@4CV3, 061/FR309v@4CV2, and 061/FR309v@4CV1 

are>31) and (all of 071/EC309v, 071/EC309v@4CV3, 071/EC309v@4CV2 and 071/EC309v@4CV1 are>20) and 

(both of 081/HN309v and 081/HN309v@4CV3>20) and (089a/NC006<>1 or 2) and (089c/BI038<>1 or 2)] . 
OR 
002/COUNTRY=AU and: [P and (061/FR309v=32 or 80 or 90) and 071/EC309v>20] 
OR 
[004/IN4CV1=1 and (all of 061/FR309v, 061/FR309v@4CV3, 061/FR309v@4CV2, and 061/FR309v@4CV1>31) 

and (all of 071/EC309v, 071/EC309v@4CV3, 071/EC309v@4CV2, and 071/EC309v@4CV1>20)]. 
We are sorry, but our survey requires a certain number of respondents from each area of your 002/COUNTRY. We already 

have enough respondents from your area. Thank you for your time and assistance. 
 
Please click '>>>' (next). 
Terminate.  (DC: if C, then C-D72; if P, then P-D72) 

091 BI255 Ask all. 
Thank you. You are eligible for the survey. 

  CIGARETTES -- CONSUMPTION 
092 MP262 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-80. 

Now some questions about smoking ordinary cigarettes… 
 
Image Filename: 048/MP120_MP263 OC_4C_7Apr2022.png 

093 FR117 Ask if [P and (061/FR309v=10-40 or 80)] or [C and (061/FR309v=10-40) and (061/FR309v@LSD=90)]. 
How old were you when you first smoked a cigarette? 

888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Range 5-87 
If you are not sure, please provide your best estimate. 

094 FR121 Ask if (061/FR309v=20-40 or 80) and [P or (C and 095/FR121v@LSD=0 and 061/FR309v@LSD>10)]. 
061/FR309v=20-32: You told us that you don't smoke every day. 
All: Have you ever been a daily smoker? 

1    Yes 
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2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

095 FR121v (Derived variable: past (but not current) daily smoker of cigarettes) 
 
If (095/FR121v@LSD=1 or 061/FR309v@LSD=10) and 061/FR309v=20-80, then 095/FR121v=1. 
If 094/FR121=1, then 095/FR121v=1. 
Otherwise, 095/FR121v=0. 

1    Yes, past (but not current) daily smoker 
0    No, or not applicable 

096 FR509 Ask if P and (061/FR309v=10-40). 
 
Option 6 ('I had not started smoking') should only be shown if current age (025/ageSD) minus age started 

smoking (093/FR117) = 0, 1 or 2. 
Thinking back to 24 months ago, that is [24M Anchor], how often were you smoking cigarettes? 

1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 
4    Less than monthly, but occasionally 
5    I had quit at that time 
6    I had not started smoking 
8    Refused 
9    Can't Remember 

097 FR122 Ask if 095/FR121v=1. 
For about how long did you smoke daily? 

1    Less than 1 year 
2    13-18 months 
3    19-24 months 
4    2-3 years 
5    3-5 years 
6    6-10 years 
7    More than 10 years 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If you smoked daily at more than one time in your life, please answer only about the most recent such time. 
098 FR126 Ask if 095/FR121v=1. 

How long ago did you stop smoking every day? 
01    [Do not use code] 
02    Within the last 30 days 
03    1-3 months ago 
04    4-6 months ago 
05    7-12 months ago 
06    13-18 months ago 
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07    19-24 months ago 
08    [No option] 
09    2-3 years ago 
10    3-5 years ago 
11    6-10 years ago 
12    More than 10 years ago 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

099 FR128 Ask if 061/FR309v=10. 
How long have you been smoking daily? 

1    Less than 1 year 
2    13-18 months 
3    19-24 months 
4    2-3 years 
5    3-5 years 
6    6-10 years 
7    More than 10 years 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If you have smoked daily at more than one time in your life, please answer only about this most recent time. 
100 FR216 Ask if 061/FR309v=10. 

On a typical day, how many cigarettes do you usually smoke, including both [factory-made/ pack] and roll-your-own 

cigarettes? 
888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

This is a very important question.  If you don't have an exact answer, do your best to give an estimate. 
101 FR235 Ask if 061/FR309v=20. 

In a typical week, on how many days do you smoke? 
1    1-2 days a week 
2    3-4 days a week 
3    5-6 days a week 
4    Can't say, there's no consistent pattern 
8    Refused     

102 FR226 Ask if 061/FR309v=20. 
In a typical week, how many cigarettes do you usually smoke, including both [factory-made/ pack] and roll-your-own 

cigarettes? 
888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

This is a very important question.  If you don't have an exact answer, do your best to give an estimate. 
103 QA704 Ask if 061/FR309v=31-32. 

When was the last time you smoked a cigarette, even a puff? 
1   Less than 1 week ago 
2   1-2 weeks ago 
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3   3-4 weeks ago 
4   More than 30 days ago 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

104 FR236 Ask if 061/FR309v=31. 
In a typical month, how many cigarettes do you usually smoke, including both [factory-made/ pack] and roll-your-own 

cigarettes? 
888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

This is a very important question.  If you don't have an exact answer, do your best to give an estimate. 
105 FR200 Ask if 104/FR236=10-887. 

In a typical month of 30 days, on how many days do you smoke cigarettes? 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

106 FR245v (Derived variable: cigarettes per day (continuous)) 
107a FR250v (Derived variable: cigarettes per day (categories), calculated from QNU/FR245V) 

0    1-10 cigarettes 
1    11-20 cigarettes 
2    21-30 cigarettes 
3    31 or more cigarettes 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

107b FR251v (Derived variable: alternative cigarettes per day (categories) for use in calculating Heaviness of Smoking Index (HSI) for 

daily smokers (061/FR309v = 10), calculated from QNU/FR245V) 
0    1-5 cigarettes 
1    6-10 cigarettes 
2    11-15 cigarettes 
3    16-20 cigarettes 
4    21 or more cigarettes 

108 QA560 Ask if 061/FR309v=40. 
C: Other than your current quit attempt, have you tried to quit at any other time since [LSD]? 
P: Other than your current quit attempt, have you tried to quit at any other time during the past 24 months, since [24M 

Anchor]? 
1    No 
2    Once 
3    More than once 
8    Refused 
9    Can't Remember 

109 QA701 Ask if 061/FR309v=40 or 80. 
060/QA439=1-3:  Have you had any cigarettes, even a puff, since you quit smoking? 
060/QA439>3:  Now, thinking more recently… have you had any cigarettes, even a puff, in the last 30 days? 

1    Yes 
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2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 121/LM109. 
110 QA706 Ask if 109/QA701=1. 

Was this a slip-up or are you still allowing yourself the occasional cigarette? 
1    Slip-up 
2    Allowing an occasional cigarette 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, 8 or 9, go to 121/LM109. 
111 QA711 Ask if 110/QA706=2. 

[Since you quit smoking (060/QA439=1-3)/ In the last 30 days (060/QA439>3)], how often have you allowed yourself a 

cigarette? 
1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
3    Less than once a week 
4    Not at all 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Go to 121/LM109. 
  CIGARETTES -- BRAND CHOICE 

112 FR330 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32. 
Do you smoke [factory-made/ pack] cigarettes, roll-your-own cigarettes, or both? 

1    Only [factory-made/ pack] cigarettes 
2    Mainly [factory-made/ pack] cigarettes 
3    About the same amount of each 
4    Mainly roll-your-own cigarettes 
5    Only roll-your-own cigarettes 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, 8 or 9, go to 114/BR310. 
113a FR355 Ask if 112/FR330=2-5. 

(Programmer: program as grid.) 
Which of the following are important reasons for your smoking roll-your-own cigarettes? 

They are less expensive. 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

113b FR351 They are not as bad for your health. 
114 BR310 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32. 

Do you have a usual brand and variety of [cigarettes/ roll-your-own tobacco]? 
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1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 120a/BR337. 
115a BR312 Ask if 002/COUNTRY=CA and 114/BR310=1. 

What is your usual brand and variety of [cigarettes/ roll-your-own tobacco]? 
8888   Refused 
9996   Unbranded 
9997   Other (specify) 
9999   Don't Know 

Please start by typing the name of your usual brand to see a list of relevant brand names. Compare brand names until you 

find exactly the brand you smoke. [If survey language=French, show: The list uses English brand names. If you have 

trouble finding your brand, try typing without using accented letters.] (Note: For ‘roll-your-own’ cigarette tobacco, those 

tobacco brands will all have “RYO” in front of their brand name.) 
 
If your usual brand is not listed, please type and select 'Other'. You will then be instructed to type in the name of your usual 

brand. 
 
If your usual cigarettes/ tobacco does not have a brand name, please type and select ‘Unbranded’. 
 
If you don’t know the name of your usual brand, please type and select ‘Don’t know’ (including the apostrophe in 'don't'). 

Otherwise, type and select ‘Prefer not to answer’ if you do not wish to answer this question. 
115b BR312o Ask if 002/COUNTRY=CA and 115a/BR312=9997. 

Please specify your usual brand and variety of [cigarettes/ roll-your-own tobacco]. 
116a BR322 Ask if 002/COUNTRY=US and 114/BR310=1. 

What is your usual brand and variety of [cigarettes/ roll-your-own tobacco]? 
8888   Refused 
9996   Unbranded 
9997   Other (specify) 
9999   Don't Know 

Please start by typing the name of your usual brand to see a list of relevant brand names. Compare brand names until you 

find exactly the brand you smoke.  (Note: For ‘roll-your-own’ cigarette tobacco, those tobacco brands will all have “RYO” in 

front of their brand name.) 
 
If your usual brand is not listed, please type and select 'Other'. You will then be instructed to type in the name of your usual 

brand. 
 
If your usual cigarettes/ tobacco does not have a brand name, please type and select ‘Unbranded’. 
 
If you don’t know the name of your usual brand, please type and select ‘Don’t know’ (including the apostrophe in 'don't'). 

Otherwise, type and select ‘Prefer not to answer’ if you do not wish to answer this question. 
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116b BR322o Ask if 002/COUNTRY=US and 116a/BR322=9997. 

Please specify your usual brand and variety of [cigarettes/ roll-your-own tobacco]. 
117a BR331 Ask if 002/COUNTRY=UK and 114/BR310=1. 

What is your usual brand and variety of [cigarettes/ roll-your-own tobacco]? 
8888   Refused 
9996   Unbranded 
9997   Other (specify) 
9999   Don't Know 

Please start by typing the name of your usual brand to see a list of relevant brand names. Compare brand names until you 

find exactly the brand you smoke.  (Note: For ‘roll-your-own’ cigarette tobacco, those tobacco brands will all have “RYO” in 

front of their brand name.) 
 
If your usual brand is not listed, please type and select 'Other'. You will then be instructed to type in the name of your usual 

brand. 
 
If your usual cigarettes/ tobacco does not have a brand name, please type and select ‘Unbranded’. 
 
If you don’t know the name of your usual brand, please type and select ‘Don’t know’ (including the apostrophe in 'don't'). 

Otherwise, type and select ‘Prefer not to answer’ if you do not wish to answer this question. 
117b BR331o Ask if 002/COUNTRY=UK and 117a/BR331=9997. 

Please specify your usual brand and variety of [cigarettes/ roll-your-own tobacco]. 
118a BR341 Ask if 002/COUNTRY=AU and 114/BR310=1. 

What is your usual brand and variety of [cigarettes/ roll-your-own tobacco]? 
8888   Refused 
9996   Unbranded 
9997   Other (specify) 
9999   Don't Know 

Please start by typing the name of your usual brand to see a list of relevant brand names. Compare brand names until you 

find exactly the brand you smoke.  (Note: For ‘roll-your-own’ cigarette tobacco, those tobacco brands will all have “RYO” in 

front of their brand name.) 
 
If your usual brand is not listed, please type and select 'Other'. You will then be instructed to type in the name of your usual 

brand. 
 
If your usual cigarettes/ tobacco does not have a brand name, please type and select ‘Unbranded’. 
 
If you don’t know the name of your usual brand, please type and select ‘Don’t know’ (including the apostrophe in 'don't'). 

Otherwise, type and select ‘Prefer not to answer’ if you do not wish to answer this question. 
118b BR341o Ask if 002/COUNTRY=AU and 118a/BR341=9997. 

Please specify your usual brand and variety of [cigarettes/ roll-your-own tobacco]. 
119 BR307 Ask if 114/BR310=1. 

Select one response. 
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How would you describe the flavour of your usual cigarette brand? 

1    Just tobacco 
2    Tobacco and menthol 
3    Tobacco and some other flavour 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

120a BR337 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32. 
Select all that apply.  (Programmer: program as checklist) 
In the past 30 days, which of the following types of cigarettes flavored to taste like menthol or mint cigarettes have you 

smoked? 
‘Regular’ [factory-made/ pack] menthol cigarettes 

1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

120b BR392 Menthol filters used with roll-your-own tobacco 
120c BR393 Menthol flavour cards (e.g., Rizla Menthol Chill) that are inserted into cigarette packs 
120d BR394 Liquid menthol drops used on cigarette filters (e.g., Instahit) 
120e BR397 Menthol capsules in cigarette filters that smokers crush to flavor the smoke 
120f BR395 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32 and 002/COUNTRY=CA. 

Menthol crush balls that are inserted into cigarette filters 
120g BR396 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32. 

Other (specify) 
120h BR396o Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32 AND 120g/BR396=1. 

Please describe the other type of menthol or mint cigarettes you have smoked in the past 30 days. 
120i BR338 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32 and 119/BR307=1, 3, 8, 9, or not asked. 

Select all that apply.  (Programmer: program as grid.) (Programmer: Deselect all other responses in this series if this is 

selected.) 
None of the cigarettes I smoked in the last 30 days were flavored to taste like menthol or mint 

1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

121 LM109 Ask if 114/BR310=1 or (061/FR309v=40 or 80). 
114/BR310=1: Compared to other cigarette or roll-your-own brands, how harmful do you think your brand is? 
061/FR309v=40 or 80: Compared to other cigarette or roll-your-own brands, how harmful was the brand you used to 

smoke? 
All: My brand [is (114/BR310=1) / was (061/FR309v=40-80]… 

1    A little less harmful than other brands 
2    No different 
3    A little more harmful 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 
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122 LM113 Ask if 114/BR310=1. 

Compared to other cigarette brands, is your cigarette brand harsher or smoother on your throat? 
 
My brand is... 

1    Harsher on my throat than other brands 
2    About the same 
3    Smoother 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

  CIGARETTES -- SOURCES & LAST PURCHASE 
123 BR227 Ask if 112/FR330=2-4, 8 or 9. 

Was your last purchase [factory-made/ packet] cigarettes or roll-your-own tobacco? 
1    Factory-made/ pack cigarettes 
2    Roll-your-own tobacco 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

124 BR701 Ask if 114/BR310=1. 
This last time you bought [cigarettes/ roll-your-own tobacco], was it your usual brand? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 129a/SO224. 
Otherwise, go to [125a/BR712/ 126a/BR722/ 127a/BR731/ 128a/BR741]. 

125a BR712 Ask if 002/COUNTRY=CA and ((124/BR701=2, 8 or 9) or (114/BR310>1)). 
What specific brand and variety did you last buy? 

8888   Refused 
9996   Unbranded 
9997   Other (specify) 
9999   Don't Know 

Please start by typing the name of the brand you last purchased to see a list of relevant brand names. Compare brand names 

until you find exactly the brand you last purchased.  [If survey language=French, show: The list uses English brand 

names. If you have trouble finding your brand, try typing without using accented letters.]  (Note: For ‘roll-your-own’ cigarette 

tobacco, those tobacco brands will all have “RYO” in front of their brand name.) 
 
If the brand is not listed, please type and select 'Other'. You will then be instructed to type in the name of the brand. 
 
If the cigarettes/ tobacco you last purchased did not have a brand name, please type and select ‘Unbranded’. 
 
If you don’t know the name of the brand, please type and select ‘Don’t know’ (including the apostrophe in 'don't'). Otherwise, 

type and select ‘Prefer not to answer’ if you do not wish to answer this question. 
125b BR712o Ask if 125a/BR712=9997. 
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Please specify the specific brand and variety that you last bought. 

126a BR722 Ask if 002/COUNTRY=US and ((124/BR701=2, 8 or 9) or (114/BR310>1)). 
What specific brand and variety did you last buy? 

8888   Refused 
9996   Unbranded 
9997   Other (specify) 
9999   Don't Know 

Please start by typing the name of the brand you last purchased to see a list of relevant brand names. Compare brand names 

until you find exactly the brand you last purchased. (Note: For ‘roll-your-own’ cigarette tobacco, those tobacco brands will all 

have “RYO” in front of their brand name.) 
 
If the brand is not listed, please type and select 'Other'. You will then be instructed to type in the name of the brand. 
 
If the cigarettes/ tobacco you last purchased did not have a brand name, please type and select ‘Unbranded’. 
 
If you don’t know the name of the brand, please type and select ‘Don’t know’ (including the apostrophe in 'don't'). Otherwise, 

type and select ‘Prefer not to answer’ if you do not wish to answer this question. 
126b BR722o Ask if 126a/BR722=9997. 

Please specify the specific brand and variety that you last bought. 
127a BR731 Ask if 002/COUNTRY=UK and ((124/BR701=2, 8 or 9) or (114/BR310>1)). 

What specific brand and variety did you last buy? 
8888   Refused 
9996   Unbranded 
9997   Other (specify) 
9999   Don't Know 

Please start by typing the name of the brand you last purchased to see a list of relevant brand names. Compare brand names 

until you find exactly the brand you last purchased. (Note: For ‘roll-your-own’ cigarette tobacco, those tobacco brands will all 

have “RYO” in front of their brand name.) 
 
If the brand is not listed, please type and select 'Other'. You will then be instructed to type in the name of the brand. 
 
If the cigarettes/ tobacco you last purchased did not have a brand name, please type and select ‘Unbranded’. 
 
If you don’t know the name of the brand, please type and select ‘Don’t know’ (including the apostrophe in 'don't'). Otherwise, 

type and select ‘Prefer not to answer’ if you do not wish to answer this question. 
127b BR731o Ask if 127a/BR731=9997. 

Please specify the specific brand and variety that you last bought. 
128a BR741 Ask if 002/COUNTRY=AU and ((124/BR701=2, 8 or 9) or (114/BR310>1)). 

What specific brand and variety did you last buy? 
8888   Refused 
9996   Unbranded 
9997   Other (specify) 
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9999   Don't Know 

Please start by typing the name of the brand you last purchased to see a list of relevant brand names. Compare brand names 

until you find exactly the brand you last purchased. (Note: For ‘roll-your-own’ cigarette tobacco, those tobacco brands will all 

have “RYO” in front of their brand name.) 
 
If the brand is not listed, please type and select 'Other'. You will then be instructed to type in the name of the brand. 
 
If the cigarettes/ tobacco you last purchased did not have a brand name, please type and select ‘Unbranded’. 
 
If you don’t know the name of the brand, please type and select ‘Don’t know’ (including the apostrophe in 'don't'). Otherwise, 

type and select ‘Prefer not to answer’ if you do not wish to answer this question. 
128b BR741o Ask if 128a/BR741=9997. 

Please specify the specific brand and variety that you last bought. 
129a SO224 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32. 

These next questions are about cigarette and roll-your-own tobacco prices and where you buy your cigarettes or roll-your-

own tobacco. 
Where did you LAST buy [cigarettes/ roll-your-own tobacco] for YOURSELF? 

01    [US, CA] Convenience stores, gas stations, deli-shops etc; [AU] Convenience stores, petrol stations, milk bar, 

news stand; [UK] Convenience stores, newsagents, petrol stations, kiosks. 
02    [US, CA] Supermarket, Grocery Store, Drug Store, Warehouse Club, Wal-Mart, Sam’s;   [UK] Supermarket (e.g., 

Tesco, Sainsburys, ASDA, Morrisons, including their smaller express stores);   [AU] Supermarket (e.g., Safeway, Coles, 

BiLo, IGA, Aldi) 
03    [ALL] Bar, pub, restaurant, casino, game room, or other entertainment establishment 
04    [CA, US, AU] Discount Tobacco Outlet Store (e.g., Smoke & Save, Tobacco King, Cheap Cigarettes, Smoke 

Smart), tobacconist, specialty tobacco shops; [UK] Tobacconist, specialty tobacco shops 
05    [US, CA, AU] Liquor store [or bottle shop (AU)]; [UK] Off-license 
06    [leave blank] 
07    [US] Military commissary  -- the PX 
08    [US] Indian reservation, [CA] First Nations reserve, [UK, AU -- none] 
09    [ALL] Duty free store [or from outside the 002/COUNTRY (AU)] 
10    [CA, UK] Outside of the 002/COUNTRY, but not at a duty free store; [US] Out of state or outside of the 

002/COUNTRY, but not at a duty free store 
11    [UK] Using a free phone number; [CA, US] Using a toll free number 
12    [ALL] On the Internet [or phone order (AU)] 
13    [ALL] From some other [shop/store] 
14    [ALL] From some other source (e.g., at local markets, door-to-door, or just in the street) 
15    [ALL] From a friend or relative 
16    [ALL] From somewhere else 
76    Don't remember any details of last purchase 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know where 

If you don't remember ANY details of last purchase, select "Don't remember any details of last purchase". If you just don't 

remember where you bought your last cigarettes, select "Don't know where". 
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If (response=9 or 10) and (002/COUNTRY=UK), go to 130/PU203. 
If response=16 and (002/COUNTRY=CA, US, or UK), go to 129b/SO224o. 
If response=76, go to 177/SO501. 
Otherwise, go to 131/PU201. 

129b SO224o Ask if 129a/SO224=16 and (002/COUNTRY=CA, US, or UK). 
Where else did you last buy [cigarettes/ roll-your-own tobacco] for yourself? 

130 PU203 Ask if (129a/SO224=9 or 10) and (002/COUNTRY=UK). 
Which currency did you use for this purchase? 

1    British Pounds 
2    Euros 

131 PU201 Ask if (112/FR330=1 OR 123/BR227=1) AND 129a/SO224<>76. 
Which of the following did you buy? 

1    Carton [in UK show: (contains 5 or more packs)] 
2    Pack 
3    Loose (single cigarettes) 
4    Bags or baggies [CA, US only] 
5    Multipack (contains 2-4 packs) [UK only] 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 132/PU211. 
If response=2, go to 140/PU311. 
If response=3, go to 147/PU411. 
If response=4, go to 153/PU911. 
If response=5, go to 160/PU011. 
Otherwise, go to 177/SO501. 

132 PU211 Ask if 131/PU201=1. 
How many cartons did you get? 

88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 135/PU231. 
If response=2-87, go to 133/PU229. 
If response=88 or 99, go to 177/SO501. 

133 PU229 Ask if 132/PU211>1 and <88. 
We'd like to find out how much you paid. Is it easier for you to say how much you paid per carton or all the cartons? 

1    Per carton 
2    All cartons 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 135/PU231. 
If response=2, go to 134/PU241. 
Otherwise, go to 136/PU222o. 

134 PU241 Ask if 133/PU229=2. 
Enter the total price you paid for ALL [132/PU211] cartons: 
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888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)/ AUD (Australia)/ [GBP/ EUR] (UK)]. 
 
Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 

135 PU231 Ask if 132/PU211=1 or 133/PU229=1. 
Enter the price you paid for ONE carton: 

888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)/ AUD (Australia)/ [GBP/ EUR] (UK)]. 
 
Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 

136 PU222o Ask if 131/PU201=1 and 132/PU211<>88 or 99. 
How many packs of cigarettes were in ONE carton? 

88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

137 PU227o Ask if 131/PU201=1 and 132/PU211<>88 or 99. 
How many cigarettes were in ONE pack? 

88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

138 PU2v Derived price per unit (cigarette) for carton purchase section: 
 
1. Derive price per carton: 
If 133/PU229=2, then QNU/PU231v = [134/PU241] / [132/PU211]. 
Otherwise, QNU/PU231v = [135/PU231]. 
 
2. Derive price per unit (cigarette): 
138/PU2v = [QNU/PU231v] / ([136/PU222o]*[137/PU227o]) 

Allowable price range per cigarette for: 
002/COUNTRY=CA (CAD): 0.3416 – 0.9696 
002/COUNTRY=US (USD): 0.1344 – 0.9085 
002/COUNTRY=UK (GBP): 0.2869 – 0.5956 
002/COUNTRY=AU (AUD): 0.657 – 1.3753 
If 138/PU2v value is outside of allowable range, go to 139/PU2_chk. 
If 138/PU2v value is within allowable range, or cannot be derived due to non-response (Ref/DK) or EURO price 

(UK) at relevant questions, go to 177/SO501. 
139 PU2_chk Ask if 138/PU2v value is outside of allowable range. 

Thank you for your answers. Please confirm that the responses shown below are correct: 
You LAST bought cigarettes FOR YOURSELF by the CARTON. 
You bought [132/PU211] carton(s) containing [136/PU222o] packs of cigarettes [per carton]. 
Each pack of cigarettes contained [137/PU227o] cigarettes. 
You paid [135/PU231 for one carton/ 134/PU241 for all the cartons together]. 
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Is this correct? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=2, show message “You will need to answer this series of questions regarding your last purchase again. Please 

read each question carefully and be careful when entering your answers. Thank You." 
If response=2, clear responses and go back to 131/PU201. 
Otherwise, go to 177/SO501. 

140 PU311 Ask if 131/PU201=2. 
How many packs did you get? 

88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 143/PU331. 
If response=2-87, go to 141/PU329. 
If response=88 or 99, go to 177/SO501. 

141 PU329 Ask if 140/PU311>1 and <88. 
We'd like to find out how much you paid. Is it easier for you to say how much you paid per pack or all packs? 

1    Per pack 
2    All packs 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 143/PU331. 
If response=2, go to 142/PU341. 
Otherwise, go to 144/PU322o. 

142 PU341 Ask if 141/PU329=2. 
Enter the total price you paid for ALL [140/PU311] packs: 

888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)/ AUD (Australia)/ [GBP/ EUR] (UK)]. 
 
Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 

143 PU331 Ask if 140/PU311=1 or 141/PU329=1. 
Enter the price you paid for ONE pack: 

888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)/ AUD (Australia)/ [GBP/ EUR] (UK)]. 
 
Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 

144 PU322o Ask if 131/PU201=2 and 140/PU311<>88 or 99. 
How many cigarettes were in ONE pack? 

88    Refused 
99    Don't know 
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145 PU3v Derived price per unit (cigarette) for pack purchase section: 

 
1. Derive price per pack: 
If 141/PU329=2, then QNU/PU331v = [142/PU341] / [140/PU311]. 
Otherwise, QNU/PU331v = [143/PU331]. 
 
2. Derive price per unit (cigarette): 
145/PU3v = [QNU/PU331v] / [144/PU322o] 

Allowable price range per cigarette for: 
002/COUNTRY=CA (CAD): 0.3416 – 0.9696 
002/COUNTRY=US (USD): 0.1344 – 0.9085 
002/COUNTRY=UK (GBP): 0.2869 – 0.5956 
002/COUNTRY=AU (AUD): 0.657 – 1.3753 
If 145/PU3v value is outside of allowable range, go to 146/PU3_chk. 
If 145/PU3v value is within allowable range, or cannot be derived due to non-response (Ref/DK) or EURO price 

(UK) at relevant questions, go to 177/SO501. 
146 PU3_chk Ask if 145/PU3v value is outside of allowable range. 

Thank you for your answers. Please confirm that the responses shown below are correct: 
You LAST bought cigarettes FOR YOURSELF by the PACK. 
You bought [140/PU311] pack(s) containing [144/PU322o] cigarettes [per pack]. 
You paid [143/PU331 for one pack/ 142/PU341 for all the packs together]. 
 
Is this correct? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=2, show message “You will need to answer this series of questions regarding your last purchase again. Please 

read each question carefully and be careful when entering your answers. Thank You." 
If response=2, clear responses and go back to 131/PU201. 
Otherwise, go to 177/SO501. 

147 PU411 Ask if 131/PU201=3. 
How many loose cigarettes did you get? 

888    Refused 
999    Don't know (valid response) 

If response=1, go to 150/PU431. 
If response=2-87, go to 148/PU429. 
If response=88 or 99, go to 177/SO501. 

148 PU429 Ask if 147/PU411>1 and <88. 
We'd like to find out how much you paid. Is it easier for you to say how much you paid per cigarette or all cigarettes? 

1    Per cigarette 
2    All cigarettes 
8    Refused 
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9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 150/PU431. 
If response=2, go to 149/PU441. 
Otherwise, go to 177/SO501. 

149 PU441 Ask if 148/PU429=2. 
Enter the total price you paid for ALL [147/PU411] cigarettes: 

888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)/ AUD (Australia)/ [GBP/ EUR] (UK)]. 
 
Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 

150 PU431 Ask if 147/PU411=1 or 148/PU429=1. 
Enter the price you paid for ONE cigarette: 

888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)/ AUD (Australia)/ [GBP/ EUR] (UK)]. 
 
Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 

151 PU4v Derived price per unit (cigarette) for cigarette purchase section: 
 
If 148/PU429=2, then 151/PU4v = [149/PU441] / [147/PU411]. 
Otherwise, 151/PU4v = [150/PU431]. 

Allowable price range per cigarette for: 
002/COUNTRY=CA (CAD): 0.3416 – 0.9696 
002/COUNTRY=US (USD): 0.1344 – 0.9085 
002/COUNTRY=UK (GBP): 0.2869 – 0.5956 
002/COUNTRY=AU (AUD): 0.657 – 1.3753 
If 151/PU4v value is outside of allowable range, go to 152/PU4_chk. 
If 151/PU4v value is within allowable range, or cannot be derived due to non-response (Ref/DK) or EURO price 

(UK) at relevant questions, go to 177/SO501. 
152 PU4_chk Ask if 151/PU4v value is outside of allowable range. 

Thank you for your answers. Please confirm that the responses shown below are correct: 
You LAST bought SINGLE cigarettes FOR YOURSELF. 
You bought [147/PU411] cigarette(s). 
You paid [150/PU431 for one cigarette/ 149/PU441 for all the cigarettes together]. 
 
Is this correct? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=2, show message “You will need to answer this series of questions regarding your last purchase again. Please 

read each question carefully and be careful when entering your answers. Thank You." 
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If response=2, clear responses and go back to 131/PU201. 
Otherwise, go to 177/SO501. 

153 PU911 Ask if 131/PU201=4. 
How many bags did you get? 

88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 156/PU931. 
If response=2-87, go to 154/PU929. 
If response=88 or 99, go to 177/SO501. 

154 PU929 Ask if 153/PU911>1 and <88. 
We'd like to find out how much you paid. Is it easier for you to say how much you paid per bag or all the bags? 

1    Per bag 
2    All bags 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 156/PU931. 
If response=2, go to 155/PU941. 
Otherwise, go to 157/PU922o. 

155 PU941 Ask if 154/PU929=2. 
Enter the total price you paid for ALL [153/PU911] bags: 

888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)]. 
 
Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 

156 PU931 Ask if 153/PU911=1 or 154/PU929=1. 
Enter the price you paid for ONE bag: 

888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)]. 
 
Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 

157 PU922o Ask if 131/PU201=4 and 153/PU911<>88 or 99. 
How many cigarettes were in ONE bag? 

88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

158 PU9v Derived price per unit (cigarette) for bag/baggie purchase section: 
 
1. Derive price per bag: 
If 154/PU929=2, then QNU/PU931v = [155/PU941] / [153/PU911]. 
Otherwise, QNU/PU931v = [156/PU931]. 
 
2. Derive price per unit (cigarette): 
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158/PU9v = [QNU/PU931v] / [157/PU922o]. 

Allowable price range per cigarette for: 
002/COUNTRY=CA (CAD): 0.3416 – 0.9696 
002/COUNTRY=US (USD): 0.1344 – 0.9085 
If 158/PU9v value is outside of allowable range, go to 159/PU9_chk. 
If 158/PU9v value is within allowable range, or cannot be derived due to non-response (Ref/DK) at relevant 

questions, go to 177/SO501. 
159 PU9_chk Ask if 158/PU9v value is outside of allowable range. 

Thank you for your answers. Please confirm that the responses shown below are correct: 
You LAST bought cigarettes FOR YOURSELF by the BAG or BAGGIE. 
You bought [153/PU911] bag(s) containing [157/PU922o] cigarettes [per bag]. 
You paid [156/PU931 for one bag/ 155/PU941 for all the bags together]. 
 
Is this correct? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=2, show message “You will need to answer this series of questions regarding your last purchase again. Please 

read each question carefully and be careful when entering your answers. Thank You." 
If response=2, clear responses and go back to 131/PU201. 
Otherwise, go to 177/SO501. 

160 PU011 Ask if 131/PU201=5. 
How many multipacks did you get? 

88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 163/PU031. 
If response=2-87, go to 161/PU029. 
If response=88 or 99, go to 177/SO501. 

161 PU029 Ask if 160/PU011>1 and <88. 
We'd like to find out how much you paid.  Is it easier for you to say how much you paid per multipack or all the multipacks? 

1    Per multipack 
2    All multipacks 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 163/PU031. 
If response=2, go to 162/PU041. 
Otherwise, go to 164/PU022o. 

162 PU041 Ask if 161/PU029=2. 
Enter the total price you paid for ALL [160/PU011] multipacks: 

888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Enter price in [GBP/ EUR (UK)]. 
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Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 

163 PU031 Ask if 160/PU011=1 or 161/PU029=1. 
Enter the price you paid for ONE multipack: 

888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Enter price in [GBP/ EUR (UK)]. 
 
Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 

164 PU022o 
[A] 

Ask if 131/PU201=5 and 160/PU011<>88 or 99. Show 164/PU022o and 165/PU027o on the same screen. 
How many packs of cigarettes were in ONE multipack? 

88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

165 PU027o Ask if 131/PU201=5 and 160/PU011<>88 or 99. Show 164/PU022o and 165/PU027o on the same screen. 
How many cigarettes were in ONE pack? 

88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

166 PU0v Derived price per unit (cigarette) for multipack purchase section: 
 
1. Derive price per multipack: 
If 161/PU029=2, then QNU/PU031v = [162/PU041] / [160/PU011]. 
Otherwise, QNU/PU031v = [163/PU031]. 
 
2. Derive price per unit (cigarette): 
166/PU0v = [QNU/PU031v] / ([164/PU022o]*[165/PU027o]) 

Allowable price range per cigarette for: 
002/COUNTRY=UK (GBP): 0.2869 – 0.5956 
If 166/PU0v value is outside of allowable range, go to 167/PU0_chk. 
If 166/PU0v value is within allowable range, or cannot be derived due to non-response (Ref/DK) or EURO price 

(UK) at relevant questions, go to 177/SO501. 
167 PU0_chk Ask if 166/PU0v value is outside of allowable range. 

Thank you for your answers. Please confirm that the responses shown below are correct: 
You LAST bought cigarettes FOR YOURSELF by the MULTIPACK. 
You bought [160/PU011] multipack(s) containing [164/PU022o] packs of cigarettes [per multipack]. 
Each pack of cigarettes contained [165/PU027o] cigarettes. 
You paid [163/PU031 for one multipack/ 162/PU041 for all the multipacks together]. 
 
Is this correct? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=2, show message “You will need to answer this series of questions regarding your last purchase again. Please 
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read each question carefully and be careful when entering your answers. Thank You." 
If response=2, clear responses and go back to 131/PU201. 
Otherwise, go to 177/SO501. 

168 PU511 Ask if (112/FR330=5 OR 123/BR227=2) AND 129a/SO224<>76. 
How many pouches or containers did you get? 

88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 171/PU531. 
If response=2-87, go to 169/PU529. 
If response=88 or 99, go to 177/SO501. 

169 PU529 Ask if 168/PU511>1 and <88. 
We'd like to find out how much you paid.  Is it easier for you to say how much you paid per pouch or container or all the 

pouches or containers? 
1    Per pouch/container 
2    All pouches/containers 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 171/PU531. 
If response=2, go to 170/PU541. 
Otherwise, go to 172a/PU545. 

170 PU541 Ask if 169/PU529=2. 
Enter the total price you paid for ALL [168/PU511] pouches or containers: 

888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)/ AUD (Australia)/ [GBP/ EUR] (UK)]. 
 
Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 

171 PU531 Ask if 168/PU511=1 or 169/PU529=1. 
Enter the price you paid for ONE pouch or container: 

888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)/ AUD (Australia)/ [GBP/ EUR] (UK)]. 
 
Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 

172a PU545 Ask if (112/FR330=5 OR 123/BR227=2) AND (168/PU511<>88 or 99) AND 129a/SO224<>76. 
What sized pouch or container did you buy? 
Select one of the choices below to let us know whether you will be answering in grams, ounces, or some other unit. 

1    Grams 
2    Ounces 
3    Other (specify) 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 172b/PU547. 
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If response=2, go to 172c/PU548. 
If response=3, go to 172d/PU549o. 
Otherwise, go to 172e/PU547v. 

172b PU547 Ask if 172a/PU545=1. 
Enter number of grams without using decimal points. 
Round up your answer if needed. 

888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

172c PU548 Ask if 172a/PU545=2. 
Enter number of ounces to one decimal place. 
Round up your answer if needed. 

172d PU549o Ask if 172a/PU545=3. 
What other size of pouch or container did you buy? 

172e PU547v Derived variable – grams of purchase, derived from ounces and grams. 
 
If 172a/PU545=1, 172e/PU547v=172b/PU547. 
If 172a/PU545=2, 172e/PU547v=172c/PU548*28.3495 
If 172a/PU545=3, 8 or 9, 172e/PU547v=0. 

173 PU550 Ask if 172a/PU545=1-3. 
About how many days does it take you to smoke the contents of this size of pouch or container? 

888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

174 PU552 Ask if 172a/PU545=1-3. 
About how many cigarettes do you get from this sized pouch or container? 

888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

175 PU5v Derived price per unit (50 grams) for RYO purchase section. 
Skip price per unit derivation if 172e/PU547v=0. 
 
If 169/PU529=2, then 175/PU5v= ([170/PU541]*50) / ([168/PU511]*[172e/PU547v]). 
Otherwise, 175/PU5v= ([171/PU531]*50) / [172e/PU547v]. 

Allowable price range per 50 grams RYO for: 
002/COUNTRY=CA (CAD): 17.9525 – 45.025 
002/COUNTRY=UK (GBP): 10.34334 – 18.81958 
002/COUNTRY=AU (AUD): 33.584 – 78.85585 
If (175/PU5v value is outside of allowable range) or (002/COUNTRY=US and 175/PU5v is derived), go to 

176/PU5_chk. 
If 175/PU5v value is within allowable range, or cannot be derived for any reason (e.g., if 172a/PU545=3, non-

response (Ref/DK) or EURO price (UK) at relevant questions), go to 177/SO501. 
176 PU5_chk Ask if (175/PU5v value is outside of allowable range) or (002/COUNTRY=US and 175/PU5v is derived). 

Thank you for your answers. Please confirm that the responses shown below are correct: 
When you LAST bought roll-your-own tobacco, you bought [168/PU511] pouch(es) or container(s). 
You paid [171/PU531 for one pouch or container/ 170/PU541 for all the pouches or containers together]. 
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Is this correct? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=2, show message “You will need to answer this series of questions regarding your last purchase again. Please 

read each question carefully and be careful when entering your answers. Thank You." 
If response=2, clear responses and go back to 168/PU511. 
Otherwise, go to 177/SO501. 

177 SO501 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32 or 060/QA439=1-5. 
In the last 6 months, have you made any special effort to buy cigarettes or roll-your-own tobacco that is less expensive 

than what you can get from local [stores/ shops]? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

178 PU673 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32 or 060/QA439=1-5. 
Cigarettes and roll-your-own tobacco are sometimes sold that have been smuggled, lack proper health warning labels, or do 

not have all government taxes paid. 
In the last 6 months, have you bought cigarettes or roll-your-own tobacco [(e.g., chop chop) (AU)] that might meet this 

description? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

179 PU699 Ask if 178/PU673=1 AND 060/QA439<>4-5. 
Now thinking about all the cigarettes or roll-your-own tobacco you bought in JUST THE LAST 30 DAYS . . . 

How many of them do you think might have been smuggled, lack proper health warning labels, or not have all government 

taxes paid? 
1    None or very little 
2    Some but less than half 
3    Around half 
4    More than half 
5    All or nearly all 
6    I haven't bought any cigarettes or tobacco in the last 30 days 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

180 PU612 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32 and 129a/SO224<>76. 
The last time you bought cigarettes or roll-your-own tobacco, did you get a cheaper price with promotions (e.g., a discount, 

special offer, or coupon)? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
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8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

181 PU610 Ask if 180/PU612=1 and 002/COUNTRY=CA, US or UK. 
Was the discount or promotion a . . . 

1    Bonus item being provided with the purchase  (e.g., buy one get one free) 
2    Discount for purchasing multiple items at one time  (e.g., buy one get one 50% off) 
3    Discount off the current purchase price for one item (e.g., 10% off) 
4    Discount towards making a future purchase (e.g., getting a coupon for a future purchase item) 
5    Discount for referring a friend 
6    Other 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

182 PU609 Ask if 180/PU612=1. 
Did you redeem a coupon to get the discount or bonus? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

183 IN375 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32 or 060/QA439=1-5. 
Compared to a year ago, how affordable are [your 061/FR309v=10-32] cigarettes? 

1    A lot less affordable now 
2    A little less 
3    About the same 
4    A little more 
5    A lot more 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

184 PU622 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32 or 060/QA439=1-5. 
In the last 6 months, has there been a time when the money you spent on cigarettes resulted in not having enough money 

for household essentials such as food? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

  CIGARETTES -- DEPENDENCE 
185a SB011 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-31. 

061/FR309v=10: How soon after waking do you usually smoke your first cigarette? 
061/FR309v=20-31: On days that you smoke, how soon after waking do you usually smoke your first cigarette? 

1    Minutes 
2    Hours 
3    Both 
888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 
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(You can enter “0” for the unnecessary field if you want to use just minutes, or just hours.) 

185b SB011a Ask if 185a/SB011=1 or 3. 
Program hours to appear before minutes. 

Enter number of minutes. 
185c SB011b Ask if 185a/SB011=2 or 3. 

Enter number of hours. 
Enter number of hours. 

186 SB031 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-40 or 80. 
061/FR309v=10-40: Do you consider yourself addicted to cigarettes? 
061/FR309v=80: Do you (still) consider yourself addicted to cigarettes? 

1    Not at all 
2    Yes, somewhat addicted 
3    Yes, very addicted 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know (valid response) 

187 SB053 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-40 or 80. 
In general, how strong have your urges to smoke been in the last 24 hours? 

0    I have not felt the urge to smoke in the last 24 hours 
1    Slight 
2    Moderate 
3    Strong 
4    Very strong 
5    Extremely strong 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

188 SB234 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-40 or 80. 
In the last 30 days, how often have you stopped yourself from having a cigarette when you had the urge to smoke? 

1    Never 
2    Once 
3    A few times 
4    Lots of times 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

189 SB236 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-50 and 061/FR309v=10-80. 
When you get a craving for nicotine, what do you typically want to use? 

1    A cigarette 
2    A vaping product 
3    Sometimes a cigarette, sometimes a vaping product 
4    Any form of nicotine 
5    I don’t get cravings 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

190 FR150v Derived variable -- cut down to less-than-daily smoking since LSD/ in P24M. 
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If 061/FR309v=20-32 and (061/FR309v@LSD=10 or 096/FR509=1), 190/FR150v=1. 
Otherwise, 190/FR150v=0. 

1    Cut down to LTD since LSD/ 24M 
0    No, or not applicable 

  CIGARETTES -- BELIEFS ABOUT QUITTING 
191 BQ141 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32. 

Now some questions about quitting smoking in the future. 
Are you planning to quit smoking . . . 

1    Within the next month 
2    Between 1-6 months from now 
3    Sometime in the future, beyond 6 months 
4    Not planning to quit 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know (valid response) 

192 BQ148 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32. 
How much do you want to quit smoking? 

1    Not at all 
2    A little 
3    Somewhat 
4    A lot 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know (valid response) 

193 BQ111 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32. 
If you decided to give up smoking completely in the next 6 months, how sure are you that you would succeed? 

1    Not at all sure 
2    Slightly sure 
3    Moderately sure 
4    Very sure 
5    Extremely sure 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know (valid response) 

194 BQ165 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32. 
Which of the following would you MOST prefer to do over the next 1-2 years? 

1    Continue to smoke cigarettes 
2    Quit smoking cigarettes, by switching completely to an alternative nicotine product (e.g., vaping product, heated 

tobacco product) 
3    Quit smoking cigarettes and not switch to another nicotine product 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

195 BQ116 Ask if 061/FR309v=40 or 80. 
How confident are you that you will remain a non-smoker? 

1    Not at all confident 
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2    Slightly confident 
3    Moderately confident 
4    Very confident 
5    Extremely confident 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know (valid response) 

196 BQ336 Ask if 061/FR309v=40 or 80. 
To what extent are you tired of trying to stay quit? 

1    Not at all tired 
2    Slightly tired 
3    Moderately tired 
4    Very tired 
5    Extremely tired 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

197a BQ201 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-80. 
(Programmer: program as grid.) 
061/FR309v=10-32 and 191/BQ141=4: 
Even though you mentioned that you are not currently planning to quit, in the past 6 months, have any of the following things 

led you to think about quitting smoking? 
061/FR309v=10-32 and 191/BQ141<>4: 
In the past 6 months, have any of the following things led you to think about quitting smoking? 
061/FR309v=40 or 80: 
To what extent were any of the following things reasons for your quit attempt? 

Concern for your personal health? 
1    Not at all 
2    Somewhat 
3    Very much 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

197b BQ209 The price of cigarettes? 
197c CV017 COVID-19? 
197d BQ207 Society disapproves of smoking? 
197e BQ214 Close friends' and family's disapproval of your smoking? 

  KNOWLEDGE OF HEALTH EFFECTS 
198a KN221 Ask all. 

The following is a list of health effects and diseases that may or may not be caused by smoking cigarettes. Based on what you 

know or believe, does smoking cause... 
Stroke? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 
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198b KN246 Blindness? 
198c KN219 Type 2 diabetes? 
198d KN216 Stomach cancer? 
198e KN217 Colon cancer? 
198f KN253 Peripheral vascular disease (PVD) which reduces blood flow, causing serious damage to the limbs? 
198g KN208 Permanent damage to the brains of teens and young adults? 
199a KN272 Ask if 198g/KN208=1. 

Select all that apply.  (Programmer: program as checklist) 
In what way do you think smoking can damage the brains of teens and young adults? 

They can become addicted to nicotine. 
1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

199b KN273 Smoking can increase their risk of addiction to alcohol or other drugs, such as methamphetamine. 
199c KN274 Smoking can reduce their intelligence. 
199d KN275 Smoking can increase their risk of mental health disorder(s), such as depression or anxiety. 
199e KN280 Smoking can make it harder for them to learn and concentrate. 
199f KN276 Some other way (specify). 
199g KN276o Ask if 199f/KN276=1. 

Please specify. 
200a KN211 Ask if 002/COUNTRY=CA, US, UK. 

The following is a list of health effects and diseases that may or may not be caused by smoking cigarettes. Based on what you 

know or believe, does smoking cause... 
Heart disease? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

200b KN231 Impotence/erectile dysfunction? 
200c KN234 Emphysema and COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease)? 
200d KN261 Neck and throat cancer? 
200e KN224 Bladder cancer? 
200f KN209 Harm to the developing fetus/ baby during pregnancy? 
201a KN223 Ask if 002/COUNTRY=CA, US, UK. 

The following is a list of health effects and diseases that may or may not be caused by SECONDHAND SMOKE. Based on what 

you know or believe, does SECONDHAND SMOKE cause. . . 
Heart attack in non-smokers? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

201b KN262 Lung disease, including lung cancer, in non-smokers? 
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201c KN267 Harm to children? 
202 PR340 Ask all. 

Out of 100 long-term smokers, how many will die prematurely as a result of their smoking? 
01    None 
02    1-9 
03    10-29 
04    30-49 
05    50-69 
06    70-89 
07    90-99 
08    All 100 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know (valid response) 

203 IN953 Ask all. 
How important is nicotine in cigarettes for the overall enjoyment of smoking? 

1    Not at all important 
2    Somewhat important 
3    Very important 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

204 IN952 Ask if 002/COUNTRY=US. 
New products are coming into the market that companies claim to contain nicotine that does NOT come from tobacco. Many 

of these are referred to as ‘tobacco-free nicotine’ or 'synthetic nicotine'. 
 
Do you think a nicotine product claiming to be 'tobacco-free' is safer than a nicotine product made from tobacco? 

I think 'tobacco-free' nicotine products are. . . 
1    Much less harmful than tobacco-derived nicotine products 
2    Somewhat less harmful 
3    Equally harmful 
4    Somewhat more harmful 
5    Much more harmful 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

205 PS259 Ask all. 
Do you think nicotine is addictive? 

1    No, not at all 
2    Yes, somewhat 
3    Yes, very 
4    Yes, extremely 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

206a PS261 Ask if 205/PS259=2-9. 
(Programmer: program as grid) 
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To what extent do any of the following affect how addictive nicotine is? 

The mode of delivery (e.g., by smoking cigarettes, by using the patch, by vaping). 
1    Not at all 
2    Somewhat 
3    A lot 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

206b PS265 How quickly the nicotine gets to the brain. 
206c PS263 How often nicotine is used. 
206d PS264 The strength or amount of nicotine in the product. 
207 KN444 Ask all. 

How harmful do you think nicotine is? 
1    Not at all 
2    Slightly 
3    Moderately 
4    Very 
5    Extremely 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

208 LM703 Ask if 002/COUNTRY=CA, US, UK. 
Please tell us whether you agree or disagree with the following statement: 

Menthol cigarettes are less harmful than non-menthol cigarettes. 
1    Strongly agree 
2    Agree 
3    Neither agree nor disagree 
4    Disagree 
5    Strongly disagree 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

209a KN449 Ask all. 
How much of the harm caused by cigarette smoking comes from each of the following . . . 

The nicotine in tobacco? 
1    None or very little 
2    Some but less than half 
3    Around half 
4    More than half 
5    All or nearly all 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

209b KN451 Substances that are produced from tobacco when it burns? 
210 KN500 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-40 or 80. 

Have you ever seen or heard that there are one or more rings of small vent holes around the filters of some cigarettes? 
1    Yes 
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2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 214/QA101. 
211 KN501 Ask if 210/KN500=1 and 061/FR309v=10-32. 

Do the cigarettes you are currently smoking have such small vent holes in the filter? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 213/KN507. 
212 KN506 Ask if 211/KN501=1. 

Do you cover the vent holes (e.g., with your fingers or lips) when you smoke? 
1    Yes, all of them 
2    Yes, some of them 
3    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

213 KN507 Ask if 210/KN500=1. 
What effect do you think covering the vent holes has on how much tar a smoker takes from a cigarette? 

1    Greatly increases tar intake 
2    Somewhat increases it 
3    No effect on tar intake 
4    Somewhat decreases it 
5    Greatly decreases tar intake 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

  CIGARETTES -- QUITTING ATTEMPTS 
214 QA101 Ask if (P and 061/FR309v=10-32) or (C and 061/FR309v@LSD=90 and 061/FR309v=10-32). 

Have you EVER tried to quit smoking? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

215 QA331 Ask if (P and 214/QA101=1) or [C and (214/QA101=1 or (061/FR309v=10-32 and 061/FR309v@LSD=10-32))]. 
C: Since you completed the last survey in [LSD], have you tried to stop smoking? 
P:  In the last 24 months, have you tried to stop smoking? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

216 QA327v Derived variable: to obtain respondents who made quit attempt since LSD/ in last 24M (18M for 4CV2). Includes LSD 

Quitters who relapsed and quit again since LSD. 
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If 215/QA331=1 or 050/QA342=2 or 061/FR309v=40, then 216/QA327v=1. 
Otherwise, 216/QA327v=2. 

1    Reported a failed or successful quit attempt since LSD/ in the last 24 months (18 months for 4CV2) 
2    No reported failed or successful quit attempt since LSD/ in the last 24 months (18 months for 4CV2) 

217 QA559 Ask if 215/QA331=1. 
C: How many times have you tried to quit since [LSD]? 
P: How many times have you tried to quit in the past 24 months? 

1    (Do not program) 
2    1 attempt 
3    2 attempts 
4    3 or more attempts 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

218 QA450 Ask if 215/QA331=1. 
How long ago did your most recent quit attempt start? 

1    Less than 1 week ago 
2    1-4 weeks ago 
3    1-3 months ago 
4    4-6 months ago 
5    7-12 months ago 
6    13-18 months ago 
7    19-24 months ago 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

219 QA235 Ask if 215/QA331=1. 
On your most recent quit attempt, how long did you go without smoking? 

01    Less than 1 day 
02    1-6 days 
03    1-2 weeks 
04    3-4 weeks 
05    1-3 months 
06    4-6 months 
07    7-12 months 
08    13-18 months 
09    19-24 months 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

220 QA452 Ask if 215/QA331=1 or 061/FR309v=40. 
How often were you smoking cigarettes in the period immediately before starting your [last (061/FR309v=10-32) /current 

(061/FR309v=40)] quit attempt? 
1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
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3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 
4    Less than monthly, but occasionally 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

  CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT 
221a SM922 Ask if 215/QA331=1 or 061/FR309v=40. 

Select all that apply.  (Programmer: program as checklist) 
055/FR304=2: We consider your current quit attempt to have started when you reduced your smoking to less than once a 

month.  We are interested in how you reduced your smoking to less than once a month. 
All: Which of the following forms of help did you use as part of your [last (061/FR309v=10-32)/ current (061/FR309v=40)] 

quit attempt? 
The PATCH form of nicotine replacement therapy (also called NRT;  Click for definition [PROGRAMMER: link definition text 

here, filename: NRT definition text file-[002/COUNTRY ].png) 
1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Image filename: 4CV4_SM922_EN_UK_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_SM922_FR_CA_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_SM922_EN_AU_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_SM922_EN_CA_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_SM922_EN_US_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 

221b SM919 Any OTHER form of NRT (Click for definition [PROGRAMMER: link definition text here, filename: NRT definition text file-

[002/COUNTRY].png), such as gum, lozenges, or mouth spray 
Image filename: 4CV4_SM919_EN_UK_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_SM919_FR_CA_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_SM919_EN_AU_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_SM919_EN_CA_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_SM919_EN_US_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 

221c SM942 Varenicline or Chantix or Champix 
221d SM940 Bupropion or Zyban or Wellbutrin 
221e SM938 Cytisine [, also known as Cravv (002/COUNTRY=CA)] 
221f EQ101 Ask if (215/QA331=1 or 061/FR309v=40) and 071/EC309v=10-60. 

A vaping product (sometimes called an e-cigarette) (Click for definition [PROGRAMMER: Provide 048/MP120-VP definition]) 
Image filename: 4CV4_EQ101_EN_UK_VP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_EQ101_FR_CA_VP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_EQ101_EN_CA_VP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_EQ101_EN_AU_VP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_EQ101_EN_US_VP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 

221g HN932 Ask if (215/QA331=1 or 061/FR309v=40) and 081/HN309v=10-60. 
A heated tobacco product (Click for definition [PROGRAMMER: link to product definition]) 

Image filename: 4CV4_HN932_EN_UK_HTP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_HN932_FR_FR_HTP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
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Image filename: 4CV4_HN932_EN_CA_HTP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_HN932_EN_AU_HTP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_HN932_EN_US_HTP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 

221h CH970 Ask if (215/QA331=1 or 061/FR309v=40) and (086a/BI034=1 or 086b/BI035=1) and (002/COUNTRY=CA or 

US). 
Smokeless tobacco -- e.g., snus, chew, or dip (Click for definition [PROGRAMMER: link to definition]) 

<em>Snus definition tiles: 
Image filename: 4CV4_CH970_EN_CA+AU+US+UK_Snus definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_CH970_FR_CA_Snus definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Other oral tobacco definition files: 
Image filename: 4CV4_CH970_EN_CA+AU+US+UK_Other Oral Tobacco definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_CH970_FR_CA_Other Oral Tobacco definition text (Mar22-2023).png 

221i SM967 Ask if (215/QA331=1 or 061/FR309v=40) and 086c/SL681=1. 
Tobacco-free oral nicotine products, such as Zyn!, On or Velo (Click for definition [PROGRAMMER: link to product 

definition]) 
Image filename: 4CV4_SM967_FR_CA_ONP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_SM967_EN_CA+AU_ONP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_SM967_EN_US+UK_ONP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 

221j CH961 Ask if 215/QA331=1 or 061/FR309v=40. 
Telephone quitline service /smoker's helpline 

221k CH972 Apps or automated services on a mobile phone or tablet (e.g., text messages) 
221l CH969 Clinic, individual or group counselling, stop-smoking course, or behaviour therapy 
221

m 
CH973 Reading/ self-help materials such as pamphlets, brochures, or books on how to quit 

221n CH965 Website about quitting smoking 
221o CH992 Social media (e.g., joined a group dedicated to quitting smoking) 
221p CH993 Podcast 
221q CH985 Some other way (e.g., meditation/mindfulness, laser therapy, acupuncture) 
221r CH986 Select all that apply.  (Programmer: Deselect all other responses in this series if this is selected.) 

I quit on my own without using any medication, nicotine, support services, or any other method of assistance. 
222 SM457 Ask if 221a/SM922 or 221b/SM919=1. 

You said you used NRT for your quit attempt. During the period immediately after you started your quit attempt, were you 

using the NRTs . . . 
1    Every day 
2    Only some days 
3    Not at all 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

223 EC585 Ask if 221f/EQ101=1. 
Select only one. 
The next questions are about the vaping product (sometimes called an e-cigarette) you used for your [last (061/FR309v=10-

32)/ current (061/FR309v=40)] quit attempt . . . 
What type of vaping device did you use on your [LAST (061/FR309v=10-32)/ CURRENT (061/FR309v=40)] quit attempt?   
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Q# VarName 4CV4 
(Select the one most-used if you used more than one.) 

1    It was disposable, not refillable (battery was non-rechargeable) 
2    It used replaceable pre-filled pods, caps, or cartridges that must be replaced when they are empty (battery was 

rechargeable) 
3    [leave blank] 
4    It used re-fillable pods, caps, or cartridges (battery was rechargeable) 
5    It had a tank that you fill with liquids (battery was rechargeable) 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

224 EC519 Ask if 221f/EQ101=1. 
Program a link with pictures for each of categories 1-5. 
Select only one. 

Which of the following best describes the appearance of the specific vaping device that you used on your [LAST 

(061/FR309v=10-32)/ CURRENT (061/FR309v=40)] quit attempt?   (Select the one most-used if you used more than one.) 
 
The vaping device that I used looked... 

1    Like an ordinary cigarette, including shape, size, and colour. 
2    Similar in shape and size to an ordinary cigarette, but was a different colour. 
3    Similar to a USB/flash drive. 
4    Similar in shape to a pen, but not necessarily round, and was pen-sized or larger. 
5    Like a box-shaped battery (that fits in the palm of my hand) with a mouthpiece. 
6    Different than any of the options described above. 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

225 EC436 Ask if 221f/EQ101=1. 
[PROGRAMMER: Please show both % and mg/mL options side-by-side onscreen at same time so respondent can 

choose.] 
What is the nicotine strength of the e-liquid, cartridges, or pods you used on your [LAST (061/FR309v=10-32)/ CURRENT 

(061/FR309v=40)] quit attempt? 
 
Choose how you want to report nicotine strength, by % or mg/ml. 

Percentage 
1     None (0%) 
2     Less than 1% 
3     1 to 1.9% 
4     2 to 2.9% 
5     3 to 3.9% 
6     4 to 4.9% 
7    5% or more 
mg/mL 
8    None (0 mg/ml nicotine) 
9    Less than 10 mg/ml 
10    10-19 mg/ml 
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11  20-29 mg/ml 
12  30-39 mg/ml 
13   40-49 mg/ml 
14   50 mg/ml or more 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

If you don't remember, choose 'Don't know'. 
If response=4, go to 226/EC440. 
If response=11, go to 227/EC441. 
If response=88 or 99, go to 229/EC630. 
Otherwise, go to 228/EC442. 

226 EC440 Ask if 225/EC436=4. 
You said 2% to 2.9%. Would that be . . . 

1    2.0% 
2    2.1 to 2.9% 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

227 EC441 Ask if 225/EC436=11. 
You said 20 to 29 mg/ml. Would that be . . . 

1    20 mg/ml 
2    21-29 mg/ml 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

228 EC442 Ask if 225/EC436=1-14. 
(Programmer: add image showing where conc info may be found on packaging/device, filename: 

4CV4_EC442__CA+AU+US+UK_Nicotine strength example (Mar22-2023).png). 
When you answered the last question, did you read the nicotine strength off your pod (or disposable device) packaging or 

e-liquid bottle just now, or did you recall from memory? 
1    I read the nicotine strength off the package/bottle just now 
2    I recalled from memory 
3    Other 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

229 EC630 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-60 and 221f/EQ101=1 and 225/EC436=88 or 99. 
Did the vaping product or e-liquid you used most during your [last (061/FR309v=10-32)/ current (061/FR309v=40)] quit 

attempt contain nicotine? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know (valid response) 

230 EC630v (Derived: e-cig used most for last QA since LSD/ in P24M contained nicotine) 
 
If 229/EC630=1 or (071/EC309v=10-60 and 225/EC436=2-7 OR 9-14), then 230/EC630v=1. 
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Q# VarName 4CV4 
If 229/EC630=2 or (071/EC309v=10-60 and 225/EC436=1 OR 8), then 230/EC630v=2. 
If 229/EC630=8, then 230/EC630v=8. 
If 229/EC630=9, then 230/EC630v=9. 
Otherwise, 230/EC630v=7. 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know (valid response) 

231a EC570 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-50 and 221f/EQ101=1. 
Select only one. 

Which e-liquid flavour category did you use MOST for your [last (061/FR309v=10-32)/ current (061/FR309v=40)] quit 

attempt? 
01    Tobacco flavour only 
02    Mix of tobacco and menthol flavours 
03    Menthol only 
04    Mint only 
05    Mix of mint with another flavor (e.g., blueberry mint) 
06    Mix of ice / cool flavour with another flavor (e.g., melon ice) 
07    Fruit only (e.g., mango, strawberry, blueberry) 
08    Candy, desserts, sweets, chocolate 
09    [Do not program] 
10    Clove or other spice 
11    Unflavoured e-liquid 
12    Drinks (e.g., coffee, soda, wine, whisky, or other beverages) 
13    Other 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

231b EC570o Ask if 231a/EC570=13. 
Specify other flavour: 

232 EC688 Ask if 002/COUNTRY=AU and 221f/EQ101=1. 
Did you get the vaping product on prescription from a doctor or other health professional (dentist, nurse, pharmacist, etc.)? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

233 EC691 Ask if 002/COUNTRY=UK and 221f/EQ101=1. 
Were you given the vaping product from a doctor, nurse or other health professional? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

234a EC690 Ask if 002/COUNTRY=AU and 232/EC688=1. 
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The next questions are about your vaping product prescription… 

Who prescribed the nicotine vaping product for you? 
1    My regular GP or specialist, or another doctor from my usual clinic 
2    Another doctor or specialist from a different clinic (not my regular doctor/specialist or not from my usual clinic) 
3    An online doctor service specifically for quitting smoking 
4    Other (specify) 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

234b EC690o Ask if 234a/EC690=4. 
Other (specify). 

235 EC692 Ask if 002/COUNTRY=AU and 232/EC688=1. 
Where did you purchase the prescribed nicotine vaping product? 

1    A pharmacy that I visited in person 
2    A non-pharmacy shop I visited in person (e.g., a vape shop) 
3    An online pharmacy 
4    A non-pharmacy online shop 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

236 EC695 Ask if 235/EC692=4. 
Did the website supply the product from…? 

1    Overseas 
2    Australia 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

237 EC697 Ask if 232/EC688=1. 
How easy was it to get a prescription for nicotine vaping product(s)? 

1    Very easy 
2    Easy 
3    Neither easy nor difficult 
4    Difficult 
5    Very difficult 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

238 EC699 Ask if 232/EC688=1. 
Once you had your prescription, how easy was it to obtain the prescribed product(s)? 

1    Very easy 
2    Easy 
3    Neither easy nor difficult 
4    Difficult 
5    Very difficult 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

239 EC740 Ask if 234a/EC690=1-3. 
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Q# VarName 4CV4 
When you received your prescription, did the doctor discuss options other than vaping for quitting smoking (e.g., nicotine 

replacement therapy such as patches or gum, or a Quitline)? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

240 EC741 Ask if 234a/EC690=1-3. 
Did the doctor discuss different nicotine vaping product options with you before prescribing one? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

241 EQ134 Ask if 221f/EQ101=1. 
When did you start vaping on your [last (061/FR309v=10-32)/ current (061/FR309v=40)] quit attempt? 

1    More than a month before I actually stopped smoking 
2    3-4 weeks before 
3    1-2 weeks before 
4    Less than 1 week before 
5    The day I stopped smoking 
6    Sometime after I stopped smoking 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

242 EQ140 Ask if 071/EC309v=40-50 and 221f/EQ101=1. 
After you stopped smoking completely, how long did you continue to vape? 

01    I did not continue to vape after I stopped smoking 
02    I continued to vape for less than 1 week 
03    For 1-30 days 
04    [PROGRAMMER: Do not program] 
05    For 1-3 months 
06    [PROGRAMMER: Do not program] 
07    [PROGRAMMER: Do not program] 
08    [blank] 
09    [blank] 
10    For 4-6 months 
11    For 7-12 months 
12    For more than 12 months 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

  CIGARETTES -- RECENT CHANGES IN CONSUMPTION 
243 FR152 Ask if 190/FR150v=1 and 215/QA331=1. 

Did you cut down to smoking less than daily AS A RESULT OF your most recent quit attempt? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
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8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 248/QA625. 
244 FR153 Ask if 190/FR150v=1 and 217/QA559=3-4 and 243/FR152=2, 8 or 9. 

Did you cut down to less-than-daily smoking on ANY QUIT ATTEMPT [since [LSD]/ in the last 24 months]? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

245 FR157 Ask if 190/FR150v=1 and [(243/FR152=2, 8 or 9) or (215/QA331=2, 8 or 9)] and 071/EC309v=10-60. 
Did you use a vaping product to cut down to less-than-daily smoking? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

246 FR158 Ask if 190/FR150v=1 and [(243/FR152=2, 8 or 9) or (215/QA331=2, 8 or 9)]. 
Did you use any nicotine replacement therapies (e.g., nicotine gum, nicotine patch; click for definition [PROGRAMMER: link 

to definition) to cut down to less-than-daily smoking? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Image filename: 4CV4_FR158_EN_UK_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_FR158_FR_CA_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_FR158_EN_CA_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_FR158_EN_AU_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_FR158_EN_US_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 

247 HN940 Ask if 190/FR150v=1 and [(243/FR152=2, 8 or 9) or (215/QA331=2, 8 or 9)] and 081/HN309v=10-60. 
Did you use a heated tobacco product to cut down to less-than-daily smoking? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

  CIGARETTES -- ABORTED QUIT ATTEMPTS 
248 QA625 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32 or (061/FR309v=40 and 060/QA439=1-3). 

061/FR309v=10-32: In the last 30 days, were there any occasions when you started a quit attempt, but did not go 

through with it for some reason? 
061/FR309v=40: In the week before your current quit attempt started, were there any occasions when you started a quit 

attempt, but did not go through with it for some reason? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 
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Q# VarName 4CV4 
If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 251/QA670. 

249 QA622 Ask if 248/QA625=1. 
On any of these occasions, did you forgo even one cigarette that you would have smoked? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

250a SM640 Ask if 248/QA625=1. 
Select all that apply.  (Programmer: program as checklist) 
On this planned quit attempt that you didn't go through with, did you use any of the following? 

Nicotine replacement therapies (e.g., gum, patch, lozenges) (Click for definition [PROGRAMMER: link definition text here]) 
1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Image filename: 4CV4_SM640_EN_UK_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_SM640_FR_CA_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_SM640_EN_CA_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_SM640_EN_AU_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_SM640_EN_US_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 

250b SM641 Prescription stop-smoking medication (non-nicotine), such as Varenicline or Wellbutrin 
250c SM642 Ask if 248/QA625=1 and 071/EC309v<>80. 

A nicotine vaping product 
250d HN939 Ask if 248/QA625=1 and 081/HN309v<>80. 

A heated tobacco product 
250e SM643 Ask if 248/QA625=1. 

Professional support, such as Quitline, counselling 
250f SM644 Select all that apply.  (Programmer: Deselect all other responses in this series if this is selected.) 

None of the above 
251 QA670 Ask if 057/FR225v=2-5 and [(C and 057/FR225v>057/FR225v@LSD) OR (P and 057/FR225v>096/FR509)]. 

C and 057/FR225v=2-4: You are now smoking less than you did when you were last surveyed, in [LSD]. 
P and 057/FR225v=2-4: You are now smoking less than you did 24 months ago. 
057/FR225v=5: You told us you are no longer smoking.   

All: Did you make a deliberate attempt to cut down or quit, or did it just happen? 
1    I made a deliberate attempt to cut down or quit 
2    It just happened 
3    A combination of both 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

  CESSATION HELP IN LAST 5 YEARS 
252 QA119v Derived variable: Respondents who might have made more than 2 QA in the last 5 years, but we don't know. 

If 217/QA559=3-4 or 108/QA560=2-3, then 252/QA119v=1. 
If 061/FR309v=90 or 214/QA101=2-9, then 252/QA119v=7. 
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Q# VarName 4CV4 
Otherwise, 252/QA119v=2. 

1    Respondents who we know have made 2 or more QA in the last 5 years 
2    Respondents who might have made 2 or more QA in the last 5 years 
7    Respondents who could not have made any QA in the last 5 years 

  CURRENT USE OF CESSATION AIDS & FUTURE INTEREST 
253 SM597 Ask all. 

Are you currently using any NICOTINE REPLACEMENT THERAPIES* (also called NRTs), and if so, how often do you use any 

of them? 
1    Not at all 
2    Less than once a week 
3    1-3 days a week 
4    4-6 days a week 
5    Every day 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

*NRTs are APPROVED as SMOKING CESSATION MEDICINES. They come as patches, gum, mouth spray, inhalers, tablets, and 

other forms. Examples include [Nicorette, Thrive, and Habitrol (CA, US)/ Nicorette and Niquitin (EN)/ Nicorette, Nicotinell, and 

Nicabate (AU) ]. 
 
[PROGRAMMER: Display NRT image here] 
 
Image filename: 4CV4_SM597_EN_CA+AU+US+UK_NRT (Apr07-2022).jpg 
Image filename: 4CV4_SM597_FR_CA_NRT (Apr11-2022).png 
 
We DO NOT MEAN vaping products, or tobacco-free oral nicotine products like Zyn and On! 
If response=1, go to 256a/CH990a. 
If response=8 or 9, go to 257/CH801. 

254a SM572 Ask if 253/SM597=2-5. 
Select all that apply. (Programmer: program as a checklist) 
Which NRTs are you currently using? 

Nicotine patch. 
1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

254b SM582 Any other NRTs, such as gum, lozenges, etc. 
Image filename: 4CV4_SM582_EN_UK_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_SM582_FR_CA_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_SM582_EN_CA_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_SM582_EN_AU_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_SM582_EN_US_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 

255 SM581 Ask if 253/SM597=2-5. 
How long have you been using [this product (if only one of 254a/SM572-254b/SM582=1)/ any of these products 
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(otherwise)]? Don't include previous times when you used the same product(s), just your current period of use. 

1    Less than 1 month 
2    1-3 months 
3    4-6 months 
4    7-12 months 
5    1-2 years 
6    More than 2 years 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

256a CH990a Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32 and 253/SM597=1 (not currently using NRT). 
(Programmer: program as grid.) 
All: Thinking now about quitting smoking in the future . . . 
If 191/BQ141=1-3: If you were making a quit attempt, 
If 191/BQ141=4-9: If you were thinking of quitting smoking, 
All: how interested would you be in using or trying . . . ? 

Nicotine replacement therap(ies), such as gum, lozenges, etc. (Click for definition [PROGRAMMER: link to definition]) 
1    Not at all interested 
2    Slightly 
3    Moderately 
4    Very much 
5    Extremely interested 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Image filename: 4CV4_CH990a_EN_UK_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_CH990a_FR_CA_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_CH990a_EN_AU_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_CH990a_EN_CA_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_CH990a_EN_US_NRT definition text (Mar22-2023).png 

256b CH990b Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32 and 071/EC309v=40-70 (VP ever quitter-never tried). 
Vaping products 

256c CH990c Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32 and 081/HN309v=40-70 (HTP ever quitter-never tried). 
Heated tobacco products 

256d CH990d Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32 and (089a/NC006=4-9 or 086a/BI034=2-9). 
Snus 

256e CH990e Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32 and (089c/BI038=4-9 or 086c/SL681=2-9). 
Tobacco-free oral nicotine products 

  CESSATION & HEALTH PROFESSIONALS 
257 CH801 Ask all. 

C: Since [LSD], have you consulted any doctors, dentists, or other health professionals (e.g., pharmacists, nurses, 

dieticians)? 
P: In the last 24 months, since [24M Anchor], have you consulted any doctors, dentists, or other health professionals (e.g., 

pharmacists, nurses, dieticians)? 
1    Yes 
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2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 266a/CH950. 
258a CH800a Ask if 257/CH801=1. 

Select all that apply.  (Programmer: program as checklist) 
Which health professional(s) have you consulted? Select all that apply. 

Medical doctor 
1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

258b CH800b Dentist 
258c CH800d Other health professional (e.g., pharmacist, nurse, dietician) 
259a CH165 Ask if 258a/CH800a=1 and 061/FR309v=10-40. 

Program as a grid. 
If 006/Rtype=C: On any occasion when you consulted any health professional(s) since [LSD], did you receive any advice 

about quitting smoking? 
If 006/Rtype=P: On any occasion when you consulted a health professional(s) in the last 24 months, did you receive any 

advice about quitting smoking? 
Medical doctor 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

259b CH166 Ask if 258b/CH800b=1 and 061/FR309v=10-40. 
Dentist 

259c CH168 Ask if 258c/CH800d=1 and 061/FR309v=10-40. 
Other health professional (e.g., pharmacist, nurse, dietician) 

260a CH889 Ask if 258a/CH800a=1 and 071/EC309v=10-70. 
(Programmer: program as grid.) 
C: On any occasion when you consulted any health professional(s) since [LSD], did the health professional(s) talk to you 

about vaping products (sometimes called e-cigarettes)? 
P: On any occasion when you consulted any health professional(s) in the last 24 months, did the health professional(s) talk to 

you about vaping products (sometimes called e-cigarettes)? 
Medical doctor 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

260b CH890 Ask if 258b/CH800b=1 and 071/EC309v=10-70. 
Dentist 

260c CH892 Ask if 258c/CH800d=1 and 071/EC309v=10-70. 
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Other health professional (e.g., pharmacist, nurse, dietician) 

261a CH893 Ask if 260a/CH889=1. 
The LAST time you consulted a MEDICAL DOCTOR who talked to you about vaping products/e-cigarettes, what advice did 

they give you? Choose the best answer. 
1    They specifically recommended that I use vaping products (sometimes called e-cigarettes). 
2    They advised me against using vaping products. 
3    They left it up to me to choose. 
4    The didn't express a view for or against vaping products. 
5    Other (specify) 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

261b CH893o Ask if 261a/CH893=5. 
The LAST time you consulted a MEDICAL DOCTOR who talked to you about vaping products/e-cigarettes, what advice did 

they give you? 
Specify other advice: 

262a CH150 Ask if 260b/CH890=1. 
The LAST time you consulted a DENTIST who talked to you about vaping products/e-cigarettes, what advice did they give 

you?  Choose the best answer. 
1    They specifically recommended that I use vaping products (sometimes called e-cigarettes). 
2    They advised me against using vaping products. 
3    They left it up to me to choose. 
4    The didn't express a view for or against vaping products. 
5    Other (specify) 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

262b CH150o Ask if 262a/CH150=5. 
The LAST time you consulted a DENTIST who talked to you about vaping products/e-cigarettes, what advice did they give 

you? 
Specify other advice: 

263a CH160 Ask if 260c/CH892=1. 
The LAST time you consulted an OTHER HEALTH PROFESSIONAL who talked to you about vaping products/e-cigarettes, 

what advice did they give you?  Choose the best answer. 
1    They specifically recommended that I use vaping products (sometimes called e-cigarettes). 
2    They advised me against using vaping products. 
3    They left it up to me to choose. 
4    The didn't express a view for or against vaping products. 
5    Other (specify) 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

263b CH160o Ask if 263a/CH160=5. 
The LAST time you consulted a OTHER HEALTH PROFESSIONAL who talked to you about vaping products/e-cigarettes, what 

advice did they give you? 
Specify other advice: 
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264 EK225 Ask if 260a/CH889=1. 

The last time you discussed vaping products (sometimes called e-cigarettes) with your medical doctor, did you bring it up 

or did they? 
1    I brought it up 
2    Doctor or health professional brought it up 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

265a CH940 Ask if any of 259a/CH165-259c/CH168=1. 
Select all that apply.  (Programmer: program as checklist) 
Thinking now about ALL quitting advice you received from a doctor or health professional [in the last 24 months/ since [LSD]] 

. . . 
Did any doctor or health professional recommend that you use any of the following cessation aids or services to help you quit 

smoking? 
Nicotine replacement therapies (also called NRTs, Click for definition [PROGRAMMER: link definition text here, filename: 

NRT definition text file-[002/COUNTRY .png]])* (e.g., gum, patch, lozenges, spray). 
1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Image filename: 4CV4_CH940_EN_CA+AU+US+UK_NRT (Apr07-2022).jpg 
Image filename: 4CV4_CH940_FR_CA_NRT (Apr11-2022).png 

265b CH941 Varenicline or Chantix or Champix. 
265c CH942 Bupropion or Zyban or Wellbutrin. 
265d CH943 Telephone or quitline service 
265e CH945 CA, US: Clinic, individual or group counselling, stop-smoking course, or behaviour therapy. 

UK: Local stop smoking service (e.g., clinics or specialists). 
AU: Face-to-face specialised stop smoking program. 

265f CH947 Select all that apply.  (Programmer: Deselect all other responses in this series if this is selected.) 
None of the above. 

266a CH950 Ask if 002/COUNTRY=UK and 061/FR309v=10-80 (smoker or ex-smoker) and 071/EC309v=10-60 (currently 

vaper or ever-trier) AND (233/EC691=2-9 or not asked). 
Have you ever been given a vaping product by a doctor, nurse, or other health professional? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

266b CH950v Derived var: Ever given VP by HP (UK only) 
1 = yes (if 266a/CH950=1 OR 233/EC691=1) 
2 = no (otherwise) 

267 CH169 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32 (any smoker) and 071/EC309v=31-70 (not currently vaping >weekly). 
CA, US, UK: If vaping products were available on prescription, how interested would you be in using them? 
AU: If a doctor offered to prescribe a vaping product to help you quit smoking, how interested would you be in using it? 

1    Not at all interested 
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2    Slightly 
3    Moderately 
4    Extremely 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

268a CH200 Ask if 267/CH169=2-4. (Programmer: checklist with rotating response options) 
Select all that apply. 
Below are possible reasons someone might be interested in using a prescribed vaping product, as opposed to ones sold in a 

[store/shop]. Which of the following, if any, are reasons for your answer? 
I would think they are safe to use. 

1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

268b CH210 I would think they are less harmful than smoking. 
268c CH211 I would think that they are effective to help me to quit smoking. 
268d CH212 It would help make vaping products more affordable. 
268e CH213 I would not have to choose one vaping product from the range available in [stores/shops]. 
268f CH214 Other reason (specify). 
268g CH214o Ask if 268f/CH214=1. 

Specify other reasons: 
269a CH204 Ask if 267/CH169=1. (Programmer: checklist with rotating response options) 

Select all that apply. 
Below are possible reasons someone might NOT be interested in using a prescribed vaping product. Which of the following, if 

any, are reasons for your answer? 
I don’t want to stop smoking. 

1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

269b CH220 I can afford to buy my own vaping product. 
269c CH221 I don’t want my choice of vaping products to be restricted. 
269d CH222 I don’t believe they will help me stop smoking. 
269e CH223 I don’t believe they are safe. 
269f CH224 I don’t believe they are less harmful than smoking. 
269g CH226 Other reason (specify). 
269h CH226o Ask if 269g/CH226=1. 

Specify other reasons: 
  CIGARETTES -- WARNING LABELS 

270 WL201 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-80. 
In the last 30 days -- that is, since [30-day anchor] -- how often have you noticed the warning labels on cigarette or roll-

your-own tobacco packages? 
1    Never 
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2    Rarely 
3    Sometimes 
4    Often 
5    Very often 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

271 WL411 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-80. 
To what extent do the warning labels make you think about the health risks of smoking? 

1    Not at all 
2    A little 
3    Somewhat 
4    A lot 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

272 WL313 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32. 
In the last 30 days, have you made any effort to avoid looking at or thinking about the warning labels -- such as covering 

them up, keeping them out of sight, using a cigarette case, avoiding certain warnings, or any other means? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

273 WL221 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32. 
In the last 30 days, have the warning labels stopped you from having a cigarette when you were about to smoke one? 

1    Never 
2    Once 
3    A few times 
4    Many times 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

274 IN619 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-80. 
When you look at a cigarette or roll-your-own tobacco pack, what do you usually notice first? 

1    Warning labels 
2    Other aspects of the pack such as branding 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

275 WL421 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32. 
To what extent do the warning labels make you more likely to quit smoking? 

1    Not at all 
2    A little 
3    Somewhat 
4    A lot 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 
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276 WL431 Ask if 061/FR309v=40 or 80. 

To what extent do the warning labels make you more likely to stay quit? 
1    Not at all 
2    A little 
3    Somewhat 
4    A lot 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

277 WL427 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-80. 
How do the warning labels make you feel?  Do they make you . . . 

1    Extremely worried 
2    Very worried 
3    Somewhat worried 
4    A little worried 
5    Not worried at all 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

278 WL507 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-80. 
Do you think that cigarette or roll-your-own packs should have less or more health information than they do now? 

1    Less health information 
2    About the same 
3    More health information 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

  CIGARETTES -- ADVERTISING & PROMOTION 
279 AD201 Ask all. 

Thinking about everything that happens around you . . . 
In the last 6 months, how often have you noticed things that promote smoking? 

1    Never 
2    Rarely 
3    Sometimes 
4    Often 
5    Very often 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Note: We mean anything that promotes smoking -- it doesn’t have to be advertising. 
  PRICE SENSITIVITY TASK 

280a PU740 Ask if 061/FR309v=10. 
Programming note: At the first instance of a zero response, automatically fill in the remaining responses in the series as zero 

and continue to the next question. 
Imagine that for the next 24 hours the only cigarettes available to you are ORDINARY [FACTORY-MADE/ PACK] CIGARETTES. 

That is, you have NO ACCESS to any other type of cigarettes or nicotine products for the next 24 hours. The following 

questions ask how many ORDINARY [FACTORY-MADE/ PACK] CIGARETTES you would smoke if they cost various amounts of 
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money. 
 
The average price for an ordinary [factory-made/ pack] cigarette is [$0.50 (CA)/ $0.30 (US)/ £0.40 (UK)/ $0.90 (AU)]. 
 
How many ordinary [factory-made/ pack] cigarettes would you smoke over the next 24 hours … 

CA, US, AU:  … if they were $0.00 each 
UK:  … if they were £0.00 each 
 
Number of cigarettes: _____ 

888    Refused 
Program maximum allowable answer of 100 at each question. If respondent tries to answer >100, display error message 

indicating maximum answer allowed is 100. 
 
If answer (# of cigarettes) to any subsequent question in task is higher than answer to previous question, prompt with: "You 

have entered a larger number of cigarettes (at a higher price per cigarette) than the previous question. Click<< (previous) if 

you would like to change your answer, otherwise, continue by clicking >> (next)." 
280b PU742 CA:  … if they were $0.25 each 

US:  … if they were $0.15 each 
UK:  … if they were £0.20 each 
AU:  … if they were $0.45 each 
 
Number of cigarettes: _____ 

If response=888 and 280a/PU740=888, go to 281/IN352r. 
280c PU743 CA:  … if they were $0.50 each 

US:  … if they were $0.30 each 
UK:  … if they were £0.40 each 
AU:  … if they were $0.90 each 
 
Number of cigarettes: _____ 

280d PU744 CA:  … if they were $0.75 each 
US:  … if they were $0.45 each 
UK:  … if they were £0.60 each 
AU:  … if they were $1.35 each 
 
Number of cigarettes: _____ 

280e PU745 CA:  … if they were $1.00 each 
US:  … if they were $0.60 each 
UK:  … if they were £0.80 each 
AU:  … if they were $1.80 each 
 
Number of cigarettes: _____ 

280f PU770 CA:  … if they were $2.50 each 
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US:  … if they were $1.50 each 
UK:  … if they were £2.00 each 
AU:  … if they were $4.50 each 
 
Number of cigarettes: _____ 

280g PU748 CA:  … if they were $5.00 each 
US:  … if they were $3.00 each 
UK:  … if they were £4.00 each 
AU:  … if they were $9.00 each 
 
Number of cigarettes: _____ 

280h PU771 CA:  … if they were $10.00 each 
US:  … if they were $6.00 each 
UK:  … if they were £8.00 each 
AU:  … if they were $18.00 each 
 
Number of cigarettes: _____ 

  CIGARETTES – ATTITUDES TO REGULATION 

  CIGARETTES REGULATION MODULE 1 
281 IN352r Ask if 007/REGMODC=1. 

If nicotine were available in vaping products and nicotine replacement therapies, would you support or oppose a law that . . . 
totally bans smoked tobacco products (such as cigarettes, cigars, and cigarillos) within 10 years? 

1    Strongly support 
2    Support 
3    Oppose 
4    Strongly oppose 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

282 IN358 

(Prev. 

NW005) 

Ask if 007/REGMODC=1. 
Would you support or oppose a law that. . . 

totally bans smoked tobacco products (such as cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos) within 10 years? 
1    Strongly support 
2    Support 
3    Oppose 
4    Strongly oppose 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

283a IN381 Ask if 007/REGMODC=1. 
Would you support or oppose a law that . . . 

Prevents anyone who is currently 18 or younger from EVER buying cigarettes or tobacco in their LIFETIME?  This measure 

would eventually create a smoke-free generation. 
1    Strongly support 
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2    Support 
3    Oppose 
4    Strongly oppose 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

283b WL851r Requires all individual cigarette sticks to have a printed health warning, like in the picture below? 
Image filename: 4CV4_WL851r_EN_US+UK+AU_Health warning (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_WL851r_FR_CA_Health warning (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_WL851r_EN_CA_Health warning (Mar22-2023).png 

284a WL852r Ask if 007/REGMODC=1. 
Select all that apply. 
If the warning “Poison in every puff” was shown on every cigarette stick, like in the picture below, how do you think you 

would react [if you were still smoking (061/FR309v=40-80)]?  [insert picture here] 
 
It would make me. . . 

More likely to notice the warnings on cigarette sticks 
1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

284b WL853r More likely to think about the harms of smoking 
284c WL855r More likely to stop myself from smoking a cigarette I was about to smoke 
284d WL857r More likely to [quit smoking (061/FR309v=10-32) /stay quit (061/FR309v=40-80)] 
284e WL859r Feel embarrassed to be seen smoking 
284f WL858r None of the above 
285 KN430 

(Prev. 

BR760) 

Ask if 007/REGMODC=1. 
Would removing the filter from a cigarette make it more harmful? 

1    Yes, much more harmful 
2    Yes, a little more harmful 
3    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

286 IN383 Ask if 007/REGMODC=1. 
Would you support or oppose a law that . . . 

Bans filters so that all cigarettes are sold without filters? 
1    Strongly support 
2    Support 
3    Oppose 
4    Strongly oppose 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

287a IN399 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32 and 007/REGMODC=1. 
Select all that apply.  (Programmer: program as checklist) 
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If filters in cigarettes were banned, which of the following do you think you would do after the ban?  You may choose more 

than one. 
Smoke the unfiltered cigarettes 

1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

287b IN388 Find a way to get filter-tip cigarettes 
287c IN389 Find a way to make or obtain my own filters to add to the cigarettes 
287d IN391 Quit cigarettes completely, but SMOKE a different type of SMOKED tobacco product (e.g., cigar, pipe, hookah) 
287e IN394 REDUCE my cigarettes, and SMOKE a different type of SMOKED tobacco product (e.g., cigar, pipe, hookah) 
287f IN400 Quit cigarettes completely, but USE a different type of nicotine product that you DON'T smoke (e.g., vaping products, 

nicotine replacement therapy, snus) 
287g IN396 REDUCE my cigarettes, and USE a different type of nicotine product that you DON'T smoke (e.g., vaping products, nicotine 

replacement therapy, snus) 
287h IN395 Quit smoking and not take up anything else 
288 IN450 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-80 (smokers and ex-smokers) and 007/REGMODC=1. 

If the number of places selling tobacco was reduced so that you’d need to travel 30 minutes more to purchase your 

cigarettes[, and you were still smoking (061/FR309v>32)], what would you be most likely to do? 
I would. . . 

1    Go to the store as often, and buy the same amount that I do now (i.e., the same as now) 
2    Go to the store LESS often, but buy MORE cigarettes each time 
3    Go to the store LESS often, but buy the SAME amount that I do now 
4    Stop going to the store and buy online only 
5    Stop going to the store and buy from the illicit market (e.g., foreign, smuggled, or counterfeit cigarettes or 

tobacco) only 
6    I would quit smoking 
7    Other 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

289 IN333 Ask if 007/REGMODC=1. 
If nicotine were available in vaping products and nicotine replacement therapies, would you support or oppose a law that . . . 

Reduced the amount of nicotine in cigarettes and roll-your-own tobacco, to make them less addictive? 
1    Strongly support 
2    Support 
3    Oppose 
4    Strongly oppose 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

290 KN805 Ask if 007/REGMODC=1. 
Compared to ordinary cigarettes, how HARMFUL do you think reduced-nicotine cigarettes would be? 
Reduced-nicotine cigarettes would be… 

1    Much less harmful than ordinary cigarettes 
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2    Somewhat less harmful 
3    No different 
4    Somewhat more harmful 
5    Much more harmful 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

291 KN806 Ask if 007/REGMODC=1. 
Compared to ordinary cigarettes, how ADDICTIVE do you think reduced-nicotine cigarettes would be? 
Reduced-nicotine cigarettes would be… 

1    Much less addictive than ordinary cigarettes 
2    Somewhat less addictive 
3    No different 
4    Somewhat more addictive 
5    Much more addictive 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

292 KN811 Ask if 007/REGMODC=1. 
Compared to quitting ordinary cigarettes, how HARD or EASY do you think it would be to quit smoking reduced-nicotine 

cigarettes? 
Reduced-nicotine cigarettes would be… 

1    Much harder to quit than ordinary cigarettes 
2    Somewhat harder 
3    No difference 
4    Somewhat easier 
5    Much easier 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

293 IN355 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32 and 007/REGMODC=1. 
Which of the following describes what you would be most likely to do if nicotine in cigarettes was reduced to non-addictive 

levels? 
1    Smoke the reduced-nicotine cigarettes 
2    Find a way to get cigarettes with nicotine 
3    [blank] 
4    [blank] 
5    [blank] 
6    Quit smoking and not take up anything else 
7    Quit cigarettes completely, but SMOKE a different type of SMOKED tobacco product (e.g., cigar, pipe, hookah) 
8    REDUCE my cigarettes, and SMOKE a different type of SMOKED tobacco product (e.g., cigar, pipe, hookah) 
9    Quit cigarettes completely, but USE a different type of nicotine product that you DON'T smoke (e.g., vaping 

products, nicotine replacement therapy, snus) 
10    REDUCE my cigarettes, and USE a different type of nicotine product that you DON'T smoke (e.g., vaping products, 

nicotine replacement therapy, snus) 
88    Refused 
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99    Don't know 

294 IN357 Ask if 293/IN355=1 and (002/COUNTRY=US or AU) and 007/REGMODC=1. 
If you found the reduced-nicotine cigarettes unacceptable, which would you be most likely to do next? 

01    [PROGRAMMER: Do not program] 
02    Find a way to get cigarettes with nicotine 
03    [blank] 
04    [blank] 
05    [blank] 
06    Quit smoking and not take up anything else 
07    Quit cigarettes completely, but SMOKE a different type of SMOKED tobacco product (e.g., cigar, pipe, hookah) 
08    REDUCE my cigarettes, and SMOKE a different type of SMOKED tobacco product (e.g., cigar, pipe, hookah) 
09    [blank] 
10    [blank] 
11    Quit cigarettes completely, but USE a different type of nicotine product that you DON'T smoke (e.g., vaping 

products, nicotine replacement therapy, snus) 
12    REDUCE my cigarettes, and USE a different type of nicotine product that you DON'T smoke (e.g., vaping products, 

nicotine replacement therapy, snus) 
13    Other 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

  CIGARETTES REGULATION MODULE 2 
295a IN325 Ask if 007/REGMODC=2. 

[Would (AU, CA, US)/ Do (UK)] you support or oppose [a (AU, CA, US)/ the (UK)] law that . . . 
Bans flavour capsules in cigarette filters, which flavour the cigarette smoke when smokers crush the capsule? 

1    Strongly support 
2    Support 
3    Oppose 
4    Strongly oppose 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

295b IN352 If nicotine were available in vaping products and nicotine replacement therapies, would you support or oppose a law that . . . 
Totally bans smoked tobacco products (such as cigarettes, cigars, and cigarillos) within 10 years? 

295c IN286 Would you support or oppose a law that . . . 
Bans the sale of cigarettes and other smoked tobacco products from 
CA, US, AU: convenience stores and [gas (CA/US)/ petrol (AU)] stations? 
UK: smaller local shops such as Supermarket Express stores (e.g., Tesco Express), convenience stores, newsagents, off-

licences and petrol stations? 
295d IN288 Bans the sale of cigarettes and other smoked tobacco products from supermarkets? 
295e IN347 Ask if 002/COUNTRY=US and 007/REGMODC=2. 

Places graphic images on health warning labels on the front of all cigarette and roll-your-own tobacco packs? 
295f IN350 Ask if (002/COUNTRY=CA or US) and 007/REGMODC=2. 

Bans promotional marketing for cigarettes and roll-your-own tobacco, such as coupons and price discounts? 
295g IN337 Ask if 007/REGMODC=2. 
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002/COUNTRY=CA or UK:  Do you support or oppose the current law that . . . 
002/COUNTRY=US or AU: Would you support or oppose a law that . . . 

Bans the sale of menthol in cigarettes and roll-your-own tobacco? 
295h EI385 Would you support or oppose a law that . . . 

Requires [shops/ stores] that sell cigarettes/ roll-your-own tobacco to also sell alternative nicotine products like vaping 

products and nicotine replacement therapies? 
295i WL851 Requires all individual cigarette sticks to have a printed health warning, like in the picture below? 

 
[insert picture here] 
Image filename: 296a/WL852 _4C 
French image filename: 296a/WL852_CA French 
English Image Filename: 295i/WL851-CA-English.png 
Image Filename: 295i/WL851 Health Warning_US,EN,AU.png 

<em>[insert picture here] 
Image filename: 296a/WL852 _4C 
Image filename: 4CV4_WL851_FR_CA_Health warning (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_WL851_EN_CA_Health warning (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_WL851_EN_US+UK+AU_Health warning (Mar22-2023).png 

296a WL852 Ask if 007/REGMODC=2. 
Select all that apply. 
If the warning “Poison in every puff” was shown on every cigarette stick, like in the picture below, how do you think you 

would react [if you were still smoking (061/FR309v=40-80)]?  [insert picture here] 
 
It would. . . 

Make me more likely to notice the warnings on cigarette sticks 
1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

296b WL853 Make me more likely to think about the harms of smoking 
296c WL855 Make me more likely to stop myself from smoking a cigarette I was about to smoke 
296d WL857 Make me more likely to [quit smoking (061/FR309v=10-32) /stay quit (061/FR309v=40-80)] 
296e WL859 Make me feel embarrassed to be seen smoking 
296f WL858 None of the above. 
297a LM730w Ask if (002/COUNTRY=CA and P) and 061/FR309v=10-80 and 007/REGMODC=2. 

Canada banned menthol in cigarettes in October, 2017 .  .  . 
Were you smoking menthol cigarettes before the ban came into effect? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 300/MP252. 
297b LM730y Ask if 002/COUNTRY=UK and 061/FR309v=10-80 and 007/REGMODC=2. 
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The United Kingdom banned menthol in cigarettes in May 2020 . . . 

298a LM735 Ask if 297a/LM730w or 297b/LM730y=1. 
Select all that apply.  (Programmer: program as checklist) 
What did you do when menthol cigarettes were banned? 

Smoked non-menthol cigarettes. 
1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

298b LM736 Found a way to get menthol cigarettes. 
298c LM732 Smoked roll-your-own cigarettes with menthol filters. 
298d LM733 Smoked other menthol-flavoured tobacco products. 
298e LM734 Ask if (297a/LM730w or 297b/LM730y)=1 and 071/EC309v=10-40. 

Used vaping products. 
298f HN193 Ask if (297a/LM730w or 297b/LM730y)=1 and 081/HN309v=10-40. 

Used heated tobacco products. 
298g NC008 Ask if (297a/LM730w or 297b/LM730y)=1 and 086a/BI034=1. 

Used snus. 
298h MP080 Ask if (297a/LM730w or 297b/LM730y)=1 and 086c/SL681=1. 

Used tobacco-free oral nicotine products such as Zyn, On! or Velo. 
298i LM737 Ask if (297a/LM730w or 297b/LM730y)=1. 

Reduced the amount I smoked. 
298j LM738 Quit smoking entirely. 
298k LM739 Did something else (specify). 
298l LM739o Ask if 298k/LM739=1. 

Specify other. 
299a LM745 Ask if (002/COUNTRY=US OR AU) and 119/BR307=2 and 007/REGMODC=2. 

Select all that apply.  (Programmer: program as checklist) 
If menthol cigarettes were banned in [the U.S. (002/COUNTRY=US)/[Australia (002/COUNTRY = AU)], which of the 

following do you think you would do after the ban?  You may choose more than one. 
Smoke non-menthol cigarettes. 

1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

299b LM746 Find a way to get menthol cigarettes. 
299c LM742 Smoke roll-your-own cigarettes with menthol filters. 
299d LM740 Quit cigarettes completely, but SMOKE a different type of SMOKED tobacco product (e.g., cigar, pipe, hookah). 
299e LM741 REDUCE my cigarettes, and SMOKE a different type of SMOKED tobacco product (e.g., cigar, pipe, hookah). 
299f LM750 Quit cigarettes completely, but USE a different type of nicotine product that you DON'T smoke (e.g., vaping products, 

nicotine replacement therapy, snus). 
299g LM751 REDUCE my cigarettes, and USE a different type of nicotine product that you DON'T smoke (e.g., vaping products, nicotine 

replacement therapy, snus). 
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299h LM747 Reduce the amount I smoke. 
299i LM748 Quit smoking entirely. 
299j LM749 Do something else (specify). 
299k LM749o Ask if 299j/LM749=1. 

What would you do if menthol cigarettes were banned? 
Specify other. 

  VAPING PRODUCTS -- CONSUMPTION 
300 MP252 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70. 

Now some questions about using vaping products. 
Programmer to add image with filename 048/MP120 066/NC302 VP [002/COUNTRY-date].png. 

301 EC375 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-60. 
Select only one. 

071/EC309v=10-20:  Which of the following best describes the TYPE of vaping device you CURRENTLY USE MOST? 
071/EC309v=31-60: Which of the following best describes the TYPE of vaping device you used LAST? 

1    It is disposable, not refillable (battery is non-rechargeable) 
2    It uses pre-filled pods, caps, or cartridges that must be replaced when they are empty (battery is rechargeable) 
3    [leave blank] 
4    It uses re-fillable pods, caps, or cartridges (battery is rechargeable) 
5    It has a tank that you fill with liquids (battery is rechargeable) 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

302 EC387 Ask if 221f/EQ101=1 and 301/EC375=223/EC585=1, 2, 4 or 5. 
You told us that you used a vaping device for your [last (061/FR309v=10-32)/ current (061/FR309v=40)]quit attempt… 

Was this the same vaping device you [currently use most (071/EC309v=10-20)/ used last (071/EC309v=31-60)]? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

303 EC318 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-60 and (302/EC387=2, 8, 9 or not asked). 
PROGRAMMER: If 302/EC387=1, set 303/EC318 equal to 224/EC519. 
Program a link with pictures for each of categories 1-5. 
Select only one. 
Still thinking about that same vaping device that you [use most (071/EC309v=10-20)/ used last (071/EC309v=31-60)] . . . 

Which of the following best describes the APPEARANCE of the vaping device? 
1    Looks like an ordinary cigarette, including shape, size, and colour (UK/AU/CA)/ color(US). Click example #1 for 

pictures of this type. 
2    Looks similar in shape and size to an ordinary cigarette, but is a different colour (UK/AU/CA)/ color(US). Click 

example #2 for pictures of this type. 
3    Looks similar to a USB/flash drive. Click example #3 for pictures of this type. 
4    Looks similar in shape to a pen, but may not be round, and is pen-sized or larger. Click example #4 for pictures of 

this type. 
5    Looks like a box-shaped battery (that fits in the palm of my hand) with a mouthpiece. Click example #5 for 

pictures of this type. 
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6    Looks different than any of the options described above. 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

304 EC450 

(Prev. 

EC450a) 

Ask if 071/EC309v=10-60 and 302/EC387=2,8,9 or not asked. 
PROGRAMMER: If 302/EC387=1, set 304/EC450 equal to 225/EC436. 
[PROGRAMMER: Please show both % and mg/mL options side-by-side onscreen at same time so respondent can 

choose.] 
What is the nicotine strength of the e-liquid, cartridges, caps, or pods you [currently use most (071/EC309v=10-20)/ last 

used (071/EC309v=31-60)]? 
 
You can choose to report the % or mg/ml. 

Percentage 
1     None (0%) 
2     Less than 1% 
3     1 to 1.9% 
4     2 to 2.9% 
5     3 to 3.9% 
6     4 to 4.9% 
7    5% or more 
mg/mL 
8    None (0 mg/ml nicotine) 
9    Less than 10 mg/ml 
10    10-19 mg/ml 
11  20-29 mg/ml 
12  30-39 mg/ml 
13   40-49 mg/ml 
14   50 mg/ml or more 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

If you don't remember, choose 'Don't know'. 
If response=4, go to 305/EC450e. 
If response=11, go to 306/EC450f. 
If response=88 or 99, go to 308/EC430. 
Otherwise, go to 307/EC452. 

305 EC450e Ask if 304/EC450=4. 
PROGRAMMER: If 302/EC387=1, set 305/EC450e equal to 226/EC440. 

You said 2% to 2.9%. Would that be . . . 
1    2.0% 
2    2.1 to 2.9% 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Go to 307/EC452. 
306 EC450f Ask if 304/EC450=11. 
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PROGRAMMER: If 302/EC387=1, set 306/EC450f equal to 227/EC441. 

You said 20 to 29 mg/ml. Would that be . . . 
1    20 mg/ml 
2    21-29 mg/ml 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

307 EC452 Ask if 304/EC450=1-14. 
PROGRAMMER: If 302/EC387=1, set 307/EC452 equal to 228/EC442. 
(Programmer: add image showing where conc info may be found on packaging/device). Filename: 

4CV4_EC452__CA+AU+US+UK_Nicotine strength example (Mar22-2023).png. 
When you answered the last question, did you read the nicotine strength off your pod (or disposable device) packaging or 

e-liquid bottle just now, or did you recall from memory? 
1    I read the nicotine strength off the package/bottle just now 
2    I recalled from memory 
3    Other 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

308 EC430 Ask if 304/EC450=88 or 99. 
PROGRAMMER: If 302/EC387=1, set 308/EC430 equal to 229/EC630. 

As far as you know, does the vaping product or e-liquid you [currently use most (071/EC309v=10-20)/ last used 

(071/EC309v=31-60)] contain nicotine? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know (valid response) 

If response=1, go to 310/EC872v. 
309 EC872 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-60 and 230/EC630v<>1 and [(308/EC430=2, 8 or 9) or (304/EC450=1 or 8) OR 

302/EC387=1]. 
Did ANY of the vaping products or e-liquids you have ever used contain nicotine? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know (valid response) 

310 EC872v (Derived: EVER used e-cigarette with nicotine, among e-cig ever-users) 
 
If (304/EC450=2-7 or 9-14) or 308/EC430=1 or 309/EC872=1 or 230/EC630v=1, then 310/EC872v=1. 
If 309/EC872=2 then 310/EC872v=2. 
If 309/EC872=8 then 310/EC872v=8. 
If 309/EC872=9 then 310/EC872v=9. 
Otherwise, 310/EC872v=7. 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
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8    Refused 
9    Don't know (valid response) 

311 EC473 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-60 and 310/EC872v=1. 
C: Since you completed the last survey in [LSD], have you changed the nicotine strength of the e-liquid or vaping product 

that you use most? 
P: In the last 24 months -- that is, since [24M Anchor] -- have you changed the nicotine strength of the e-liquid or vaping 

product that you use most? 
1    Increased the nicotine strength 
2    No change 
3    Decreased the nicotine strength 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

312 EF240 Ask if 071/EC309v=20. 
In a typical week, on how many days do you vape? 

1    1-2 days a week 
2    3-4 days a week 
3    5-6 days a week 
4    Can't say, there's no consistent pattern 
8    Refused     

313 NC316 Ask if 071/EC309v=20. 
For how long have you been vaping at least once a week? 

01    Less than 1 month 
02    1-3 months 
03    4-6 months 
04    7-12 months 
05    13-18 months 
06    19-24 months 
07    2-3 years 
08    3-5 years 
09    More than 5 years 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

314 NC318 Ask if 071/EC309v=10. 
For how long have you been vaping daily? 

01    Less than 1 week 
02    1-4 weeks 
03    1-3 months 
04    4-6 months 
05    7-12 months 
06    13-18 months 
07    19-24 months 
08    2-3 years 
09    3-5 years 
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10    More than 5 years 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

315 EH421 Ask if P and (314/NC318=1-7 or 313/NC316=1-6). 
Thinking back to 24 months ago, that is [24M Anchor], how often were you vaping? 

1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 
4    Less than monthly, but occasionally 
5    I had quit at that time 
6    I had not started vaping 
8    Refused 
9    Can't Remember 

316 EH234 Ask if 067/NC309=1 and 070/NC304=2-5. 
For how long did you vape daily? 

1    Less than 1 month 
2    1-3 months 
3    4-6 months 
4    7-12 months 
5    13-18 months 
6    19-24 months 
7    More than 2 years 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

317 EH251 Ask if 067/NC309=1 and 070/NC304=2-5 and 061/FR309v=10-80. 
During the period when you vaped daily, did you smoke cigarettes at all? 

1    I smoked daily, for all or nearly all of this period 
2    I smoked daily, for some of this period 
3    I didn't smoke daily, but I smoked some days 
4    I didn't smoke at all, for all or nearly all of this period 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

318 EH238 Ask if 067/NC309=1 and 070/NC304=2-5. 
How long ago did you stop vaping every day? 

1    Less than 1 month ago 
2    1-3 months ago 
3    4-6 months ago 
4    7-12 months ago 
5    13-18 months ago 
6    19-24 months ago 
7    More than 2 years ago 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 
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319 EH114 Ask if P and 071/EC309v=10-60. 

How long ago did you first try a vaping product? 
01    Less than 1 month ago 
02    1-3 months ago 
03    4-6 months ago 
04    7-12 months ago 
05    13-18 months ago 
06    19-24 months ago 
07    2-3 years ago 
08    3-5 years ago 
09    More than 5 years ago 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

  VAPING PRODUCTS -- BRAND CHOICE 
320a EB374 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-31 and 301/EC375=1-4. 

Earlier you told us you are using or have used a [disposable vaping device (301/EC375=1)/ vaping device that uses 

replaceable pre-filled cartridges or pods (301/EC375=2)/ vaping device that uses re-fillable cartridges or pods 

(301/EC375=4)]. 
071/EC309v=10-20: What brand of vaping device do you currently use most often? 
071/EC309v=31: What brand of vaping device did you use last? 
 
(Brand list(s) to be provided for Wave 3.) 

8888    Refused 
9997    Other (specify) 
9999    Don't Know 

Please start by typing the name of the brand to see a list of relevant brand names. Compare brand names until you find 

exactly the brand you use. [If 002/COUNTRY=CA and survey language=French, show: The list uses English brand 

names. If you have trouble finding your brand, try typing without using accented letters.] 
 
If your brand is not listed, please type and select 'Other'. You will then be instructed to type in the name of your brand. 
 
If you don’t know the name of your brand, please type and select ‘Don’t know’ (including the apostrophe in 'don't'). 

Otherwise, type and select ‘Prefer not to answer’ if you do not wish to answer this question. 
320b EB374o Ask if 320a/EB374=9997. 

Please specify the brand of vaping device you [currently use most often/ used last]. 
321 EB402wx Ask if (320a/EB374=0045 (JUUL) or 320b/EB374o includes the string ‘ju’) AND 002/COUNTRY=CA or US. 

Which variety of JUUL pods [do you use most often (071/EC309v=10-20)/ did you use last (071/EC309v=31)]? 
1    Less than 2.0% nicotine JUUL pods 
2    2-4% nicotine JUUL pods 
3    4% nicotine or higher JUUL pods 
4    Other variety of JUUL pods (specify) 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 
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322a EB402y Ask if (320a/EB374=0045 (JUUL) or 320b/EB374o includes the string ‘ju’) AND 002/COUNTRY=UK. 

What variety of JUUL pods [do you use most often (071/EC309v=10-20)/ did you use last (071/EC309v=31)]? 
1    9 mg/ml nicotine JUUL pods 
2    18 mg/ml nicotine JUUL pods 
3    Other variety of JUUL pods (specify) 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

322b EB402o Ask if 321/EB402wx=4 or 322a/EB402y=3. 
Which variety of JUUL pods [do you use most often (071/EC309v=10-20)/ did you use last (071/EC309v=31)]? 

323 EB403 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-31 and 301/EC375=2-4. 
Do you use the pods or cartridges manufactured specifically for your device (e.g., Vype pods for a Vype device), different 

brand (generic) pods, or both? 
1    Only the pods made specifically for my device 
2    Mainly the pods made specifically for my device 
3    About the same amount of each 
4    Mainly different (generic) pods 
5    Only different (generic) pods 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

324 EB375 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-31 and 301/EC375=5. 
Earlier you told us you are using or have used a vaping device that has a tank that you fill with liquids. 

071/EC309v=10-20: What brand of vaping device do you currently use most often? 
071/EC309v=31: What brand of vaping device did you use last? 
 
All: Please include any additional information, such as the specific variety or model name, a model number, style, or a brief 

description. 
 
(Open-Ended) 

8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Note: If the brand of battery or tank is different than the brand of your device body, please provide the device body brand. 
325 EC386 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-31 and 301/EC375=2-5. 

Can you adjust the power and voltage of the vaping device you usually use? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

326 EL833 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-20 and 301/EC375=1-5. 
Compared to a year ago, have you found it easier or harder to get [the disposable vaping devices (301/EC375=1)/ the 

cartridges or pods (301/EC375=2)/ the nicotine e-liquid (301/EC375=5)/ pods or e-liquid (301/EC375=4)] that you want? 
1    A lot easier 
2    A little easier 
3    About the same 
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4    A little harder 
5    A lot harder 
6    I was not vaping a year ago 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

327 EF342 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-20 and 301/EC375=1. 
On average, about how many disposable vaping devices do you now use each week? 

00    Less than 1 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

Enter number or choose 'Less than 1' if applicable. 
328 EF344 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-20 and 301/EC375=2-4. 

On average, about how many cartridges or pods do you now use each week? 
00    Less than 1 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

Enter number or choose 'Less than 1' if applicable. 
329 EC401 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-20 and 301/EC375=2-4. 

What is the volume/ capacity of your usual cartridges or pods? 
1    Less than 1 ml 
2    1 - 1.5 ml 
3    1.6 - 2.0 ml 
4    2.1 - 3.0 ml 
5    3.1 - 4.0 ml 
6    Over 4 ml 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

330 EC875 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-60. 
Have you ever used the salt form of nicotine e-liquid? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 333/EE422. 
331 EC261 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-31 and 330/EC875=1. 

071/EC309v=10-20 [daily, weekly vapers]: What kind of nicotine e-liquid do you currently use most often? 
071/EC309v=31 [monthly vapers]: What kind of nicotine e-liquid did you use last? 

1    Salt form e-liquid 
2    Non-salt form (also called freebase) e-liquid 
3    About the same amount of each (programmer: Show for 071/EC309v=10-20 only) 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know (valid response) 

332 EE420 Ask if 330/EC875=1. 
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If 071/EC309v=32-60: Now a question about the nicotine e-liquid used in vaping products… 

All: Compared to the non-salt form, how satisfying is the salt form of nicotine? 
 
The salt form is. . . 

1    Much less satisfying than the non-salt form 
2    Somewhat less satisfying 
3    Equally satisfying 
4    Somewhat more satisfying 
5    Much more satisfying 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

333 EE422 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70. 
Do you think the salt form is more harmful or less harmful than the non-salt form? 

1    Much less harmful than the non-salt form 
2    Somewhat less harmful 
3    Equally harmful 
4    Somewhat more harmful 
5    Much more harmful 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

334 EL822 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-31 and 301/EC375=4-5. 
Do you mix your own e-liquids (e.g., to get the desired level of nicotine and/or adding flavourings)? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

335 EC131 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-32. 
In a typical week, how many different e-liquid flavours do you use? 

1    1 
2    2 
3    3 
4    4 or more 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

336 EC132 Ask if 335/EC131=1-4 and (313/NC316=3-9 or 314/NC318=4-10). 
Have you used just [that one flavour (335/EC131=1)/ those same flavours (335/EC131=2-4)] for the last 6 months? 

1    Yes 
2    No, I changed flavour(s) once 
3    No, I changed flavour(s) 2 or more times 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

337a EC149 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-60. 
Select all that apply.  (Programmer: program as checklist) 
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Which of the following e-liquid flavour categories have you used in the past 30 days? 

Tobacco flavour only 
1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

337b EC150 Mix of tobacco and menthol flavours 
337c EC133 Menthol only 
337d EC134 Mint only 
337e EC135 Mix of mint with another flavor such as fruit (e.g., blueberry mint) 
337f EC136 Mix of ice / cool flavor with another flavor such as fruit (e.g., melon ice, blueberry ice) 
337g EC145 Fruit only (e.g., mango, strawberry, blueberry) 
337h EC148 Candy, desserts, sweets, chocolate 
337i EC143 Clove or other spice 
337j EC154 Drinks (e.g., coffee, soda, wine, whisky, or other beverages) 
337k EC166 Unflavoured e-liquid 
337l EC163 Other 
337

m 
EC163o Ask if 337l/EC163=1. 

Specify other flavour: 
337n EC176 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-60. 

I did not vape in the last 30 days 
1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

338 EC167 Ask if more than one of (337a/EC149 to 337l/EC163)=1. 
Only display the flavours endorsed from 337a/EC149 - 337l/EC163. 
Select only one. 

Which ONE of these flavours (UK/AU/CA)/ flavors(US) do you use most? 
01    Tobacco flavour only 
02    Mix of tobacco and menthol flavours 
03    Menthol only 
04    Mint only 
05    Mix of mint with another flavor such as fruit (e.g., blueberry mint) 
06    Mix of ice / cool flavour with another flavor such as fruit (e.g., melon ice) 
07    Fruit only (e.g., mango, strawberry, blueberry) 
08    Candy, desserts, sweets, chocolate 
09    Clove or other spice 
10    Drinks (e.g., coffee, soda, wine, whisky, or other beverages) 
11    Unflavoured e-liquid 
12    [337m/EC163o] 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 
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  VAPING PRODUCTS -- SOURCES & LAST PURCHASE 

  VAPING PRODUCTS -- LAST PURCHASE OF DEVICE 
339 EC804 Ask if (071/EC309v=20-32 or 50-60) and 301/EC375=2-5. 

Do you own the vaping device that you [currently use most often (071/EC309v=20)/ used last (071/EC309v=31-32 or 50-

60)]? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

340 EC804v Derived variable for programming purposes only -- imputed ownership of vaping device.  Daily users are assumed to own.  

(Disposable users are excluded.) 
 
If 071/EC309v=10 and 301/EC375=2-5, 340/EC804v=1. 
If 339/EC804=1, 340/EC804v=1. 
Otherwise, 340/EC804v=0. 

1    Owns most- /last-used vaping device 
0    No, or not applicable 

341 EL102 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-31 and 301/EC375=2-5 and 340/EC804v=1. 
C: Did you buy the vaping device that you [currently use most (071/EC309v=10-20)/ used last (071/EC309v=31)] since 

[LSD]? 
P: Did you buy the vaping device that you [currently use most (071/EC309v=10-20)/ used last (071/EC309v=31)] within 

the past 24 months? 
1    Yes 
2    No, I bought it earlier 
3    I didn't buy it 
4    Not applicable; I bought components at different times, not a complete device 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 343/EL103. 
If response=3, go to 342/EL110. 
If response=2, 4, 8 or 9, go to 349/EL201. 

342 EL110 Ask if 341/EL102=3. 
How did you get your vaping device? 

1    From a friend or relative 
2    Free sample 
3    Other 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Go to 349/EL201. 
343 EL103 Ask if 341/EL102=1. 

When did you buy your vaping device? 
1    Within the last 30 days 
2    1-3 months ago 
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3    4-6 months ago 
4    7-12 months ago 
5    13-18 months ago 
6    19-24 months ago 
7    More than 24 months ago 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

344a EL120 Ask if 341/EL102=1. 
Where did you buy this vaping device? 

01    [ALL] On the internet 
02    [ALL] Vape shop 
03    [ALL] Tobacconist 
04    [UK] Supermarket 
05    [AU, CA, US] Pharmacist / [UK] Chemist 
06    [CA, US] Convenience store / [UK] Newsagent or corner shop 
07    [CA, US] Gas station/ [UK] Petrol station 
08    [ALL] Temporary or mobile sales location (e.g., market, pop-up store) 
09    [CA, UK, US] From outside the 002/COUNTRY 
10    [ALL] From somewhere else 
76     Don't remember any details of the purchase 
88     Refused 
99     Don't know where 

If you don't remember ANY details of the purchase, select "Don't remember any details of the purchase". If you just don't 

remember where you bought from, select "Don't know where". 
If response=76, go to 349/EL201. 

344b EL120o Ask if 344a/EL120=10. 
Specify where else. 

345 EL166 Ask if 344a/EL120=9 and 002/COUNTRY=UK. 
If 344a/EL120<>9, set 345/EL166=1. 

Which currency did you use for this purchase? 
1    British Pounds 
2    Euros 

346 EL145 Ask if 341/EL102=1 and 344a/EL120<>76. 
When you bought the vaping device, did you buy it on its own or did it come with [cartridges or pods (301/EC375=2)/ e-

liquid (301/EC375=5)/ pods or e-liquid (301/EC375=4)]? 
1    Bought on its own 
2    It came with [cartridges or pods/ e-liquid] 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

347 EL184 Ask if 346/EL145=2 and 344a/EL120<>76. 
How much did you pay in total for the device and [cartridges or pods (301/EC375=2)/ e-liquid (301/EC375=5)/ pods or e-

liquid (301/EC375=4)]? 
888      Refused 
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999      Don't Know 

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)/ AUD (Australia)/ [GBP/ EUR] (UK)]. 
 
Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 
Go to 349/EL201. 

348 EL182 Ask if (346/EL145=1, 8 or 9) and 344a/EL120<>76. 
How much did you pay for the vaping device? (Please note that we are asking about the price of the device only and not 

about the price of the [cartridges or pods (301/EC375=2)/ e-liquid (301/EC375=5)/ pods or e-liquid (301/EC375=4)].) 
888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)/ AUD (Australia)/ [GBP/ EUR] (UK)]. 
 
Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 

  VAPING PRODUCTS -- LAST PURCHASE OF SUPPLIES 
349 EL201 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-31 and 301/EC375=1-5. 

When did you last buy [a disposable vaping device (301/EC375=1)/ cartridges or pods (301/EC375=2)/ e-liquid 

(301/EC375=5)/ pods or e-liquid (301/EC375=4)]? 
1    Within the last 30 days 
2    1-3 months ago 
3    4-6 months ago 
4    7-12 months ago 
5    More than 1 year ago 
6    Never bought any 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1-2, go to 351a/NC335. 
If response=8 or 9, go to 383a/NC324. 

350 EL210 Ask if 349/EL201=3-6. 
How did you get the [disposable vaping device (301/EC375=1)/ cartridges or pods (301/EC375=2)/ e-liquid 

(301/EC375=5)/ pods or e-liquid (301/EC375=4)] you used in the last 3 months? 
1    Using previously bought supplies 
2    From a friend or relative 
3    Free sample 
4    Other 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response>1, go to 383a/NC324. 
351a NC335 Ask if 349/EL201=1-2 or 350/EL210=1. 

The LAST TIME you purchased [disposable vaping devices (301/EC375=1)/ cartridges or pods (301/EC375=2)/ e-liquid 

(301/EC375=5)/ pods or e-liquid (301/EC375=4)], where did you make this last purchase? 
01    [ALL] On the internet 
02    [ALL] Vape shop/ e-cigarette kiosk 
03    [ALL] Tobacco specialty shop/ tobacconist 
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04    [CA, UK, US] Newsagent/ off-license/ corner [shop/store] convenience [shop/store] [AU] Convenience store 

(including petrol station) 
05    [CA, US] Gas station/ [UK] Petrol station 
06    [ALL] Supermarket 
07    [AU, CA, US] Pharmacy/ [UK] Chemist 
08    [CA, UK, US] Pub or bar 
09    [ALL] Temporary or mobile sales location (e.g., market, pop-up store) 
10    [ALL] Some other kind of shop 
11    [ALL] From outside the 002/COUNTRY 
12    [ALL] From somewhere else 
76    Don't remember any details of last purchase 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know where 

If you don't remember ANY details of last purchase, select "Don't remember any details of last purchase". If you just don't 

remember where you bought from, select "Don't know where". 
351b NC335o Ask if 351a/NC335=12 and (002/COUNTRY=CA, US, or UK). 

Specify where else. 
352 EL266 Ask if 349/EL201=1-2 and 351a/NC335=11 and 002/COUNTRY=UK. 

If 351a/NC335<>11, set 352/EL266=1. 
Which currency did you use for this purchase? 

1    British Pounds 
2    Euros 

353a EB851 Ask if (002/COUNTRY=CA, US or UK) and 301/EC375=2-4 and 349/EL201=1-2. 
Select only one. 

What brand of cartridges or pods did you last purchase? 
01    4x Pods 
02    Blu 
03    EonSmoke 
04    Halo 
05    Just Pods 
06    JUUL 
07    Logic 
08    Loon Pods 
09    Mark Ten 
10    PuR Pods 
11    Salteez 
12    Sea100 
13    Ten Motives 
14    Ultra Max 
15    V2 
16    Vape 
17    VIP 
18    ViV 
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19    VQ Pods 
20    Vuse 
21    Vype 
22    Zalt Pods 
23    Ziip 
24    Other (specify) 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

353b EB851o Ask if 353a/EB851=24 or (002/COUNTRY=AU and 301/EC375=2-4 and 349/EL201=1-2). 
CA, US, UK: Specify other brand. 
AU: What brand of cartridges or pods did you last purchase? 

8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

354 EL445 Ask if 301/EC375=2-4 and 349/EL201=1-2. 
Did you buy the cartridges or pods on their own or did they come with a vaping device? 

1    Bought on their own 
2    Came with vaping device 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, 8 or 9, go to 357/EL450. 
355 EL486 Ask if 354/EL445=2 and 351a/NC335<>76. 

How much did you pay in total for the device and cartridges/ pods? 
888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)/ AUD (Australia)/ [GBP/ EUR] (UK)]. 
 
Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 

356 EL458 Ask if 354/EL445=2 and 351a/NC335<>76. 
How many cartridges or pods did you get with the vaping device? 

88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

Go to 380/EL260. 
357 EL450 Ask if (354/EL445=1, 8 or 9) and 351a/NC335<>76. 

Did you buy single cartridges/ pods or packs of cartridges/ pods?  If you bought both, report only about the packs. 
1    Single cartridges/ pods 
2    Packs of cartridges/ pods 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=2, go to 362/EL453. 
If response=8 or 9, go to 371/EL545. 

358 EL451 Ask if 357/EL450=1. 
How many single cartridges or pods did you last purchase? 

88    Refused 
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99    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 361/EL482. 
If response>1, go to 359/EL470. 

359 EL470 Ask if 358/EL451>1. 
We'd like to find out how much you paid. Is it easier for you to say how much you paid per cartridge/ pod or for all 

cartridges/ pods? 
1    Per cartridge/ pod 
2    All cartridges/ pods 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 361/EL482. 
If response=2, go to 360/EL476. 
Otherwise, go to 371/EL545. 

360 EL476 Ask if 359/EL470=2. 
Enter the total price you paid for ALL of the cartridges/ pods. (Please note that we are asking about the price of the 

cartridges/ pods only and not about the price of the device.) 
888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)/ AUD (Australia)/ [GBP/ EUR] (UK)]. 
 
Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 
Go to 371/EL545. 

361 EL482 Ask if 358/EL451=1 or 359/EL470=1. 
Enter the price you paid for ONE cartridge/ pod. (Please note that we are asking about the price of the cartridge/ pod 

only and not about the price of the device.) 
888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)/ AUD (Australia)/ [GBP/ EUR] (UK)]. 
 
Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 
Go to 371/EL545. 

362 EL453 Ask if 357/EL450=2. 
How many packs of cartridges/ pods did you get? 

88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

363 EL456o Ask if 357/EL450=2. 
How many cartridges/ pods were in the pack? 

88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

364 EL472 Ask if 362/EL453>1. 
We'd like to find out how much you paid. Is it easier for you to say how much you paid per pack of cartridges/ pods or for 

all packs of cartridges/ pods? 
1    Per pack of cartridges/ pods 
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2    All packs of cartridges/ pods 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If you bought packs of different sizes, please answer just for the pack you are currently using. 
If response=1, go to 366/EL484. 
If response=2, go to 365/EL478. 
Otherwise, go to 371/EL545. 

365 EL478 Ask if 364/EL472=2. 
Enter the total price you paid for ALL of the packs of cartridges/ pods. (Please note that we are asking about the price of 

the pack of cartridges/ pods only and not about the price of the device.) 
888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)/ AUD (Australia)/ [GBP/ EUR] (UK)]. 
 
Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 
Go to 371/EL545. 

366 EL484 Ask if 362/EL453=1 or 364/EL472=1. 
Enter the price you paid for ONE pack of cartridges/ pods. (Please note that we are asking about the price of the pack of 

cartridges/ pods only and not about the price of the device.) 
888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)/ AUD (Australia)/ [GBP/ EUR] (UK)]. 
 
Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 
Go to 371/EL545. 

367 EL351 Ask if 301/EC375=1 and 349/EL201=1-2 and 351a/NC335<>76. 
How many disposable vaping devices did you last purchase? 

888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

If response=1, go to 370/EL382. 
If response>1, go to 368/EL370. 

368 EL370 Ask if 367/EL351>1. 
We'd like to find out how much you paid. Is it easier for you to say how much you paid per disposable vaping device or for 

all disposable vaping devices? 
1    Per device 
2    All devices 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 370/EL382. 
If response=2, go to 369/EL376. 
Otherwise, go to 380/EL260. 

369 EL376 Ask if 368/EL370=2. 
Enter the total price you paid for ALL of the disposable vaping devices: 
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888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)/ AUD (Australia)/ [GBP/ EUR] (UK)]. 
 
Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 
Go to 380/EL260. 

370 EL382 Ask if 367/EL351=1 or 368/EL370=1. 
Enter the price you paid for ONE disposable vaping device: 

888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)/ AUD (Australia)/ [GBP/ EUR] (UK)]. 
 
Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 
Go to 380/EL260. 

371 EL545 Ask if 349/EL201=1-2 and (334/EL822=2, 8 or 9). 
Did you buy the e-liquid on its own or did it come with a vaping device? 

1    Bought on its own 
2    Came with vaping device 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, 8 or 9, go to 374/EL551. 
372 EL586 Ask if 371/EL545=2 and 351a/NC335<>76. 

How much did you pay in total for the device and e-liquid? 
888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)/ AUD (Australia)/ [GBP/ EUR] (UK)]. 
 
Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 

373 EL558 Ask if 371/EL545=2 and 351a/NC335<>76. 
How many millilitres of e-liquid did you get with the vaping device? 

8888      Refused 
9999      Don't Know 

If response=8888 or 9999, go to 380/EL260. 
Otherwise, go to 379/EL595. 

374 EL551 Ask if (371/EL545=1, 8 or 9) and 351a/NC335<>76. 
How many bottles of e-liquid did you last purchase? 

88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

375 EL556 Ask if (371/EL545=1, 8 or 9) and 351a/NC335<>76. 
How many millilitres of e-liquid did the bottle contain? 

8888      Refused 
9999      Don't Know 

If you bought bottles of different sizes, please answer just for the bottle you are currently using. 
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376 EL570 Ask if 374/EL551>1. 

We'd like to find out how much you paid. Is it easier for you to say how much you paid per bottle of e-liquid or for all 

bottles? 
1    Per bottle 
2    All bottles 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If you bought bottles of different sizes, please answer just for the bottle you are currently using. 
If response=1, go to 378/EL582. 
If response=2, go to 377/EL576. 
Otherwise, go to 379/EL595. 

377 EL576 Ask if 376/EL570=2. 
Enter the total price you paid for ALL of the bottles of e-liquid. (Please note that we are asking about the price of the e-

liquid only and not about the price of the device.) 
888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)/ AUD (Australia)/ [GBP/ EUR] (UK)]. 
 
Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 
Go to 379/EL595. 

378 EL582 Ask if 374/EL551=1 or 376/EL570=1. 
Enter the price you paid for ONE bottle of e-liquid. (Please note that we are asking about the price of the e-liquid only and 

not about the price of the device.) 
888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)/ AUD (Australia)/ [GBP/ EUR] (UK)]. 
 
Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 

379 EL595 Ask if (375/EL556>0 and <8888) or (373/EL558>0 and <8888). 
How many days will this bottle last (if you are the only one using it)? 

000    Less than 1 day 
888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Enter number of days or choose 'Less than 1 day' if applicable. 
380 EL260 Ask if 349/EL201=1-2 and 351a/NC335<>76. 

The last time you bought [disposable vaping devices (301/EC375=1)/ cartridges or pods (301/EC375=2)/ e-liquid 

(301/EC375=5)/ pods or e-liquid (301/EC375=4)], did you get a cheaper price with a discount, special offer, or coupon? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

381 EL261 Ask if 380/EL260=1. 
Was the discount or promotion a . . . 
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1    Bonus item being provided with the purchase  (e.g., buy one get one free) 
2    Discount for purchasing multiple items at one time  (e.g., buy one get one 50% off) 
3    Discount off the current purchase price for one item (e.g., 10% off) 
4    Discount towards making a future purchase (e.g., getting a coupon for a future purchase item) 
5    Discount for referring a friend 
6    Other 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

382 EL262 Ask if 380/EL260=1. 
Did you redeem a coupon to get the discount or bonus? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

  VAPING PRODUCTS -- DEPENDENCE & FUTURE USE 
383a NC324 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-20 or (067/NC309=1 and 070/NC304=3-5). 

071/EC309v=10 (current daily vaper): How soon after waking do you usually have your first puff on your vaping 

product? 
071/EC309v=20 (current weekly vaper): On the days that you vape, how soon after waking do you usually have your 

first puff on your vaping product? 
067/NC309=1 and 070/NC304=3-5 (past daily vaper): When you were vaping daily, how soon after waking did you 

usually have your first puff on your vaping product? 
1    Minutes 
2    Hours 
3    Both 
888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

(You can enter “0” for the unnecessary field if you want to use just minutes, or just hours.) 
383b NC324a Ask if 383a/NC324=1 or 3. 

Enter number of minutes. 
383c NC324b Ask if 383a/NC324=2 or 3. 

Enter number of hours. 
384 NC328 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-40. 

Do you consider yourself addicted to vaping? 
1    Not at all 
2    Yes, somewhat addicted 
3    Yes, very addicted 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know (valid response) 

385 ED613 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-32. 
Do you plan to continue vaping, or do you plan to stop vaping in the foreseeable future? 

1    Definitely continue 
2    Probably continue 
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3    Not sure 
4    Probably stop 
5    Definitely stop 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know (valid response) 

386a ED630 Ask if 071/EC309v=20-32 and 385/ED613=1-3. 
Do you plan to . . . ? 

1    Increase to daily use 
2    Increase, but not use daily 
3    Stay at around my current level of use 
4    Decrease how much I use 
5    Not sure how much I will use 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know (valid response) 

386b ED631 Ask if 069/NC320=1. 
The next question may sound similar to ones we already asked, but it will allow us to compare to other studies. . . 

Are you planning to stop vaping . . . 
1    Within the next month 
2    Between 1-6 months from now 
3    Sometime in the future, beyond 6 months 
4    Not planning to quit 
5    I don’t currently use vaping products (sometimes called e-cigarettes) 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

387 ED625 Ask if 071/EC309v=40-70. 
How likely are you to use vaping products or e-liquids that CONTAIN NICOTINE in the future? (This means more than just 

trying them.) 
1    Very likely 
2    Somewhat likely 
3    Neither likely nor unlikely 
4    Somewhat unlikely 
5    Very unlikely 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know (valid response) 

388 EK656 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70. 
Do you think addiction to vaping is harmful on its own, even if it doesn’t cause physical health problems? 

1    Not at all 
2    Yes, a little 
3    Yes, a lot 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know (valid response) 

  VAPING PRODUCTS -- REASONS FOR USE 

  VPs - Reasons for current use 
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389a NC354 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-31 or 072/EF132v=1. 

Program as yes/no grid. 
Which of the following are reasons that you use vaping products? 

Vaping is less harmful to me than smoking. 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

389b NC355 Vaping is less harmful than smoking to other people around me. 
389c ER122 Vaping is more acceptable than smoking. 
389d ER185 I like the technology of vaping products. 
389e ER101 I enjoy vaping. 
389f ER138 I like the smell of vaping better than smoking. 
389g NC353 I can vape in places where I can't smoke. 
389h ER105 I save money by vaping instead of smoking. 
389i ER124 Vaping helps me control my appetite and/or weight. 
389j NC356 I like the e-liquid flavours. 
389k ER128 I like the taste of vaping better than smoking. 
389l NC339 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-31 or 072/EF132v=1 and 061/FR309v=10-31. 

I do not have to give up smoking altogether. 
389

m 
NC359 Ask if (071/EC309v=10-31 or 072/EF132v=1) and 061/FR309v=10-20. 

Vaping helps me cut down on the number of cigarettes I smoke. 
389n NC357 Vaping might help me quit smoking cigarettes. 
389o ER126 Ask if (071/EC309v=10-31 or 072/EF132v=1) and 061/FR309v=40-80. 

Vaping helps me stay quit from smoking cigarettes. 
389p NC360 Vaping is a step toward quitting using nicotine altogether. 
390 NC367 Ask if more than one of (389a/NC354-389p/NC360)=1. 

(PROGRAMMER: Only display the reasons endorsed from 389a/NC354-389p/NC360) 
You told us that you have multiple reasons for using liquid e-cigarette products. Which one reason is the most important? 

[ROs to be filled in later when Reasons For Use order is finalized. 
1    Vaping is less harmful to me than smoking. 
2    Vaping is less harmful than smoking to other people around me. 
3    Vaping is more acceptable than smoking. 
4    I like the technology of vaping products. 
5    I enjoy vaping 
6    I like the smell of vaping better than smoking. 
7    I can vape in places where I can't smoke. 
8    I save money by vaping instead of smoking. 
9    Vaping helps me control my appetite and/or weight. 
10    I like the e-liquid flavours. 
11    I like the taste of vaping better than smoking. 
12    I do not have to give up smoking altogether. 
13    Vaping helps me cut down on the number of cigarettes I smoke. 
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14    Vaping might help me quit smoking cigarettes. 
15    Vaping helps me stay quit from smoking cigarettes. 
16    Vaping is a step toward quitting using nicotine altogether. 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

  VPs - Reasons may use more, or start/ re-start 
391a ER507 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32 and 071/EC309v=20-70. 

(Programmer: program as grid.) 
071/EC309v=20-32: Which of the following might lead you to use vaping products more often in the future? 
071/EC309v=40: Which of the following might lead you to use vaping products again in the future? 
071/EC309v=50-70: Which of the following might lead you to use vaping products in the future? 

If I thought that they might help me quit smoking. 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

391b ER504 If I wanted to save money. 
391c ER508 Ask if 071/EC309v=20-70. 

If they were available … 
UK: on prescription. 
CA, US, AU: as an approved stop-smoking medication. 

391d ER501 If they became more socially acceptable to use in public. 
391e ER506 If I became convinced that vaping was not as bad for my health as I currently think it is. 

  VPs - Reasons stopped using 
392a ER308 Ask if 071/EC309v=40 or 072/EF132v=2 or 073/EF133v=1. 

(Programmer: program as grid.) 
071/EC309v=40-60: Which of the following are reasons you stopped using vaping products? 
071/EC309v=32: Which of the following are reasons you decreased your use of vaping products? 

They cost too much. 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

392b ER136 It was too difficult to get replacement devices, pods, or e-liquids. 
392c ER320 I had some negative experiences using them. 
392d ER137 The flavours of vaping products I liked were no longer available. 
392e ER316 I felt uncomfortable using them in public. 
392f ER327 I didn't find them satisfying enough. 
392g ER321 I was concerned that vaping was harmful to my health. 
392h ER313 Ask if (071/EC309v=40 or 072/EF132v=2 or 073/EF133v=1) AND 061/FR309v=10-32. 

They did not help me quit smoking cigarettes. 
392i ER317 Ask if (071/EC309v=40 or 072/EF132v=2 or 073/EF133v=1) AND (061/FR309v=40 or 80). 

I no longer needed them to keep from smoking. 
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  VPs - Reasons don't use more frequently 

393a ER204 Ask if (071/EC309v=20-32 or 50-70) OR 072/EF132v=2. 
(Programmer: program as grid.) 
(071/EC309v=20-32) OR (071/EC309v=50-60 and 072/EF132v=1): Which of the following are reasons you don't use 

vaping products more often? 
071/EC309v=50-60 AND 072/EF132v=2 (tried >4wks ago): Which of the following are reasons you haven't used 

vaping products more often? 
071/EC309v= 70: Which of the following are reasons you don't use vaping products? 

I am concerned about the safety of using them (overheating, spilling/leaking liquids, etc.). 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

393b ER214 I am afraid that vaping is harmful to my health. 
393c ER202 I am concerned that I might become (more) addicted to them. 
393d ER302 Ask if [(071/EC309v=20-32 or 50-70) OR 072/EF132v=2] AND 061/FR309v=10-32. 

I would rather just quit smoking without using vaping products. 
393e ER212 Ask if [(071/EC309v=20-32 or 50-70) OR 072/EF132v=2] AND 061/FR309v=10-80. 

Using them is too similar to smoking. 
  VAPING PRODUCTS -- QUIT ATTEMPTS 

394 EQ759 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-32. 
Have you ever tried to completely stop using vaping products (sometimes called e-cigarettes)? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Image filename: 4CV4_EQ759_EN_UK_VP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_EQ759_FR_CA_VP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_EQ759_EN_CA_VP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_EQ759_EN_AU_VP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_EQ759_EN_US_VP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 

395 EQ758 Ask if 071/EC309v=10 and 394/EQ759=1,8,9. 
C:  Since you completed the last survey in [LSD], have you tried to stop vaping? 
P:  In the last 24 months, since [24M Anchor], have you tried to stop vaping? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 397a/EK611. 
396 EQ781 Ask if 395/EQ758=1. 

On your most recent attempt, for how long did you go without vaping? 
1    Less than 1 day 
2    1-6 days 
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3    1-2 weeks 
4    3-4 weeks 
5    1-3 months 
6    More than 3 months 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

  VAPING PRODUCTS -- KNOWLEDGE & SIDE EFFECTS 
397a EK611 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70. 

The following is a list of health effects and diseases that may or may not be caused by vaping with nicotine. Based on what 

you know or believe, does vaping with nicotine cause… 
Lung damage in vapers? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

397b EK615 Heart disease in vapers? 
397c EK619 Cancer in vapers? 
397d EK618 Permanent damage to the brains of teens and young adults who vape nicotine? 
398a EK650 Ask if 397d/EK618=1. 

Select all that apply. 
In what way do you think vaping nicotine can damage the brains of teens and young adults? 

They can become addicted to nicotine. 
1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

398b EK651 Vaping nicotine can increase their risk of addiction to alcohol or other drugs, such as methamphetamine. 
398c EK652 Vaping nicotine can reduce their intelligence. 
398d EK653 Vaping nicotine can increase their risk of mental health disorder(s), such as depression or anxiety. 
398e EK655 Vaping can make it harder for them to learn and concentrate. 
398f EK654 Some other way (specify). 
398g EK654o Ask if 398f/EK654=1. 

Please specify. 
399 ER803 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-20 or 069/NC320=1-2. 

In the last 30 days, have you experienced any negative side effects of vaping that concerned you? 
1    Yes, and I sought medical advice 
2    Yes, but I did not seek medical advice 
3    No, no concerning side effects 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know (valid response) 

  VAPING PRODUCTS -- WARNING LABELS 
400 EK444 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70. 

In the last 30 days, have you noticed any health warnings on packaging for vaping devices, cartridges or pods, or e-liquid 
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containers? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 404/EK404. 
401 EK451 Ask if 400/EK444=1. 

In the last 30 days, have you read any of the health warnings on vaping products? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 403/EK472. 
402a EK420 Ask if 401/EK451=1. 

(Programmer: program as grid.) 
What do you recall the health warning(s) saying? 

This product contains nicotine which is a highly addictive substance. 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

402b EK421 E-cigarettes are not to be used by non-smokers. 
403 EK472 Ask if 400/EK444=1. 

What effect have the health warnings had on your thoughts about using vaping products? Choose the best answer. 
1    Made me concerned about using them 
2    Had no effect 
3    Reassured me about using them 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

404 EK404 Ask if (002/COUNTRY=UK or CA) and 071/EC309v=10-70. 
As far as you know, is there health and product safety information contained on leaflets inside the packaging for vaping 

devices or on boxes of components (including cartridges or pods)? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 406a/EA157. 
405 EK410 Ask if 404/EK404=1. 

Have you ever read this health and product safety information? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 
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  VAPING PRODUCTS -- ADVERTISING & PROMOTION 

406a EA157 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70. 
In the last 30 days, have you noticed VAPING PRODUCTS being advertised in any of the following places . . . 

On websites or social media sites, like Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram or Snapchat? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

406b EA169 

(Prev. 

EA138) 

Inside [shops/ stores] that sell CIGARETTES? 

406c EA176 

(Prev. 

EA178) 

Outside [shops/ stores] that sell VAPING PRODUCTS (including on signs in windows, visible from the outside)? 

406d EA147 

(Prev. 

EA144) 

At a [chemist (UK)/ pharmacy (AU, CA, US)]? 

406e EA155 

(Prev. 

EA150) 

On radio? 

406f EA171 

(Prev. 

EA151) 

On television? 

406g EA141 

(Prev. 

EA179) 

In newspapers or magazines? 

406h EA117 

(Prev. 

EA180) 

On billboards or posters? 

  VAPING PRODUCTS – ATTITUDES TO REGULATION 

  VAPING REGULATION MODULE 1 
407a EA845 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70 and 008/REGMODV=1. 

(Programmer note: The 407a/EA845 series and 408a/EA890 series should be shown on the same screen) 
Select all that apply. 
Which of the following places do you think should be allowed to SELL or SUPPLY. . .? 
 
Nicotine vaping products 

General retailers, such as convenience stores 
1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 
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407b EA846 Specialist vape stores or tobacco stores (i.e. where only adults are allowed to enter) 
407c EA847 Specialised quit smoking services or clinics 
407d EC848 Pharmacies [CA, US, AU]/ Chemists [UK] 
407e EA849 Other 
407f EA844 (Programmer: Deselect all other responses in this series if this is selected.) 

None, they should be completely banned 
408a EA890 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70 and 008/REGMODV=1. 

(Programmer note: The 407a/EA845 series and 408a/EA890 series should be shown on the same screen) 
Select all that apply. 
Which of the following places do you think should be allowed to SELL or SUPPLY …? 
 
Cigarettes and tobacco 

General retailers, such as convenience stores 
1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

408b EA891 Specialist vape stores or tobacco stores (i.e. where only adults are allowed to enter) 
408c EA892 Specialised quit smoking services or clinics 
408d EA893 Pharmacies [CA, US, AU]/ Chemists [UK] 
408e EA894 Other 
408f EA895 (Programmer note: The 407a/EA845 series and 408a/EA890 series should be shown on the same screen) 

(Programmer: Deselect all other responses in this series if this is selected.) 
Select all that apply. 

None, they should be completely banned 
409a EA820 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70 and 008/REGMODV=1. 

Select all that apply.  (Programmer: program as checklist) 
Please select the places where, in your opinion, ADVERTISING of VAPING PRODUCTS should be ALLOWED. . . 

At point of sale in [shops/ stores] that are dedicated to selling smoking or vaping products -- e.g., tobacconist, vape shop. 
1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

409b EA821 At point of sale in any [shops/ stores] that sell smoking or vaping products. 
409c EA802 Select all that apply.  (Programmer: Deselect all other responses in this series if this is selected.) 

None of the above. 
410a EI363 Ask if (002/COUNTRY=CA, US or UK) and 071/EC309v=10-70 and 008/REGMODV=1. 

Would you support a law that bans the use of vaping devices at . . . 
Indoor workplaces? 

1    Strongly support 
2    Support 
3    Oppose 
4    Strongly oppose 
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8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

410b EI364 Restaurants? 
410c EI365 Bars and pubs? 
411a EI369 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70 and 008/REGMODV=1. 

(Programmer: program as grid.) 
Would you support or oppose a law that. . .? 

Banned the sale of nicotine vaping products from all [stores/shops], EXCEPT FOR licensed [stores/shops]? 
1    Strongly support 
2    Support 
3    Oppose 
4    Strongly oppose 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

411b IN387 Makes vaping products ONLY available by medical prescription? 
  VAPING REGULATION MODULE 2 

412 EI372 Ask if (002/COUNTRY=CA, US or UK) and 071/EC309v=10-70 and 008/REGMODV=2. 
002/COUNTRY=UK: Do you support or oppose the law that . . . 
Otherwise:  Would you support or oppose a law that . . . 

Bans vaping product and e-liquid promotions, such as free samples, coupons, and price discounts? 
1    Strongly support 
2    Support 
3    Oppose 
4    Strongly oppose 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

413 EI350 Ask if (002/COUNTRY=CA, US or UK) and 071/EC309v=10-70 and 008/REGMODV=2. 
Would you support or oppose a law that . . . 

Bans fruit, candy, and other flavours in vaping products and/or e-liquid, so that ONLY TOBACCO and MENTHOL flavours 

would be available? 
1    Strongly support 
2    Support 
3    Oppose 
4    Strongly oppose 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

414 EI349 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70 and 008/REGMODV=2. 
Would you support or oppose a law that . . . 

Bans MENTHOL, fruit, candy, and other flavours in vaping products and/or e-liquid, so that ONLY TOBACCO flavour would 

be available? 
1    Strongly support 
2    Support 
3    Oppose 
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4    Strongly oppose 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

415a EI533 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70 and 008/REGMODV=2. 
Would you support or oppose a law that . . . 

Bans the sale of vaping products on the Internet? 
1    Strongly support 
2    Support 
3    Oppose 
4    Strongly oppose 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

415b IN392 Prevents anyone who is currently 18 or younger from EVER buying vaping products in their LIFETIME? This measure would 

eventually create a vape-free generation. 
416 EI135 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70 and 008/REGMODV=2. 

Compared to cigarettes, how should vaping products be taxed? 
 
Vaping products should be taxed. . . 

1    At a higher rate than cigarettes 
2    At the same rate 
3    At a lower rate 
4    Not taxed at all 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

417 EI602 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70 and 008/REGMODV=2. 
To what extent do you agree or disagree . . . 

The packaging of vaping products (i.e. e-cigarettes or vaping devices, e-liquids, cartridges and pods) should have messages 

encouraging smokers to use these products to stop smoking cigarettes? 
1    Strongly agree 
2    Agree 
3    Neither agree nor disagree 
4    Disagree 
5    Strongly disagree 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

  HTP -- CONSUMPTION 
418 MP273 Ask if 081/HN309v=10-70. 

Now some questions about using heated tobacco products. 
Programmer to add image with filename 048/MP120 074/HN103 HTP [002/COUNTRY-language-date].png. 

419 HN158 Ask if 081/HN309v=10. 
For how long have you been using heated tobacco products daily? 

01    Less than 1 week 
02    1-4 weeks 
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03    1-3 months 
04    4-6 months 
05    7-12 months 
06    13-18 months 
07    19-24 months 
08    2-3 years 
09    3-5 years 
10    More than 5 years 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

420 HN149 Ask if 081/HN309v=20. 
In a typical week, on how many days do you use your heated tobacco product? 

1    1-2 days a week 
2    3-4 days a week 
3    5-6 days a week 
4    Can't say, there's no consistent pattern 
8    Refused     

421 HN153 Ask if 081/HN309v=20. 
For how long have you been using heated tobacco products at least once a week? 

01    Less than 1 month 
02    1-3 months 
03    4-6 months 
04    7-12 months 
05    13-18 months 
06    19-24 months 
07    2-3 years 
08    3-5 years 
09    More than 5 years 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

422 HN190 Ask if P and (419/HN158=1-7 or 421/HN153=1-6). 
Thinking back to 24 months ago, that is [24M Anchor], how often were you using heated tobacco products? 

1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 
4    Less than monthly, but occasionally 
5    I had stopped using them at that time 
6    I had not started using HTPs 
8    Refused 
9    Can't Remember 

423 HN174 Ask if 077/HN195=1 and 080/HN140=2-5. 
For how long did you use heated tobacco products daily? 

1    Less than 1 month 
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2    1-3 months 
3    4-6 months 
4    7-12 months 
5    13-18 months 
6    19-24 months 
7    More than 2 years 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

424 HN197 Ask if 077/HN195=1 and 080/HN140=2-5 and 061/FR309v=10-80. 
During the period when you used heated tobacco products daily, did you smoke cigarettes at all? 

1    I smoked daily, for all or nearly all of this period 
2    I smoked daily, for some of this period 
3    I didn't smoke daily, but I smoked some days 
4    I didn't smoke at all, for all or nearly all of this period 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

425 HN178 Ask if 077/HN195=1 and 080/HN140=2-5. 
How long ago did you stop using heated tobacco products every day? 

1    Less than 1 month ago 
2    1-3 months ago 
3    4-6 months ago 
4    7-12 months ago 
5    13-18 months ago 
6    19-24 months ago 
7    More than 2 years ago 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

426 HN180 Ask if P and 081/HN309v=10-60. 
How long ago did you first try a heated tobacco product? 

01    Less than 1 month ago 
02    1-3 months ago 
03    4-6 months ago 
04    7-12 months ago 
05    13-18 months ago 
06    19-24 months ago 
07    2-3 years ago 
08    3-5 years ago 
09    More than 5 years ago 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

  HTP -- BRAND CHOICE 
427a HN211 Ask if 081/HN309v=10-31. 

Select only one. 
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081/HN309v=10-20: What brand of heated tobacco product do you use most? 
081/HN309v=31: What brand of heated tobacco product did you use last? 

01    iQOS with HeatSticks/ Heets 
02    iQOS Multi with HeatSticks/ Heets 
03    glo 
04    iFuse 
05    TEEPS 
06    Ploom TECH 
07    Ploom 1 or Ploom 2 
08    PAX (with tobacco, not cannabis) 
09    Mok 
10    Other (specify) 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

427b HN211o Ask if 427a/HN211=10. 
Specify other. 

428 HN804 Ask if 081/HN309v=20-60. 
Do you own the heated tobacco device that you [currently use most often (081/HN309v=20)/ used last (081/HN309v=31-

60)]? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

429 HN804v Derived variable -- imputed ownership of heated tobacco device.  Daily users are assumed to own. 
 
If 081/HN309v=10, 429/HN804v=1. 
If 428/HN804=1, 429/HN804v=1. 
Otherwise, 429/HN804v=0. 

1    Owns most/last-used heated tob device 
0    No, or not applicable 

430 HN217 Ask if 081/HN309v=10-31. 
What flavour of heated tobacco [do you usually use (081/HN309v=10-20)/ did you use last (081/HN309v=31)]? 

1    Just tobacco 
2    Tobacco and menthol, mint, ice or cool flavour 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

431a HN222w Ask if 002/COUNTRY=CA and (427a/HN211=1 or 2). 
What variety of Heatsticks/ Heets [do you usually use (081/HN309v=10-20)/ did you use last (081/HN309v=31)]? 

1    Elm (Red Label) 
2    Birch (Silver Label) 
3    Oak (Orange Label) 
4    Cypress (Gold Label) 
5    Teak (Brown Label) 
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6    Sequoia (Purple Label) 
7    Other (specify) 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

431b HN222wo Ask if 431a/HN222w=7. 
Specify other variety. 

432a HN222x Ask if 002/COUNTRY=US and (427a/HN211=1 or 2). 
What variety of Heatsticks/ Heets [do you usually use (081/HN309v=10-20)/ did you use last (081/HN309v=31)]? 

1    Original (Marlboro) 
2    Smooth Menthol (Marlboro) 
3    Fresh Menthol (Marlboro) 
4    Other (specify) 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

432b HN222xo Ask if 432a/HN222x=4. 
Specify other variety. 

433a HN222y Ask if 002/COUNTRY=UK and (427a/HN211=1 or 2). 
What variety of Heatsticks/ Heets [do you usually use (081/HN309v=10-20)/ did you use last (081/HN309v=31)]? 

1    Sienna (intense full bodied blend) 
2    Amber (rounded and rich tobacco blend) 
3    Yellow  (smooth finely balanced tobacco blend) 
4    Turquoise (smooth menthol blend) 
5    Blue (deep menthol) 
6    Russet (toasted tobacco blend) 
7    Teak (roasted tobacco blend) 
8    Other (specify) 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

433b HN222yo Ask if 433a/HN222y=8. 
Specify other variety. 

434 HN157 Ask if 081/HN309v=10. 
On a typical day, how many sticks, pods, or capsules do you usually use? 

888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

(Range 1-99.) 
This is a very important question.  If you don't have an exact answer, do your best to give an estimate. 

  HTP -- SOURCES & LAST PURCHASE 

  HTP -- LAST PURCHASE OF DEVICE 
435 HN817 Ask if 081/HN309v=10-31 and 429/HN804v=1. 

Thinking about the tobacco heating device that you [use most (081/HN309v=10-20)/ used last (081/HN309v=31)] . . . 
About how long ago did you buy it? If you don’t know exactly, give us your best estimate. 

01    Within the last 30 days 
02    1-3 months ago 
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03    4-6 months ago 
04    7-12 months ago 
05    13-18 months ago 
06    19-24 months ago 
07    More than 24 months ago 
08    I didn’t buy it 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

If response=7-99, go to 444/HN846. 
436 HN810 Ask if 435/HN817=1-6. 

When you bought the device, did you buy it on its own or did it come with tobacco sticks, capsules or pods? 
1    Bought on its own 
2    It came with sticks, capsules or pods 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, 8 or 9, go to 439a/HN821. 
437 HN842 Ask if 436/HN810=2. 

How many PACKS of tobacco sticks, capsules or pods came with the device? 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

(range 1-50) 
438a HN843 Ask if 436/HN810=2. 

How many tobacco sticks, capsules or pods were in one pack? 
1    5 
2    10 
3    20 
4    Other (specify) 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

438b HN843o Ask if 438a/HN843=4. 
Specify the number of tobacco sticks, capsules or pods in one pack. 

439a HN821 Ask if 435/HN817=1-6. 
Where did you buy this heating device? 

1    On the internet 
2    Any shop or in-person purchase situation 
3    A friend or relative 
4    Other (specify) 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

439b HN821o Ask if 439a/HN821=4. 
Specify where else. 

440a HN823 Ask if 439a/HN821=2. 
From what type of shop, or in what situation did you buy the heating device? 
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01    IQOS [store (CA, US)/ shop (UK)] 
02    Vape shop [ALL] 
03    Tobacconist [ALL] 
04    Supermarket [UK] 
05    Pharmacist [CA, US]/ Chemist [UK] 
06    Convenience store [CA, US]/  Newsagent or corner shop [UK] 
07    Gas station [CA, US]/ Petrol station [UK] 
08    Temporary or mobile sales location (e.g., market, pop-up store) [ALL] 
09    Outside the 002/COUNTRY [ALL] 
10    Somewhere else [ALL] 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

440b HN823o Ask if 440a/HN823=10. 
Specify where else. 

441 HN824 Ask if 440a/HN823=9 and (002/COUNTRY=UK). 
Which currency did you use for this purchase? 

1    British Pounds 
2    Euros 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

442 HN826 Ask if (436/HN810=1, 8 or 9). 
How much did you pay for the heating device? 

888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)/ AUD (Australia)/ [GBP/ EUR] (UK)]. 
 
Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 

443 HN827 Ask if 436/HN810=2. 
How much did you pay in total for the device and the sticks, capsules or pods? 

888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)/ AUD (Australia)/ [GBP/ EUR] (UK)]. 
 
Please enter exact price, using a decimal point in your answer. We request that you be as accurate as possible and not 

round up or down. 
  HTP -- LAST PURCHASE OF SUPPLIES 

444 HN846 Ask if 081/HN309v=10-31. 
When did you last buy tobacco sticks, capsules or pods for your tobacco heating device, apart from any that came with the 

device? 
1    Within the last 30 days 
2    1-3 months ago 
3    3-6 months ago 
4    6-12 months ago 
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5    More than 1 year ago 
6    Have not bought any apart from those that came with the device 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=3-9, go to 461/HN712. 
445a HN850 Ask if 444/HN846=1-2. 

The last time you purchased tobacco sticks, capsules or pods, where did you make this last purchase? 
01    The internet 
02    IQOS [store (CA, US)/ shop (UK)] 
03    Vape shop [ALL] 
04    Tobacconist [ALL] 
05    Supermarket [UK] 
06    Pharmacist [AU, CA, US]/  Chemist [UK] 
07    Convenience store [CA, US] /  Newsagent or corner shop [UK] 
08    Gas station [CA, US]/ Petrol station [UK] 
09    Temporary or mobile sales location (e.g., market, pop-up store) [ALL] 
10    Outside the 002/COUNTRY [ALL] 
11    Somewhere else [ALL] 
76    Don't remember any details of last purchase 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know where 

If you don't remember any details of last purchase, select "Don't remember any details of last purchase". If you just don't 

remember where you bought from, select "Don't know where". 
If response=11, go to 445b/HN850o. 
If response=76, go to 470/MP272. 
Otherwise, go to 447a/HN855. 

445b HN850o Ask if 445a/HN850=11. 
Specify other location. 

446 HN852 

(Prev. 

HNXXX) 

Ask if 445a/HN850=10 and 002/COUNTRY=UK. 
Which currency did you use for this purchase? 

1    British Pounds 
2    Euros 

447a HN855 Ask if (444/HN846=1 or 2) and (445a/HN850<>76). 
Which of the following did you buy? 

1    Carton 
2    Pack 
3    Other (specify) 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

447b HN855o Ask if 447a/HN855=3. 
Specify other. 

448 HN856 Ask if 447a/HN855=1. 
How many cartons did you get? 
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888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

(range 1-99) 
If response=1, go to 451/HN859. 
If response=888 or 999, go to 452a/HN860. 

449 HN857 Ask if 448/HN856>1 and <888. 
We'd like to find out how much you paid. Is it easier for you to say how much you paid per carton or for all cartons? 

1    Per carton 
2    All cartons 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 451/HN859. 
If response=2, go to 450/HN858. 
Otherwise, go to 452a/HN860. 

450 HN858 Ask if 449/HN857=2. 
Enter the total price you paid for ALL [448/HN856] cartons: 

888888    Refused 
999999    Don't Know  

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)/ AUD (Australia)/ [GBP/ EUR] (UK)]. 
 
Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 
Go to 452a/HN860. 

451 HN859 Ask if 448/HN856=1 or 449/HN857=1. 
Enter the price you paid for ONE carton: 

88888   Refused 
99999   Don't Know 

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)/ AUD (Australia)/ [GBP/ EUR] (UK)]. 
 
Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 

452a HN860 Ask if 447a/HN855=1. 
How many packs of sticks, capsules or pods were in ONE carton? 

1    5 
2    6 
3    10 
4    Other (specify) 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If 452a/HN860<>4, go to 457a/HN861. 
452b HN860o Ask if 452a/HN860=4. 

Specify the number of packs in one carton. 
Go to 457a/HN861. 

453 HN866 Ask if 447a/HN855=2. 
How many packs did you get? 
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888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

If response=1, go to 456/HN869. 
If response=888 or 999, go to 457a/HN861. 

454 HN867 Ask if 453/HN866>1 and <888. 
We'd like to find out how much you paid. Is it easier for you to say how much you paid per pack or all packs? 

1    Per pack 
2    All packs 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 456/HN869. 
If response=2, go to 455/HN868. 
Otherwise, go to 457a/HN861. 

455 HN868 Ask if 454/HN867=2. 
Enter the total price you paid for ALL [453/HN866] packs: 

888888    Refused 
999999    Don't Know  

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)/ AUD (Australia)/ [GBP/ EUR] (UK)]. 
 
Please use a decimal point and be as precise as you can. 
Go to 457a/HN861. 

456 HN869 Ask if 453/HN866=1 or 454/HN867=1. 
Enter the price you paid for ONE pack: 

88888   Refused 
99999   Don't Know 

Enter price in [CAD (Canada)/ USD (US)/ AUD (Australia)/ [GBP/ EUR] (UK)]. 
 
Please enter exact price, using a decimal point in your answer. We request that you be as accurate as possible and not 

round up or down. 
457a HN861 Ask if 447a/HN855=1 or 2. 

How many tobacco sticks, capsules or pods were in ONE pack? 
1    5 
2    10 
3    20 
4    Other (specify) 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

457b HN861o Ask if 457a/HN861=4. 
Specify the number of tobacco sticks, capsules or pods in one pack. 

458 HN880 Ask if (444/HN846=1 or 2) and 445a/HN850<>76. 
The last time you bought tobacco sticks, capsules or pods, did you get a cheaper price with a discount, special offer, or 

coupon? 
1    Yes 
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2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

459 HN811 Ask if 458/HN880=1. 
Was the discount or promotion a . . . 

1    Bonus item being provided with the purchase  (e.g., buy one get one free) 
2    Discount for purchasing multiple items at one time  (e.g., buy one get one 50% off) 
3    Discount off the current purchase price for one item (e.g., 10% off) 
4    Discount towards making a future purchase (e.g., getting a coupon for a future purchase item) 
5    Discount for referring a friend 
6    Other 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

460 HN812 Ask if 458/HN880=1. 
Did you redeem a coupon to get the discount or bonus? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

461 HN712 Ask if 081/HN309v=10-70. 
Compared to cigarettes, how should heated tobacco products be taxed? 

1    At a higher rate than ordinary cigarettes 
2    At the same rate 
3    At a lower rate 
4    Not taxed at all 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

  HEATED TOBACCO PRODUCTS -- DEPENDENCE & FUTURE USE 
462a HN300 Ask if 081/HN309v=10-20 or (077/HN195=1 and 080/HN140=3-5). 

081/HN309v=10 (current daily HTP user):  How soon after waking do you usually have your first puff on your heated 

tobacco product? 
081/HN309v=20 (current weekly HTP user):  On the days that you use your heated tobacco product, how soon after 

waking do you usually have your first puff? 
077/HN195=1 and 080/HN140=3-5 (past daily HTP user): When you were using a heated tobacco product daily, how 

soon after waking did you usually have your first puff on your heated tobacco product? 
1    Minutes 
2    Hours 
3    Both 
888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

(You can enter “0” for the unnecessary field if you want to use just minutes, or just hours.) 
462b HN300a Ask if 462a/HN300=1 or 3. 

Program hours to appear before minutes. 
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Enter number of minutes. 

462c HN300b Ask if 462a/HN300=2 or 3. 
Enter number of hours. 

463 HN307 Ask if 081/HN309v=10-40. 
Do you consider yourself addicted to heated tobacco products? 

1    Not at all 
2    Yes, somewhat addicted 
3    Yes, very addicted 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

464 HN115 Ask if 081/HN309v=70. 
You told us that you've heard of heated tobacco products but haven't tried them. 
Have you ever seen a heated tobacco product for sale in a [store/ shop] or online (in your 002/COUNTRY)? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

465 HN320 Ask if 081/HN309v=40-70. 
Would you be interested in trying a heated tobacco product [again (081/HN309v=40-60)] if you had the opportunity? 

1    Very interested 
2    Somewhat interested 
3    A little interested 
4    Not interested at all 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

466 HN333 Ask if 081/HN309v=40-60. 
How likely are you to use heated tobacco products in the future? By this we mean more than just trying them. 

1    Definitely will use 
2    Probably will use 
3    Might or might not use 
4    Probably will not use 
5    Definitely will not use 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know (valid response) 

467 HN332 Ask if 081/HN309v=10-32. 
Do you plan to continue using heated tobacco products, or do you plan to stop using them in the foreseeable future? 

1    Definitely continue 
2    Probably continue 
3    Not sure 
4    Probably stop 
5    Definitely stop 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know (valid response) 
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468 HN971 Ask if 081/HN309v=10-31 or 083/HN133v=1. 

C:  Since you completed the last survey in [LSD], have you tried to stop using heated tobacco products? 
P:  In the last 24 months, since [24M Anchor], have you tried to stop using heated tobacco products? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

469a HN030 Ask if 081/HN309v=10-32. 
Select all that apply.  (Programmer: program as checklist) 
How do you describe the act of using your heated tobacco product? 

Puffing 
1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

469b HN031 Smoking 
469c HN032 Vaping 
469d HN033 Using 
469e HN035 Other (specify) 
469f HN035o Ask if 469e/HN035=1. 

Specify other description. 
  HTP -- REASONS FOR USE 

  HTPs - Reasons for current use 
470 MP272 Ask if (081/HN309v=10-31 or 40) OR (082/HN132v=1 or 2) OR 083/HN133v=1. 

Now some questions about why you do or don’t use heated tobacco products . . . 
471a HN506 Ask if 081/HN309v=10-31 or 082/HN132v=1. 

(Programmer: program as grid.) 
Which of the following are reasons that you use heated tobacco products, like [427a/HN211(o)] (if 427a/HN211=1-9)]? 

Using them is less harmful to me than smoking ordinary cigarettes. 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

471b HN521 Ask if (081/HN309v=10-31 or 082/HN132v=1) and 061/FR309v=10-20. 
Using them helps me cut down on the number of ordinary cigarettes I smoke. 

471c HN516 Ask if 081/HN309v=10-31 or 082/HN132v=1. 
Using them is less harmful to people around me than smoking ordinary cigarettes is. 

471d HN518 Using them is more acceptable than smoking cigarettes. 
471e HN530 I like the technology of heated tobacco products. 
471f HN519 I enjoy using heated tobacco products. 
471g HN507 I like the smell of using heated tobacco products better than smoking. 
471h HN510 I can use them in places where I can't smoke. 
471i HN520 I save money by using them instead of smoking ordinary cigarettes. 
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471j HN517 

(Prev. 

HN504) 

Using them helps me control my appetite and/or weight. 

471k HN508 I like the flavours. 
471l HN509 I like the taste of using heated tobacco products better than smoking. 
471

m 
HN500 Ask if (081/HN309v=10-31 or 082/HN132v=1) and 061/FR309v=10-31. 

I do not have to give up smoking altogether. 
471n HN526 Ask if (081/HN309v=10-31 or 082/HN132v=1) and 061/FR309v=10-20. 

Using them might help me quit smoking ordinary cigarettes. 
471o HN531 Ask if (081/HN309v=10-31 or 082/HN132v=1) and 061/FR309v=40. 

Using them helps me stay quit from smoking ordinary cigarettes. 
471p HN535 Ask if 081/HN309v=10-31 or 082/HN132v=1. 

Using heated tobacco products is a step toward quitting using nicotine altogether. 
  HTPs - Reasons stopped using 

472a HN952 Ask if 081/HN309v=40 or 082/HN132v=2 or 083/HN133v=1. 
(Programmer: program as grid.) 
Which of the following are reasons that you stopped using heated tobacco products? 

I was concerned they might be harmful. 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

472b HN953 I was concerned that I might become (more) addicted to them. 
472c HN956 They cost too much. 
472d HN966 It was too difficult to get the refills 
472e HN958 I didn't find them satisfying enough. 
472f HN963 Ask if (081/HN309v=40 or 082/HN132v=2 or 083/HN133v=1) AND 061/FR309v=10-32. 

They did not help me quit smoking ordinary cigarettes. 
472g HN964 Ask if (081/HN309v=40 or 082/HN132v=2 or 083/HN133v=1) AND (061/FR309v=40 or 80). 

I no longer needed them to keep from smoking. 
  HTP -- WARNING LABELS 

473 HN618 Ask if 081/HN309v=10-70. 
In the last 30 days, how often have you noticed any health warnings on the outside of packaging for heated tobacco sticks, 

capsules or pods? 
1    Never 
2    Rarely 
3    Sometimes 
4    Often 
5    Very often 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, 8 or 9, go to 476/HN631. 
474 HN622 Ask if 473/HN618=2-5. 
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In the last 30 days, how often have you read or looked closely at any of these health warnings on heated tobacco products? 

1    Never 
2    Rarely 
3    Sometimes 
4    Often 
5    Very often 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

475 HN625 Ask if 473/HN618=2-5. 
What effect have the health warnings had on your thoughts about using heated tobacco products? Choose the best answer. 

1    Made me concerned about using them 
2    Had no effect 
3    Reassured me about using them 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

476 HN631 Ask if (002/COUNTRY=UK or CA) and 429/HN804v=1. 
Did you read the safety and instruction leaflet that came with the HTP device you are currently using? 

1    No, didn't even glance at it 
2    Only glanced at it 
3    Read it thoroughly 
4    Don't think there was any such information 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

  HEATED TOBACCO PRODUCTS -- ADVERTISING & PROMOTION 
477a HN412 Ask if 081/HN309v=10-70. 

In the last 30 days -- since [30 day anchor] -- have you noticed HEATED TOBACCO PRODUCTS being advertised in any of the 

following places . . . 
On websites or social media sites, like Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram or Snapchat? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

477b HN408 

(Prev. 

HN458) 

Inside [shops/ stores] that sell CIGARETTES? 

477c HN459 Outside [shops/ stores] that sell HEATED TOBACCO PRODUCTS (including on signs in windows, visible from the outside)? 
477d HN461 At a [chemist (UK)/ pharmacy (AU, CA, US)]? 
477e HN404 

(Prev. 

HN462) 

On radio 

477f HN403 

(Prev. 

HN464) 

On television 
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477g HN405 

(Prev. 

HN465) 

In newspapers or magazines 

477h HN406 

(Prev. 

HN466) 

On billboards or posters 

  SNUS -- REASONS FOR USE 
478 NC088 Ask if 089a/NC006=1-3 and 002/COUNTRY=CA, US, UK. 

[indent]Earlier, you told us that you use SNUS. Now some questions about why you use snus. 
 
Please recall that SNUS IS A SPITLESS oral tobacco product often sold in pouches, or sometimes as loose, moist snus. Snus is 

different from ‘other oral tobacco’ because it DOESN'T PRODUCE SPIT. 
 
[display image here] 
 
Image filename: 4CV4_NC088_EN_CA+AU+US+UK_Snus (Apr07-2022).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_NC088_FR_CA_Snus (Apr11-2022).png 

479a NC089 Ask if 089a/NC006=1-3 and 002/COUNTRY=CA, US, UK. 
Program as yes/no grid. 
Which of the following are reasons that you use snus? 

Using snus is less harmful to me than smoking. 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

479b NC090 Using snus is less harmful than smoking to other people around me. 
479c NC091 Using snus is more acceptable than smoking. 
479d NC092 I enjoy using snus. 
479e NC093 I can use snus in places where I can't smoke. 
479f NC094 I save money by using snus instead of smoking. 
479g NC095 Using snus helps me control my appetite and/or weight. 
479h NC096 I like the flavours. 
479i NC097 Using snus tastes better than smoking. 
479j NC098 Ask if 089a/NC006=1-3 and 061/FR309v=10-20 and 002/COUNTRY=CA, US, UK. 

Using snus helps me cut down on the number of cigarettes I smoke. 
479k NC099 Using snus might help me stop smoking cigarettes. 
479l NC100 Ask if 089a/NC006=1-3 and 061/FR309v=40-80 and 002/COUNTRY=CA, US, UK. 

Using snus helps me stay quit from smoking cigarettes. 
  ORAL NICOTINE PRODUCTS -- REASONS FOR USE 

480 MP060 Ask if 089c/BI038=1-3 and 002/COUNTRY=CA, US, UK. 
[indent]Earlier, you told us that you use TOBACCO-FREE ORAL NICOTINE PRODUCTS such as ZYN!, ON!, or VELO, pouches, 

lozenges, or discs. Now some questions about why you use tobacco-free oral nicotine products. 
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[display image here] 
 
Image filename: 4CV4_MP060_EN_CA+AU_ONP (Apr12-2022).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_MP060_FR_CA_ONP (Apr12-2022).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_MP060_EN_US+UK_ONP (Apr12-2022).png 

481a MP061 Ask if 089c/BI038=1-3 and 002/COUNTRY=CA, US, UK. 
(Programmer: program as grid) 
Which of the following are reasons that you use tobacco-free oral nicotine products? 

Using tobacco-free oral nicotine products is less harmful to me than smoking. 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

481b MP062 Using tobacco-free oral nicotine products is less harmful than smoking to other people around me. 
481c MP063 Using tobacco-free oral nicotine products is more acceptable than smoking. 
481d MP064 I enjoy using tobacco-free oral nicotine products. 
481e MP065 I can use tobacco-free oral nicotine products in places where I can't smoke. 
481f MP066 I save money by using tobacco-free oral nicotine products instead of smoking. 
481g MP067 Using tobacco-free oral nicotine products helps me control my appetite and/or weight. 
481h MP068 I like the flavours. 
481i MP069 Using tobacco-free oral nicotine products tastes better than smoking. 
481j MP070 Ask if 089c/BI038=1-3 and 061/FR309v=10-20 and 002/COUNTRY=CA, US, UK. 

Using tobacco-free oral nicotine products helps me cut down on the number of cigarettes I smoke. 
481k MP071 Using tobacco-free oral nicotine products might help me stop smoking cigarettes. 
481l MP072 Ask if 089c/BI038=1-3 and 061/FR309v=40-80 and 002/COUNTRY=CA, US, UK. 

Using tobacco-free oral nicotine products helps me stay quit from smoking cigarettes. 
  PSYCHOSOCIAL: BELIEFS ABOUT SMOKING & VAPING 

482 MP261 Ask all. 
Now asking about attitudes to smoking cigarettes… 

483a PS215 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-40 or 80. 
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 

If I had to do it over again, I would not have started smoking cigarettes. 
1    Strongly agree 
2    Agree 
3    Neither agree nor disagree 
4    Disagree 
5    Strongly disagree 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

483b PS223 061/FR309v=10-32:   Smoking cigarettes is an important part of my life. 
061/FR309v=40 or 80:   Smoking cigarettes was an important part of my life. 

484 PS275 Ask all. 
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061/FR309v=10-40: What do people who are important to you think about you smoking cigarettes? 
061/FR309v=80 or 90: What would people who are important to you think about you smoking cigarettes? 

1    All or nearly all approve 
2    Most approve 
3    About half approve and half disapprove 
4    Most disapprove 
5    All or nearly all disapprove 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

485 PS328 Ask all. 
What do you think the general public's attitude is towards smoking cigarettes? 

1    Strongly approves 
2    Somewhat approves 
3    Neither approves nor disapproves 
4    Somewhat disapproves 
5    Strongly disapproves 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

486 MP251 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70. 
Now asking about attitudes to vaping… 

487a ES618 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-50. 
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 

If I had to do it over again, I would not have started vaping. 
1    Strongly agree 
2    Agree 
3    Neither agree nor disagree 
4    Disagree 
5    Strongly disagree 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

487b ES616 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-32. 
Vaping is an important part of my life. 

488 ES420 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-32. 
To what extent do you feel comfortable vaping around non-vapers? 

1    Very comfortable 
2    Somewhat comfortable 
3    Neutral 
4    Somewhat uncomfortable 
5    Very uncomfortable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

489 ES322 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70. 
071/EC309v=10-50: What do people who are important to you think about you vaping? 
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071/EC309v=60-70: What would people who are important to you think about you vaping? 

1    All or nearly all approve 
2    Most approve 
3    About half approve and half disapprove 
4    Most disapprove 
5    All or nearly all disapprove 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

490 ES351 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70. 
What do you think the general public's attitude is towards vaping? 

1    Strongly approves 
2    Somewhat approves 
3    Neither approves nor disapproves 
4    Somewhat disapproves 
5    Strongly disapproves 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

491 ES615 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-31. 
How much do you enjoy vaping? 

1    Not at all 
2    Slightly 
3    Moderately 
4    Very much 
5    Extremely 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

492 EE221 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70. 
Compared to smoking cigarettes, do you think vaping is. . . 

1    A lot cheaper than smoking cigarettes 
2    A little cheaper 
3    About the same cost 
4    A little more expensive 
5    A lot more expensive 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

493 EQ606 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70. 
Do you think vaping makes it easier or harder to permanently quit smoking cigarettes? 

1    A lot easier 
2    A little easier 
3    No effect 
4    A little harder 
5    A lot harder 
8    Refused 
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9    Don't know (valid response) 

  PERCEIVED RISK 
494 RE435 Ask all. 

Now thinking about your day-to-day health… 
In the last 6 months, have you noticed any change in your day-to-day health (such as changes in energy levels, coughs, 

etc.)? 
 
Your health has: 

1    Improved a lot 
2    Improved a little 
3    Not changed 
4    Become a little worse 
5    Become a lot worse 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know (valid response) 

495 DI343 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32. 
In the last 6 months, has your ability to calm down when you feel stressed or upset improved, [gotten (CA, US)/ got (UK, 

AU)] worse, or stayed the same? 
1    Improved 
2    Got/ gotten worse 
3    Stayed the same 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

496 PR311 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-40 or 80. 
Now some questions about smoking cigarettes and health… 

To what extent has smoking cigarettes damaged your health? 
1    Not at all 
2    Just a little 
3    A fair amount 
4    A great deal 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

497 PR313 Ask if 061/FR309v=10-32. 
How worried are you that smoking cigarettes WILL damage your health in the future? 

1    Not at all worried 
2    A little 
3    Moderately 
4    Very 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

498a BQ311 Ask if 061/FR309v=40 or 80. 
Since you quit smoking cigarettes, have you noticed any of the following changes? 

Since you quit, has your capacity to enjoy the simple pleasures of life improved, [gotten (CA, US)/ got (UK, AU)] worse or 
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stayed the same? 

1    Improved 
2    Got/ gotten worse 
3    Stayed the same 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

498b BQ313 Since you quit, has your ability to calm down when you feel stressed or upset improved, [gotten (CA, US)/ got (UK, AU)] 

worse or stayed the same? 
498c BQ315 Since you quit, has your ability to control feelings like anger, grumpiness or annoyance improved, [gotten (CA, US)/ got 

(UK, AU)] worse or stayed the same? 
499 PR320 Ask if 061/FR309v=40. 

What effect, if any, has quitting cigarette smoking had on how you function across the day? 
 
My daily functioning has... 

1    Improved a lot 
2    Improved a little 
3    Not changed 
4    Worsened a little 
5    Worsened a lot 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know (valid response) 

500 RE472 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70. 
Now some questions about vaping and health. . . 

If a smoker quit smoking cigarettes and switched completely to vaping long-term, how do you think it would affect their 

health? 
 
Their health would. . . 

1    Improve a lot (compared to continuing to smoke) 
2    Improve a little 
3    Not change 
4    Worsen a little 
5    Worsen a lot 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

501a RE475 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-60. 
(Programmer: program as grid.) 
Has vaping affected your… 

Physical health? 
1    Yes, made it MUCH WORSE 
2    Yes, made it a little worse 
3    No effect 
4    Yes, made it a little better 
5    Yes, made it MUCH BETTER 
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8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

501b RE477 Mental health? 
502 RE455 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-32. 

How worried are you that vaping WILL damage your health in the future? 
1    Not at all worried 
2    A little 
3    Moderately 
4    Very 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

503 RE258 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70. 
Compared to second-hand smoke from ordinary cigarettes or tobacco, how harmful do you think VAPOUR from e-cigarettes 

or vaping products is? 
1    Much less harmful than second-hand smoke 
2    Somewhat less harmful 
3    Equally harmful 
4    Somewhat more harmful 
5    Much more harmful 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

504 ED515 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70. 
Compared to smoking cigarettes, how addictive do you think vaping with nicotine is? 

Vaping is. . . 
1    Much less addictive than smoking cigarettes 
2    Somewhat less addictive 
3    Equally addictive 
4    Somewhat more addictive 
5    Much more addictive 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

505 RE222 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70. 
Compared to smoking cigarettes, how harmful do you think vaping is? 

Vaping is. . . 
1    Much less harmful than smoking cigarettes 
2    Somewhat less harmful 
3    Equally harmful 
4    Somewhat more harmful 
5    Much more harmful 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

506 EE229 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-50 and 061/FR309v=10-80. 
Compared to smoking cigarettes, how satisfying is vaping? 
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Vaping is. . . 

1    Much less satisfying than smoking cigarettes 
2    Somewhat less satisfying 
3    Equally satisfying 
4    Somewhat more satisfying 
5    Much more satisfying 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

507 EE347 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-50 and 061/FR309v=10-80. 
Compared to smoking cigarettes, how harsh or smooth on the throat is vaping? 

Vaping is. . . 
1    Much smoother than smoking cigarettes 
2    Somewhat smoother 
3    The same 
4    Somewhat harsher 
5    Much harsher 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

508 EE348 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-32 and 061/FR309v=10-80. 
Is YOUR CURRENT vaping product harsher or smoother on your throat compared to smoking cigarettes? 

1    Much smoother on the throat than cigarettes 
2    Somewhat smoother 
3    The same 
4    Somewhat harsher 
5    Much harsher 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

509 HN581 Ask if 081/HN309v=10-70. 
Now some questions about heated tobacco products . . . 

Compared to smoking ordinary cigarettes, how addictive do you think using heated tobacco products (Click for definition 

[Programmer to add image with filename 048/MP120 074/HN103 HTP [002/COUNTRY-language-date].png]) is? 
 
Using heated tobacco products is… 

1    Much less addictive than smoking ordinary cigarettes 
2    Somewhat less addictive 
3    Equally addictive 
4    Somewhat more addictive 
5    Much more addictive 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

510 HN571 Ask if 081/HN309v=10-70. 
Compared to smoking cigarettes, how harmful do you think using heated tobacco products is? 
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Using heated tobacco products is. . . 

1    Much less harmful than smoking ordinary cigarettes 
2    Somewhat less harmful 
3    Equally harmful 
4    Somewhat more harmful 
5    Much more harmful 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

511 HN573 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70 and 081/HN309v=10-70. 
Compared to vaping, how harmful do you think using heated tobacco products is? 
 
Using heated tobacco products is. . . 

1    Much less harmful than vaping 
2    Somewhat less harmful 
3    Equally harmful 
4    Somewhat more harmful 
5    Much more harmful 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

512 HN596 Ask if 081/HN309v=10-32. 
How worried are you that using heated tobacco products WILL damage your health in the future? 

1    Not at all worried 
2    A little 
3    Moderately 
4    Very 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

513 HN566 Ask if 081/HN309v=10-50 and 061/FR309v=10-80. 
Compared to smoking ordinary cigarettes, how satisfying is using heated tobacco products? 
 
Using heated tobacco products is. . . 

1    Much less satisfying than smoking ordinary cigarettes 
2    Somewhat less satisfying 
3    Equally satisfying 
4    Somewhat more satisfying 
5    Much more satisfying 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

514 HN278 Ask if 081/HN309v=10-50 and 061/FR309v=10-80. 
Compared to smoking ordinary cigarettes, how harsh or smooth on the throat is using heated tobacco products? 
 
Using heated tobacco products is. . . 

1    Much smoother than smoking ordinary cigarettes 
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2    Somewhat smoother 
3    The same 
4    Somewhat harsher 
5    Much harsher 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

515 HN279 Ask if 081/HN309v=10-32 and 061/FR309v=10-80. 
Is YOUR CURRENT heated tobacco product harsher or smoother on your throat compared to smoking cigarettes? 

1    Much smoother on the throat than ordinary cigarettes 
2    Somewhat smoother 
3    The same 
4    Somewhat harsher 
5    Much harsher 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

516 SM376 Ask all. 
Compared to smoking cigarettes, how harmful do you think NICOTINE REPLACEMENT THERAPIES (NRTs; Click for definition 

[PROGRAMMER: link definition text here, filename: NRT definition text file-[002/COUNTRY].png) are? 
 
NRTs are… 

1    Much less harmful than smoking cigarettes 
2    Somewhat less harmful 
3    Equally harmful 
4    Somewhat more harmful 
5    Much more harmful 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Image filename: 4CV4_SM376_EN_CA+AU+US+UK_NRT (Apr07-2022).jpg 
Image filename: 4CV4_SM376_FR_CA_NRT (Apr11-2022).png 

517 NC086 Ask if 085a/BI031=1. 
Now thinking about snus . . . 

Compared to smoking cigarettes, how harmful do you think using snus (Click for definition [PROGRAMMER: link definition 

text here]) is? 
 
Using snus is… 

1    Much less harmful than smoking cigarettes 
2    Somewhat less harmful 
3    Equally harmful 
4    Somewhat more harmful 
5    Much more harmful 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Image filename: 4CV4_NC086_EN_CA+AU+US+UK_Snus definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
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Image filename: 4CV4_NC086_FR_CA_Snus definition text (Mar22-2023).png 

518 MP075 Ask if 085c/BI033=1. 
Now thinking about tobacco-free oral nicotine products, such as Zyn, ON!, and Velo. . . 

Compared to smoking cigarettes, how harmful do you think using tobacco-free oral nicotine products (Click for definition 

[PROGRAMMER: link definition text here]) is? 
 
Using tobacco-free oral nicotine products is. . . 

1    Much less harmful than smoking cigarettes 
2    Somewhat less harmful 
3    Equally harmful 
4    Somewhat more harmful 
5    Much more harmful 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Image filename: 4CV4_MP075_FR_CA_ONP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_MP075_EN_CA+AU_ONP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_MP075_EN_US+UK_ONP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 

519 MP073 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70 and 085c/BI033=1. 
Compared to VAPING (Click for definition [PROGRAMMER: link definition text here]), how harmful do you think using 

tobacco-free oral nicotine products (Click for definition [PROGRAMMER: link definition text here]) is? 
 
Using tobacco-free oral nicotine products is… 

1    Much less harmful than VAPING 
2    Somewhat less harmful 
3    Equally harmful 
4    Somewhat more harmful 
5    Much more harmful 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

<em>ONP definition text files: 
Image filename: 4CV4_MP073_FR_CA_ONP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_MP073_EN_CA+AU_ONP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_MP073_EN_US+UK_ONP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
VP definition text files: 
Image filename: 4CV4_MP073_EN_UK_VP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_MP073_FR_CA_VP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_MP073_EN_CA_VP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_MP073_EN_AU_VP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_MP073_EN_US_VP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 

520 MP074 Ask if 085c/BI033=1. 
Compared to using NICOTINE REPLACEMENT THERAPY (NRT; click for definition [PROGRAMMER: link definition text here, 

filename: NRT definition text file-[002/COUNTRY].png), how harmful do you think using tobacco-free oral nicotine products 

(Click for definition [PROGRAMMER: link definition text here]) is? 
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Using tobacco-free oral nicotine products is… 

1    Much less harmful than using NRT 
2    Somewhat less harmful 
3    Equally harmful 
4    Somewhat more harmful 
5    Much more harmful 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Image filename: 4CV4_MP074_FR_CA_ONP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_MP074_EN_CA+AU_ONP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 
Image filename: 4CV4_MP074_EN_US+UK_ONP definition text (Mar22-2023).png 

521 DI301 Ask all. 
(Programmer: program as grid) 

What is your overall opinion of smoking cigarettes? 
1    Very positive 
2    Positive 
3    Neither positive nor negative 
4    Negative 
5    Very negative 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

522 ES701 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70. 
(Programmer: program as grid) 

What is your overall opinion of vaping? 
1    Very positive 
2    Positive 
3    Neither positive nor negative 
4    Negative 
5    Very negative 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

523 HN560 Ask if 081/HN309v=10-70. 
(Programmer: program as grid) 

What is your overall opinion of using heated tobacco products? 
1    Very positive 
2    Positive 
3    Neither positive nor negative 
4    Negative 
5    Very negative 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

  SOCIAL INFLUENCES 
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524 DE115 Ask all. 

Now some questions about smoking and vaping among those around you . . . 
Do you currently live with a partner or spouse? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 525a/DI245. 
If response=2, 8 or 9 and (001/OwnerID=2 or 8), go to 526/DE131. 
Otherwise, go to 527/BI322. 

525a DI245 Ask if 524/DE115=1. 
(Programmer: program as grid.) 
Does your partner or spouse currently . . . 

Smoke cigarettes? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

525b ES507 Ask if 524/DE115=1 and 071/EC309v=10-70. 
Vape? 

525c HN490 Ask if 524/DE115=1 and 081/HN309v=10-70. 
Use heated tobacco products? 

525d NC003 Ask if 524/DE115=1 and 085a/BI031=1. 
Use snus? 

525e SL666 Ask if 524/DE115=1 and 085c/BI033=1. 
Use tobacco-free oral nicotine products? 

526 DE131 Ask if 001/OwnerID=2 or 8. 
PROGRAM: household information for [X18PLUS] to be provided by the survey firm when each respondent is 

linked to the web survey. 
We need to confirm the information you provided about your household, to ensure that we have updated records. 

You reported earlier that your household contains [X18PLUS] [person (if X18PLUS=1)/ people (if X18PLUS<>1)] aged 18 

or older, INCLUDING YOURSELF. Is this still the case? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=2, go to 527/BI322. 
Otherwise, go to 528/BI322v. 

527 BI322 Ask if (001/OwnerID=0, 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9 or 80) or (526/DE131=2). 
How many people aged 18 or older live in your household, INCLUDING YOURSELF? 

88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

528 BI322v Ask if 001/OwnerID=2 or 8. 
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(Derived variable – number of adults living in household aged 18+, INCLUDING respondent.) 
 
If 526/DE131=1, then 528/BI322v=[X18PLUS]. 
If 526/DE131=2 and 527/BI322<88, then 528/BI322v=[527/BI322]. 
If 526/DE131=8 or 9, or 527/BI322=88 or 99, then 528/BI322v=missing. 

529 BI325 
[A] 

Ask if 527/BI322>1 or (528/BI322v>1 or missing). 
How many of the OTHER PEOPLE 18 or over in your household [(i.e. EXCLUDING yourself) (if 061/FR309v=10-20)] 

currently smoke cigarettes at least weekly? 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

001/OwnerID=2 or 8: This number cannot be greater than the total # of people 18 or older living in your household. 
Otherwise: This answer should be less than your answer to the question about the total # of people 18 or older living in your 

household. If you need to go back to that question, press '<<<' to go back. 
530 ES510 

[A] 
Ask if (527/BI322>1 or (528/BI322v>1 or missing)) and 071/EC309v=10-70. 

How many of the OTHER PEOPLE 18 or over in your household [(i.e. EXCLUDING yourself) (if 071/EC309v=10-20)] 

currently vape at least weekly? 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

001/OwnerID=2 or 8: This number cannot be greater than the total # of people 18 or older living in your household. 
Otherwise: This answer should be less than your answer to the question about the total # of people 18 or older living in your 

household. If you need to go back to that question, press '<<<' to go back. 
531 ET221 Ask all. 

Which of the following best describes smoking cigarettes INSIDE your home? Smoking is. . . 
1    Allowed anywhere 
2    [leave blank] 
3    [leave blank] 
4    Allowed in some areas 
5    Never allowed anywhere 
6    Not allowed except under special circumstances 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

532 EP451 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70. 
Which of the following best describes the use of vaping devices inside your home? Vaping is. . . 

1    Allowed anywhere 
2    Allowed in some rooms 
3    Never allowed anywhere 
4    Not allowed except under special circumstances 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

533 HN730 Ask if 081/HN309v=10-70. 
Which of the following best describes the use of heated tobacco products inside your home? The use is. . . 

1    Allowed anywhere 
2    [leave blank] 
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3    [leave blank] 
4    Allowed in some areas 
5    Never allowed anywhere 
6    Not allowed except under special circumstances 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

534 DI235 Ask all. 
How many friends or acquaintances do you spend time with on a regular basis? 

0    None 
1    One 
2    Two 
3    Three 
4    Four 
5    Five 
6    More than five 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=0, 8 or 9, go to 540/ET603b. 
535 DI241 Ask if 534/DI235=1-6. 

Of [the (534/DI235=1-5)/ the 5 closest] friends or acquaintances that you spend time with on a regular basis… 
. . . how many of them smoke cigarettes? 

8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

(534/DI235=1-5) Responses cannot be greater than [534/DI235]./ (534/DI235=6) Responses cannot be greater than 5. 
536 ES503 Ask if 534/DI235=1-6 and 071/EC309v=10-70. 

Of [the (534/DI235=1-5)/ the 5 closest] friends or acquaintances that you spend time with on a regular basis… 
. . . how many of them vape? 

8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

(534/DI235=1-5) Responses cannot be greater than [534/DI235]./ (534/DI235=6) Responses cannot be greater than 5. 
537 HN480 

(Prev. 

DI284) 

Ask if 534/DI235=1-6 and 081/HN309v=10-70. 
Of [the (534/DI235=1-5)/ the 5 closest] friends or acquaintances that you spend time with on a regular basis… 

. . . how many of them use heated tobacco products? 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

(534/DI235=1-5) Responses cannot be greater than [534/DI235]./ (534/DI235=6) Responses cannot be greater than 5. 
538 DI285 Ask if 534/DI235=1-6 and 085a/BI031=1. 

Of [the (534/DI235=1-5)/ the 5 closest] friends or acquaintances that you spend time with on a regular basis… 
. . . how many of them use snus? 

8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

(534/DI235=1-5) Responses cannot be greater than [534/DI235]./ (534/DI235=6) Responses cannot be greater than 5. 
539 DI286 Ask if 534/DI235=1-6 and 085c/BI033=1. 
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Of [the (534/DI235=1-5)/ the 5 closest] friends or acquaintances that you spend time with on a regular basis… 

. . . how many of them use tobacco-free oral nicotine products? 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

(534/DI235=1-5) Responses cannot be greater than [534/DI235]./ (534/DI235=6) Responses cannot be greater than 5. 
540 ET603b Ask all. 

Are you currently employed (or a student) and typically work in a building that is not your home? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

541 EP440 Ask if 540/ET603b=1 and 071/EC309v=10-70. 
Which of the following best describes the vaping policy where you work (or study)? 
 
Vaping is. . . 

1    [leave blank] 
2    [leave blank] 
3    Allowed in any indoor area 
4    Allowed only in some indoor areas 
5    Not allowed in any indoor area 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

542 EP341 Ask if 540/ET603b=1 and 071/EC309v=10-70. 
In the last 30 days, have people vaped in indoor areas where you work (or study)? 

1    Yes, on all or most days 
2    Yes, on some days 
3    No, never 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

543 HN755 

(Prev. 

EP439) 

Ask if 540/ET603b=1 and 081/HN309v=10-70. 
Which of the following best describes the heated tobacco product policy where you work (or study)? 
 
Using heated tobacco is. . . 

1    Allowed in any indoor area 
2    Allowed only in some indoor areas 
3    Not allowed in any indoor area 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

544 ET531 Ask all. 
In the last 6 months, have you visited a restaurant or café where you live? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
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9    Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 546/MP291. 
545 EP361 Ask if 544/ET531=1 and 071/EC309v=10-70. 

The last time you visited a restaurant or café, were people vaping inside? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

  ALTERNATIVE TOBACCO PRODUCTS 
546 MP291 Ask all. 

Now some questions about tobacco products other than the ones we have referred to so far… 
547a ST311 Ask all. 

Select all that apply.  (Programmer: program as checklist) 
In the last 30 days, have you used any of these other smoked tobacco products? 

Cigars. 
1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

547b ST313 Cigarillos. 
547c ST317 Pipe. 
547d ST320 Waterpipe or hookah or shisha. 
547e ST337 Other product. 
547f ST309 Select all that apply.  (Programmer: Deselect all other responses in this series if this is selected.) 

None of the above. 
547g ST337o Ask if 547e/ST337=1. 

Specify other. 
548 ST389 Ask if any of (547a/ST311-547e/ST337)=1. 

How often do you CURRENTLY use any of these other smoked tobacco products? 
1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 
4    Less than once a month, but occasionally 
5    Not at all 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

549 ST391 Ask if 548/ST389=2. 
In an average week of 7 days, on how many days did you smoke any of these other smoked tobacco products (e.g., cigars, 

cigarillos, pipe, hookah, etc.)? 
888      Refused 
999      Don't Know 

Enter a number between 0 and 7. 
550 MP401 Ask all except [071/EC309v=10 and ((304/EC450=2-7 or 9-14) or 308/EC430=1) or (302/EC387=1 and 
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230/EC630v=1)] or 061/FR309v=10 or 081/HN309v=10 or 253/SM597=5 or 548/ST389=1 or 089a/NC006=1 

or 089b/BI037=1 or 089c/BI038=1. 
Now thinking more generally about ALL forms of tobacco and ALL forms of nicotine, including those used for quitting . . . 

On how many days per week do you use any tobacco or nicotine product? 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

Enter a number between 0 and 7. 
  CANNABIS/MARIJUANA 

551 DI799 Ask all. 
In the next few questions, we would like to ask about your personal use of any form of CANNABIS/MARIJUANA. 
We will use the term cannabis (also known as marijuana, pot, “weed”, hash, “kush”) to refer to all of the different forms of 

the plant and its preparations, including: 
- Dried herb/flower/bud 
- Oils (e.g., THC and/or CBD oil for vaping, capsules, drops) 
- Edibles (e.g., food, candy, or beverages) 
- Hash or kief 
- Concentrates (e.g., wax, shatter, budder, etc.) 
Please note that we will ask you about cannabis that may or may not include THC (tetrahydrocannabinol), which is the 

psycho-active substance that makes you feel “high”, and CBD (cannabidiol) that does NOT produce a “high”. 
552 DI849 Ask all. 

When was the last time you used cannabis? 
1    Never used 
2    In the last 30 days 
3    In the last 1-12 months 
4    13-18 months ago 
5    19-24 months ago 
6    More than 2 years ago 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

553 DI804 Ask if 552/DI849=2-3. 
On average, how often do you CURRENTLY use any form of cannabis? 

1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 
4    Less than monthly, but at least occasionally 
5    I have quit using it 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

554 DI873 Ask if 553/DI804=5. 
How often, on average, were you using any form of cannabis in the period immediately before you quit cannabis? 

1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 
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4    Less than monthly, but occasionally 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

555 DI854 Ask if 553/DI804=2. 
You told us you use cannabis weekly, how many days do you use it in an average week? 

1    1 day per week 
2    2 days 
3    3 days 
4    4 days 
5    5 days 
6    6 days 
7    7 days 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

556 DI855 Ask if 552/DI849=2-3. 
Does the cannabis you typically use contain: 

1    THC only 
2    CBD only 
3    Both THC and CBD 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

557 DI850 Ask if 552/DI849=2-4 AND [006/Rtype=P or (552/DI849@LSD=1, 8 or 9)]. 
How old were you when you first tried any form of cannabis? 

88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

Range 5-87 
If you are not sure, please provide your best estimate. 

558a DI856 Ask if 552/DI849=2-3. 
(Programmer: program as grid) 
When you have used cannabis in the last 12 months, how frequently have you used the following forms? 

Smoked it (bud/flower) WITHOUT tobacco 
1    Daily 
2    Weekly 
3    Monthly 
4    Less than monthly 
5    Never 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

558b DI857 Smoked it (bud/flower) mixed WITH tobacco 
558c DI858 Vaped it in liquid form 
558d DI859 Vaped (used a [vapourizer (CA)/ vaporizer (US)/ vapouriser (UK, AU)] for) the dried leaves or herb 
558e DI860 Dabbed concentrates such as shatter, budder, or wax 
558f DI862 Consumed cannabis in edibles or drinks 
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558g DI864 Used it orally (e.g., oil, capsules, dissolvable strips, or spray) 
558h DI874 Smoked hash/kief mixed WITH tobacco (e.g., in a joint, bowl, bong) 
558i DI875 Smoked hash/kief WITHOUT tobacco 
558j DI876 [Vapourized (CA)/ Vaporized (US)/ Vapourised (UK, AU)] hash/kief (e.g., with a [vapourizer (CA)/ vaporizer (US)/ 

vapouriser (UK, AU)] or dab rig) 
558k DI865 Some other way (specify) 
558l DI865o Ask if 558a/DI856=1-4. 

Specify. 
559a DI887 Ask if 558a/DI856=1-4. 

Select all that apply.  (Programmer: program as checklist) 
When you smoke cannabis WITHOUT tobacco, how do you usually do it? 

Joint 
1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

559b DI888 Bong 
559c DI889 Pipe 
559d DI890 Blunt 
559e DI893 Dab rig 
559f DI894 Some other method 
560a DI866 Ask if 558b/DI857=1-4. 

Select all that apply.  (Programmer: program as checklist) 
When you smoke cannabis WITH tobacco, how do you usually do it? 

Joint 
1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

560b DI867 Bong 
560c DI868 Pipe 
560d DI869 Blunt 
560e DI870 Dab rig 
560f DI886 Some other method 
561 DI380 Ask if 558c/DI858=1-4. 

Thinking now about cannabis in LIQUID form . . . 
Which of the following best describes the TYPE of device you use to vape LIQUID-cannabis most often? 

1    It is disposable, not refillable (battery is non-rechargeable) 
2    It uses pre-filled pods, caps, or cartridges that must be replaced when they are empty (battery is rechargeable) 
3    [leave blank] 
4    It uses re-fillable pods, caps, or cartridges (battery is rechargeable) 
5    It has a tank that you fill with liquids (battery is rechargeable) 
8    Refused 
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9    Don't know 

562a DI381 Ask if 558c/DI858=1-4 AND 071/EC309v=10-31. 
You told us earlier that you vape nicotine. Do you use the same device for vaping nicotine as you use for vaping cannabis? 

1    Yes, I use the same device to vape both nicotine and cannabis 
2    No, I use different devices 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

562b DI382 Ask if 558d/DI859=1-4 and 081/HN309v=10-31. 
You told us that you also use heated tobacco products.  Do you use the same device for heated tobacco as you use for 

vaporizing cannabis (in DRY form)? 
1    Yes, I use the same device for both heated tobacco and DRY cannabis 
2    No, I use different devices 

563 DI926 Ask if 558c/DI858=1-4. 
In the last 12 months, when you VAPED cannabis (in LIQUID form), did it usually contain THC, CBD or both? 

1    THC only 
2    CBD only 
3    Both THC and CBD 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know (valid response) 

564 DI928 Ask if 558f/DI862=1-4. 
In the last 12 months, when you consumed cannabis in EDIBLES (food, candy, beverages), did it usually contain THC, CBD 

or both? 
1    THC only 
2    CBD only 
3    Both THC and CBD 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know (valid response) 

565a DI902 Ask if 552/DI849=2-3. 
Select all that apply. (Programmer: program as a checklist) 
In the last 12 months, where did you get your cannabis? 

Made or grew my own 
1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

565b DI932 The internet/online store/mail order 
565c DI933 Dealer 
565d DI934 Legal/authorized retail [store/ shop], co-operative[, pharmacy (AU)] or dispensary 
565e DI935 Illegal/unauthorized retail [store/ shop], co-operative or dispensary 
565f DI936 A friend or family member 
565g DI937 Shared someone else’s 
565h DI940 None of the above 
566 DI931 Ask if more than one of 565a/DI902-565g/DI937=1. 
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Only show the options selected at 565a/DI902-565g/DI937. 

In the last 12 months, where have you most often obtained your cannabis? 
1    Made or grew my own 
2     Internet/online store/mail order 
3     Dealer 
4     Legal/authorized retail [store/ shop], co-operative[, pharmacy (AU)] or dispensary 
5     Illegal/unauthorized retail [store/ shop], co-operative or dispensary 
6     A friend or family member 
7     Shared someone else’s 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

567a DI925 Ask if 552/DI849=2-3. 
(Programmer: program as grid.) 
In the last 12 months, have you used cannabis for medical purposes, recreation (pleasure), or as an alternative to smoking 

cigarettes? 
Medical purposes (e.g., pain, nausea, insomnia, other medical reasons) 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

567b DI938 Recreation (pleasure) 
567c DI939 As an alternative to smoking cigarettes 
568 DI872 Ask if 567a/DI925=1. 

Did you get a [medical authorization (CA, AU)/ prescription (UK)/ medical recommendation (US)] from a doctor or other 

healthcare professional for your use of cannabis in the last 12 months? 
1    Yes, in the last 12 months 
2    I don’t have a [medical authorization (CA, AU)/ prescription (UK)/ medical recommendation (US)], but I use it for 

medical purposes 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

569 DI379 Ask if 552/DI849=2-3. 
During the LAST 12 MONTHS did you find that you couldn’t stop or cut down on your use of cannabis, even though you 

wanted to or tried to? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

570a DI386 Ask if any of (558a/DI856, 558b/DI857, 558c/DI858, 558d/DI859)=1-4 and 061/FR309v=10-31. 
(Programmer: program as grid.) 
How often do you . . . 

SMOKE a cigarette right after using cannabis (i.e., as a chaser)? 
1    Never 
2    Occasionally 
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3    About half of the time 
4    Often 
5    Always 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

570b DI387 Ask if any of (558a/DI856, 558b/DI857, 558c/DI858, 558d/DI859)=1-4 and 071/EC309v=10-31. 
VAPE nicotine right after using cannabis (i.e., as a chaser)? 

571a DI388 Ask if 553/DI804=1-4 and 061/FR309v=10-31. 
Select all that apply.  (Programmer: program as checklist) 
Which of the following describes your cannabis use and cigarette smoking in the LAST 3 MONTHS? 
You may choose more than one. 

I’ve tried to reduce my cigarette smoking by replacing it with cannabis. 
1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

571b DI389 I’ve tried to quit smoking cigarettes by using cannabis instead. 
571c DI390 Select all that apply.  (Programmer: Deselect all other responses in this series if this is selected.) 

My use of cannabis has had nothing to do with my cigarette smoking. 
572a DI391 Ask if 553/DI804=1-4 and 071/EC309v=10-31. 

Select all that apply. (Programmer: program as a checklist) 
Which of the following describes your cannabis use and nicotine vaping in the LAST 3 MONTHS? 
You may choose more than one. 

I’ve tried to reduce my nicotine vaping by replacing it with cannabis. 
1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

572b DI392 I’ve tried to quit vaping nicotine by using cannabis instead. 
572c DI393 Select all that apply.  (Programmer: Deselect all other responses in this series if this is selected.) 

My use of cannabis has had nothing to do with my nicotine vaping. 
573 DI394 Ask if 570a/DI386=2-5. 

When I smoke a cigarette right after using cannabis, I find it . . . 
1    A lot more enjoyable 
2    A little more enjoyable 
3    No different than using cannabis on its own 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

574 DI398 Ask if 570b/DI387=2-5. 
When I vape nicotine right after using cannabis, I find it . . . 

1    A lot more enjoyable 
2    A little more enjoyable 
3    No different than using cannabis on its own 
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8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

575 DI395 Ask if 558b/DI857=1-4. 
When I use cannabis and tobacco mixed together, I find it… 

1    A lot more enjoyable 
2    A little more enjoyable 
3    No different than using cannabis on its own 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

576a DI396 Ask if 553/DI804=1-4 and 061/FR309v=10-31. 
When I am using cannabis, my cravings to smoke a cigarette are . . . 

1    More intense 
2    Less intense 
3    My use of cannabis has no effect on my cravings to smoke cigarettes 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

576b DI400 Ask if 553/DI804=1-4 and 071/EC309v=10-31. 
When I am using cannabis, my cravings TO VAPE NICOTINE are . . . 

1    More intense 
2    Less intense 
3    My use of cannabis has no effect on my cravings to vape nicotine 
4    I do not use nicotine when I vape 

576c DI397 Ask if 553/DI804=1-4 and 061/FR309v=10-31. 
When I am smoking cigarettes, my cravings FOR CANNABIS are . . . 

1    More intense 
2    Less intense 
3    My smoking has no effect on my cravings for cannabis 

576d DI402 Ask if 553/DI804=1-4 and 071/EC309v=10-31. 
When I am vaping nicotine, my cravings FOR CANNABIS are . . 

1    More intense 
2    Less intense 
3    My vaping has no effect on my cravings for cannabis 
4    I do not use nicotine when I vape 

577a DI880 Ask all. 
(Programmer: program as grid.) 
In your opinion, what is the level of health risk of using cannabis ON ITS OWN in each of the following ways . . . 

SMOKING cannabis DAILY? 
1    Very low risk 
2    Low risk 
3    Moderate risk 
4    High risk 
5    Very high risk 
8    Refused 
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9    Don't know 

577b DI881 SMOKING cannabis OCCASIONALLY? 
577c DI882 VAPING (in LIQUID form) or [VAPOURIZING (CA)/ VAPORIZING (US)/ VAPOURISING (UK/AU)] (in DRY form) cannabis 

DAILY? 
577d DI883 VAPING (in LIQUID form) or [VAPOURIZING (CA)/ VAPORIZING (US)/ VAPOURISING (UK/AU)] (in DRY form) cannabis 

OCCASIONALLY? 
577e DI884 Consuming cannabis in food or drinks DAILY? 
577f DI885 Consuming cannabis in food or drinks OCCASIONALLY? 
578 DI898 Ask all. 

Compared to vaping nicotine, how harmful do you think it is to VAPE cannabis that contains THC? 
 
Vaping THC-containing cannabis is… 

1    Much less harmful than vaping nicotine 
2    Somewhat less harmful 
3    Equally harmful 
4    Somewhat more harmful 
5    Much more harmful 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

579 DI899 Ask all. 
Compared to SMOKING cannabis, how harmful do you think it is to VAPE cannabis? 
 
Vaping cannabis is… 

1    Much less harmful than SMOKING cannabis 
2    Somewhat less harmful 
3    Equally harmful 
4    Somewhat more harmful 
5    Much more harmful 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

580 DI384 Ask if 002/COUNTRY=US. 
Have medical and recreational cannabis been legalized in the city/state you live in? 

1    Both are legal 
2    Only medical cannabis use is legal 
3    No, neither are legal 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

581 DI989 Ask all. 
Thinking about laws governing cannabis . . . 

What kind of law would you prefer for your [state (US)/ 002/COUNTRY (CA, UK, AU)? 
1    Both medical and recreational cannabis are legal for adult use 
2    Only medical use legalized for adults 
3    Complete ban on usage for any purpose 
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8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

582 DI971 Ask if 002/COUNTRY=CA or 580/DI384=1 or 2. 
Which of the following best describes your cannabis use since it became legal where you live? 

Since cannabis was legalized where I live, I . . . 
1    Use more cannabis than I used to 
2    Use less cannabis than I used to 
3    Have made no changes to the amount of cannabis I use 
4    I do not know  when cannabis became legal 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

583 DI972 Ask if [002/COUNTRY=CA or (580/DI384=1 or 2)] AND 061/FR309v=10-31. 
Which of the following best describes your cigarette smoking since cannabis became legal where you live? 

Since cannabis was legalized where I live, I . . . 
1    Smoke more cigarettes 
2    Smoke fewer cigarettes 
3    Have made no changes to the amount of cigarettes I smoke 
4    I do not know when cannabis became legal 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

584 DI973 Ask if [002/COUNTRY=CA or (580/DI384=1 or 2)] AND 071/EC309v=10-31. 
Which of the following best describes your nicotine vaping since cannabis became legal where you live? 

Since cannabis was legalized where I live, I . . . 
1    Vape more nicotine 
2    Vape less nicotine 
3    Have made no changes to the amount of nicotine I vape 
4    I do not know when cannabis became legal 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

585 DI979 Ask all. 
What do you think the general public's attitude is towards recreational use of cannabis? 

1    Strongly approves 
2    Somewhat approves 
3    Neither approves nor disapproves 
4    Somewhat disapproves 
5    Strongly disapproves 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

  MODERATORS 
586 HG035 Ask all. 

You have nearly completed the survey. Thank you for staying in this survey. The information you are providing is very 

valuable and important. 
587a DI050 Ask all. 
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(Programmer: program as grid.) 
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 

In general, I feel uncomfortable with health information that has a lot of numbers and statistics. 
1    Strongly agree 
2    Agree 
3    Neither agree nor disagree 
4    Disagree 
5    Strongly disagree 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

587b DI211 I spend a lot of time thinking about how what I do today will affect my life in the future. 
588a DI503 Ask all. 

(Programmer: program as grid) 
During the last 30 days, have you often been bothered by little interest or pleasure in doing things? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

588b DI504 During the last 30 days, have you often been bothered by feeling down, depressed, or hopeless? 
589a DI311 Ask all. 

(Programmer: program as grid) 
During the last 30 days, how often have you felt that you were unable to control the important things in your life? 

1    Never 
2    Rarely 
3    Sometimes 
4    Often 
5    Very often 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

589b DI326 During the last 30 days, how often have you felt difficulties were piling up so high that you could not overcome them? 
590a HE522 Ask all. 

Select all that apply.  (Programmer: program as checklist) 
Are you currently being treated for, or have you been diagnosed (current diagnosis) with, any of the following…? 

Depression 
1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

590b HE524 Anxiety 
590c HE528 Chronic pain 
590d HE534 Heart disease 
590e HE512 Lung cancer 
590f HE514 Emphysema 
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590g HE516 Chronic bronchitis 
590h HE517 None of the above 
591 DI712 Ask all. 

How often do you have a drink containing alcohol? 
0    Never 
1    Once a month or less 
2    2-4 times a month 
3    2-3 times a week 
4    4 or more times a week 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=0, 8 or 9, go to 594/DD100. 
592 DI703 Ask if 591/DI712=1-4. 

On days that you drink, how many standard drinks of alcohol do you have on a typical day? 
0    1-2 
1    3-4 
2    5-6 
3    7-9 
4    10 or more 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

We define a drink as [a 5oz serving of wine or a 12oz can of beer or a 1oz shot of liquor (CA, US)/ a 150ml serving of wine or 

a 330ml can of beer or 1oz/30ml of liquor (UK, AU)]. 
593 DI706 Ask if 591/DI712=1-4. 

How often do you have 6 or more drinks on one occasion? 
0    Never 
1    Less than monthly 
2    Monthly 
3    Weekly 
4    Daily or almost daily 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

  DELAY DISCOUNTING TASK (DDT) 
594 DD100 Ask all. 

Display appropriate currency symbol per 002/COUNTRY throughout this section: [CAD= $ (Canada)/ USD= $ 

(US)/ AUD= $ (Australia)/ GBP= £  (UK)]. 
For the next 5 questions, you will be asked to choose between receiving different amounts of money at different points in 

time. 
 
You will see two options. You are requested to choose one of them. There are no right or wrong answers, but please take 

your time, answer thoughtfully, and pay careful attention to each of the options. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 3 weeks? 
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0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 3 weeks 

If response=0, go to 595a/DD200a 
If response=1, go to 595b/DD200b 

595a DD200a Ask if 594/DD100=0. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 1 day? 
 
0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 1 day 

If response=0, go to 596a/DD300a. 
If response=1, go to 596b/DD300b. 

595b DD200b Ask if 594/DD100=1. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 2 years? 
 
0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 2 years 

If response=0, go to 596c/DD300c. 
If response=1, go to 596d/DD300d. 

596a DD300a Ask if 595a/DD200a=0. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 4 hours? 
 
0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 4 hours 

If response=0, go to 597a/DD400a. 
If response=1, go to 597b/DD400b. 

596b DD300b Ask if 595a/DD200a=1. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 4 days? 
 
0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 4 days 

If response=0, go to 597c/DD400c. 
If response=1, go to 597d/DD400d. 

596c DD300c Ask if 595b/DD200b=0. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 4 months? 
 
0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 4 months 

If response=0, go to 597e/DD400e. 
If response=1, go to 597f/DD400f. 

596d DD300d Ask if 595b/DD200b=1. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 8 years? 
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0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 8 years 

If response=0, go to 597g/DD400g. 
If response=1, go to 597h/DD400h. 

597a DD400a Ask if 596a/DD300a=0. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 2 hours? 
 
0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 2 hours 

If response=0, go to 598a/DD500a. 
If response=1, go to 598b/DD500b. 

597b DD400b Ask if 596a/DD300a=1. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 9 hours? 
 
0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 9 hours 

If response=0, go to 598c/DD500c. 
If response=1, go to 598d/DD500d. 

597c DD400c Ask if 596b/DD300b=0. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 2 days? 
 
0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 2 days 

If response=0, go to 598e/DD500e. 
If response=1, go to 598f/DD500f. 

597d DD400d Ask if 596b/DD300b=1. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 1.5 weeks? 
 
0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 1.5 weeks 

If response=0, go to 598g/DD500g. 
If response=1, go to 598h/DD500h. 

597e DD400e Ask if 596c/DD300c=0. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 2 months? 
 
0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 2 months 

If response=0, go to 598i/DD500i. 
If response=1, go to 598j/DD500j. 

597f DD400f Ask if 596c/DD300c=1. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 8 months? 
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0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 8 months 

If response=0, go to 598k/DD500k. 
If response=1, go to 598l/DD500l. 

597g DD400g Ask if 596d/DD300d=0. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 4 years? 
 
0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 4 years 

If response=0, go to 598m/DD500m. 
If response=1, go to 598n/DD500n. 

597h DD400h Ask if 596d/DD300d=1. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 18 years? 
 
0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 18 years 

If response=0, go to 598o/DD500o. 
If response=1, go to 598p/DD500p. 

598a DD500a Ask if 597a/DD400a=0. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 1 hour? 
 
0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 1 hour 

If response=0, k=24.0 
If response=1, k= 16.97056275 

598b DD500b Ask if 597a/DD400a=1. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 3 hours? 
 
0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 3 hours 

If response=0, k= 9.797958971 
If response=1, k= 6.92820323 

598c DD500c Ask if 597b/DD400b=0. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 6 hours? 
 
0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 6 hours 

If response=0, k=4.898979486 
If response=1, k=3.265986324 

598d DD500d Ask if 597b/DD400b=1. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 12 hours? 
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0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 12 hours 

If response=0, k=2.309401077 
If response=1, k=1.414213562 

598e DD500e Ask if 597c/DD400c=0. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 1.5 days? 
 
0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 1.5 days 

If response=0, k=0.816496581 
If response=1, k=0.577350269 

598f DD500f Ask if 597c/DD400c=1. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 3 days? 
 
0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 3 days 

If response=0, k=0.40824829 
If response=1, k=0.288675135 

598g DD500g Ask if 597d/DD400d=0. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 1 week? 
 
0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 1 week 

If response=0, k=0.188982237 
If response=1, k=0.116642369 

598h DD500h Ask if 597d/DD400d=1. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 2 weeks? 
 
0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 2 weeks 

If response=0, k=0.08247861 
If response=1, k=0.058321184 

598i DD500i Ask if 597e/DD400e=0. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 1 month? 
 
0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 1 month 

If response=0, k=0.039551962 
If response=1, k=0.023229526 

598j DD500j Ask if 597e/DD400e=1. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 3 months? 
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0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 3 months 

If response=0, k=0.013411573 
If response=1, k=0.009483414 

598k DD500k Ask if 597f/DD400f=0. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 6 months? 
 
0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 6 months 

If response=0, k=0.006705787 
If response=1, k=0.004741707 

598l DD500l Ask if 597f/DD400f=1. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 1 year? 
 
0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 1 year 

If response=0, k=0.003353031 
If response=1, k=0.001935953 

598

m 
DD500m Ask if 597g/DD400g=0. 

Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 3 years? 
 
0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 3 years 

If response=0, k=0.001117723 
If response=1, k=0.000790349 

598n DD500n Ask if 597g/DD400g=1. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 5 years? 
 
0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 5 years 

If response=0, k=0.000612202 
If response=1, k=0.000432892 

598o DD500o Ask if 597h/DD400h=0. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 12 years? 
 
0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 12 years 

If response=0, k= 0.000279431 
If response=1, k= 0.000186287 

598p DD500p Ask if 597h/DD400h=1. 
Would you rather have €/£/$ 500 now or €/£/$ 1000 in 25 years? 
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0  €/£/$ 500 now 
1  €/£/$ 1000 in 25 years 

If response=0, k= 0.000129064 
If response=1, k= 0.000109514 

  CORONAVIRUS OUTBREAK 
599 HG036 Ask all. 

You have completed 95% of the survey. We truly appreciate your participation today. 
600 HGCOVID Ask all. 

This section is about the coronavirus (COVID-19). These questions have been reviewed and cleared by ethics committees in 

each of the countries of this study. You may skip any questions but we hope that you will help us by answering these 

questions. 
 
Your answers to these questions are confidential and thus will not be linked to you personally. [Your panel company will 

NOT share any of your personal data (OID=1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8 or 9)].  You may click the button on the top right of your 

screen to review the Privacy Policy. 
601 CV107 

(Prev. 

CV017) 

Ask if 061/FR309v=10-80. 
What effect has the COVID-19 pandemic had on your smoking? Because of it... 

1    I quit smoking. 
2    [PROGRAMMER: leave blank] 
3    I’m smoking less. 
4    I’m smoking more. 
5    It has had no effect at all on my smoking. 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

602 CV117 

(Prev. 

CV021) 

Ask if 071/EC309v=10-60. 
What effect has the COVID-19 pandemic had on your vaping? Because of it... 

1    I quit vaping. 
2    [PROGRAMMER: leave blank] 
3    I’m vaping less. 
4    I’m vaping more. 
5    It has had no effect at all on my vaping. 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

603 CV126 Ask if 081/HN309v=10-60. 
What effect has the COVID-19 pandemic had on your use of heated tobacco products? Because of it... 

1    I quit using them. 
2    I’m using them less. 
3    I’m using them more. 
4    It has had no effect at all on my use of them. 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

604 CV048 Ask all. 
If a SMOKER got COVID-19, how severe do you think their illness would be, compared to NON-SMOKERS (assuming the 
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same age and vaccination status)? 
 
A smoker’s illness would be . . . 

1    A lot more severe than for non-smokers of the same age and vaccination status 
2    Somewhat more severe 
3    A little more severe 
4    Neither more nor less severe 
5    A little less severe 
6    Somewhat less severe 
7    A lot less severe 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

605 CV051 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-70. 
If a VAPER got COVID-19, how severe do you think their illness would be, compared to NON-VAPERS (assuming the same 

age and vaccination status)? 
 
A vaper’s illness would be . . . 

1    A lot more severe than for non-vapers of the same age and vaccination status 
2    Somewhat more severe 
3    A little more severe 
4    Neither more nor less severe 
5    A little less severe 
6    Somewhat less severe 
7    A lot less severe 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

606 CV063z Ask if 002/COUNTRY=AU. 
Which political party do you feel closest to? 

1    Liberal 
2    Labor 
3    National 
4    Green 
5    [blank] 
6    Pauline Hanson’s One Nation Party, Clive Palmer’s United Australia Party, Liberal Democrats 
7    None of the above 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

  DEMOGRAPHICS 
607 DEMOGR Ask all. 

These next few questions are for statistical purposes. 
608 DE220 Ask all. 

In the last 30 days, because of a shortage of money, were you unable to pay any important bills on time, such as 

electricity, telephone or rent bills? 
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1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

609 DE121 Ask if C (recontact) and (001/OwnerID=0, 1, 3, 5, 6, 9 or 80). 
For (C and 001/OwnerID=2 or 8), recent demographics to be provided as supplemental data by survey firm. 

Since you completed the last survey in [LSD], have there been changes to any of the following:  your household income, 

education level, or marital status? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 610a/DE123. 
If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 614/DE224. 

610a DE123 Ask if 609/DE121=1. 
Select all that apply.  (Programmer: program as checklist) 
Which of the following have changed since [LSD]? 

Your household income? 
1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

610b DE125 Your education level? 
610c DE127 Your marital status? 
611 DE211wx Ask if [P (replenishment) or 610a/DE123=1 (recontact)] and [002/COUNTRY=CA or (002/COUNTRY=US and 

(001/OwnerID=0, 5 or 80))]. 
For (001/OwnerID=2 or 8), HH income to be provided as supplemental data by survey firm. 

Which of the following categories best describes your ANNUAL household income, that is the total income before taxes, or 

gross income, of all persons in your household combined, for one year? 
01    Under $10,000 
02    $10,000-29,999 
03    $30,000-44,999 
04    $45,000-59,999 
05    $60,000-74,999 
06    $75,000-99,999 
07    $100,000-149,999 
08    $150,000 and over 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

612 DE211y Ask if [P (replenishment) or 610a/DE123=1 (recontact)] and 002/COUNTRY=UK. 
Which of the following categories best describes your ANNUAL household income, that is the total income before taxes, or 

gross income, of all persons in your household combined, for one year? 
01    Under £6,500 
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[leave    2-8 blank] 
09    £6,500-10,000 
10    £10,001-15,000 
11    £15,001-20,000 
12    £20,001-25,000 
13    £25,001-30,000 
14    £30,001-35,000 
15    £35,001-40,000 
16    £40,001-50,000 
17    £50,001-65,000 
18    £65,001-95,000 
19    £95,001 and over 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

613 DE211z Ask if [P (replenishment) or 610a/DE123=1 (recontact)] and 002/COUNTRY=AU. 
Which of the following categories best describes your ANNUAL household income, that is the total income before taxes, or 

gross income, of all persons in your household combined, for one year? 
01    Under $10,000 
02    $10,000-29,999 
03    $30,000-44,999 
04    $45,000-59,999 
05    $60,000-74,999 
06    $75,000-99,999 
07    $100,000-149,999 
08    $150,000 and over 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

614 DE224 Ask all. 
002/COUNTRY=CA:  Are you currently receiving assistance or income from any federal, provincial or local programs, such 

as food bank use, welfare/social assistance, employment insurance, etc.? 
002/COUNTRY=US:  Are you currently receiving assistance or income from any federal, state, or local programs, such as 

food stamps, welfare, cash aid, unemployment benefits, housing assistance, child care, or Medicaid? 
002/COUNTRY=UK:  Are you currently receiving any state benefits in your own right, that is, where you are the named 

recipient? 
002/COUNTRY=AU:  Are you currently receiving regular Centrelink payments for income support? 

1    Yes, two or more state/ government benefits 
2    Yes, one state/ government benefit 
3    No, I don't receive any state/ government benefits 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

615 DE311wx Ask if [P (replenishment) or 610b/DE125=1 (recontact)] and [002/COUNTRY=CA or (002/COUNTRY=US and 

(001/OwnerID=0, 5 or 80))]. 
For (001/OwnerID=2 or 8), education to be provided as supplemental data by survey firm. 
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What is the highest level of formal education that you have completed? 

1    Grade school/ some high school 
2    Completed high school 
3    Technical/ trade school or community college 
4    Some university, no degree 
5    Completed university degree 
6    Post-graduate degree 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

616 DE311y Ask if [P (replenishment) or 610b/DE125=1 (recontact)] and 002/COUNTRY=UK. 
What is the highest level of formal education that you have completed? 

1    Primary or secondary school/vocational level 1 & 2/trade apprenticeship 
2    Sec school advanced/vocational level 3 
3    Further education/training college below degree level 
4    Some university 
5    Completed university degree 
6    Post-graduate degree 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

617 DE311z Ask if [P (replenishment) or 610b/DE125=1 (recontact)] and 002/COUNTRY=AU. 
What is the highest level of formal education that you have completed? 

1    Primary school or some high school 
2    Completed high school 
3    Technical or Tafe 
4    Some university 
5    Completed university degree 
6    Post-graduate degree 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

618 educ (Derived variable -- education categories (all countries)) 
619 DE111x Ask if [P (replenishment) or 610c/DE127=1 (recontact)] and (001/OwnerID=0, 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9 or 80). 

For (001/OwnerID=2 or 8), marital status to be provided as supplemental data by survey firm. 
What is your marital status? 

1    Married 
2    Living with partner/ [common law (CA, US, UK)/ Defacto (AU)] 
3    Widowed 
4    Separated 
5    Divorced 
6    Single, never married 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

620 DE555 Ask if 002/COUNTRY=US and (001/OwnerID<>2 or 8). 
For (001/OwnerID=2 or 001/OwnerID=8), Hispanic info to be provided as supplemental data by survey firm. 
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Do you consider yourself to be Hispanic or Latino? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

621a DE551 Ask if 002/COUNTRY=US and (001/OwnerID<>2 or 8). 
For (001/OwnerID=2 or 001/OwnerID=8), racial/cultural group to be provided as supplemental data by survey 

firm. 
Select all that apply.  (Programmer: program as checklist) 
What race or races do you consider yourself to be? 

White 
1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

621b DE553 Black/ African American 
621c DE559 Indian (American) 
621d DE560 Alaska Native 
621e DE561 Native Hawaiian 
621f DE562 Guamanian or Chamorro 
621g DE563 Samoan 
621h DE564 Other Pacific Islander (specify) 
621i DE565 Asian Indian 
621j DE566 Chinese 
621k DE567 Filipino 
621l DE568 Japanese 
621

m 
DE569 Korean 

621n DE570 Vietnamese 
621o DE558 Other Asian (specify) 
621p DE571 Some other race (specify) 
621q DE564o Ask if 621h/DE564=1. 

What other Pacific Islander? 
621r DE558o Ask if 621o/DE558=1. 

What other Asian? 
621s DE571o Ask if 621p/DE571=1. 

What other race? 
622 DE572 Ask if more than one of (621a/DE551 – 621p/DE571)=1. 

Only show the groups that were selected above, plus option 17. 
Select only one. 

Which ONE of these groups would you say BEST represents your race? 
01    White 
02    Black/ African American 
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03    Indian (American) 
04    Alaska Native 
05    Native Hawaiian 
06    Guamanian or Chamorro 
07    Samoan 
08    Other Pacific Islander 
09    Asian Indian 
10    Chinese 
11    Filipino 
12    Japanese 
13    Korean 
14    Vietnamese 
15    Other Asian 
16    Some other race 
17    Cannot choose just one race 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

623a DE510 Ask if P and 002/COUNTRY=CA. 
Select all that apply.  (Programmer: program as checklist) 
People in Canada come from many cultural and racial backgrounds. Choose the group or groups that apply to you. 

White 
1    Selected 
2    Not selected 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

623b DE513 Chinese 
623c DE515 South Asian (East Indian, Pakistani, Sri Lankan, etc.) 
623d DE517 Black 
623e DE519 Filipino 
623f DE521 Latin American 
623g DE523 Southeast Asian (Cambodian, Indonesian, Laotian, Vietnamese, etc.) 
623h DE525 Arab 
623i DE527 West Asian (Afghan, Iranian, etc.) 
623j DE529 Japanese 
623k DE531 Korean 
623l DE533 First Nations (North American Indian, including Status and Non-Status Indians), Métis, or Inuk (Inuit) 
623

m 
DE541 Other racial or cultural group (specify) 

623n DE541o Ask if 623m/DE541=1. 
What other racial or cultural group? 

624 DE549 Ask if more than one of (623a/DE510 – 623m/DE541)=1. 
Only show the groups that were selected above, plus option 14. 
Select only one. 
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Choose the one group that best represents your race or ethnicity. 

01    White 
02    Chinese 
03    South Asian (East Indian, Pakistani, Sri Lankan, etc.) 
04    Black 
05    Filipino 
06    Latin American 
07    Southeast Asian (Cambodian, Indonesian, Laotian, Vietnamese, etc.) 
08    Arab 
09    West Asian (Afghan, Iranian, etc.) 
10    Japanese 
11    Korean 
12    First Nations (North American Indian, Métis, or Inuit) 
13    Other racial or cultural group 
14    Cannot choose just one group 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

625 DE618 Ask if P and 002/COUNTRY=UK. 
Which of the following best describes your 628/ethnic or racial background? 

~ White 
01    English/ Welsh/ Scottish/ Northern Irish/ British 
02    Irish 
03    Gypsy or Irish Traveller 
04    Any other White background 
~ Mixed/multiple 628/ethnic groups 
05    White and Black Caribbean 
06    White and Black African 
07    White and Asian 
08    Any other Mixed/ multiple 628/ethnic background 
~ Asian/Asian British 
09    Indian 
10    Pakistani 
11    Bangladeshi 
12    Chinese 
13    Any other Asian background 
~ Black/African/Caribbean/Black British 
14    African 
15    Caribbean 
16    Any other Black/ African/ Caribbean background 
~ Other 628/ethnic group 
17    Arab 
18    Any other 628/ethnic background 
88    Refused 
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99    Don't know 

626a DE660 Ask if P and 002/COUNTRY=AU. 
Do you speak a language other than English in the home? 

1    Yes, most of the time 
2    Yes, but only from time to time 
3    No, only English 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=3, 8 or 9, go to 627/DE645. 
626b DE651o Ask if 626a/DE660=1 or 2. 

What other language, other than English, do you speak in the home? 
627 DE645 Ask if P and 002/COUNTRY=AU. 

Are you of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander background? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

628 ethnic (Derived variable: ethnicity=white/English ethnicity vs all others.) 
629 DE811 Ask if (001/OwnerID=0, 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9 or 80). 

For (001/OwnerID=2 or 8), number and ages of children in HH to be provided as supplemental data by survey 

firm. 
Are there any children under 18 living in your household? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

630 ME449 Ask if 001/OwnerID>0. 
In the last 6 months - that is, since [6M anchor] - how many consumer surveys have you completed online? 

01    None 
02    1 to 5, or up to 1 per month 
03    6 to 10, or about 2 per month 
04    11 to 15, or about 3 per month 
05    16 to 20, or about 4 or 5 per month 
06    21 to 30, or about 6 or 7 per month 
07    31 to 40, or about 8 or 9 per month 
08    More than 40, or more than 10 per month 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 

631 ME450 Ask if 630/ME449=2-8. 
Of the consumer surveys you have completed in the last 6 months, how many, besides this current survey, were about 

smoking? 
88    Refused 
99    Don't know 
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Enter number. 

632 DE151 Ask if 001/OwnerID<>2. 
[range 0-100] 

Before we end, what is your current age? 
8888      Refused 
9999      Don't Know 

(Your age may be used to link your answers in this survey to your answers in a follow-up survey. Therefore, it's important 

that you enter your response correctly before clicking ‘next’.) 
  CONTACT INFORMATION 

633 HG037 Ask all. 
You’re almost at the last screen! Don’t forget to click on “submit” once you get there. 

634 AI507 Ask if 001/OwnerID=0, 7 or 80. 
002/COUNTRY=AU and QNU/AI530z=2: To make sure that you receive the $40 gift card, can we confirm your contact 

information with you? 
002/COUNTRY=CA or (002/COUNTRY=US and (001/OwnerID=0 or 80)):  To make sure that you receive the 

[cheque (CA)/ check (US)] for $28, can we confirm your contact information with you? 
002/COUNTRY=UK:  To make sure that you receive the £18 e-gift card, can we confirm your contact information with 

you? 
Otherwise: Can we confirm your contact information with you? This is in case we need to mail you any information. 

1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Please note that all the information you provide is treated as strictly confidential and will not be provided to anyone outside 

this project. Any identifying information about you, such as name and address, will be removed from the data so that your 

answers cannot be linked back to you. 
If response=1 and (001/OwnerID=0 or 80), go to 635/AI500. 
If response=1 and (001/OwnerID=7), go to 636/AI499. 
If response>1, go to 639/AI531. 

635 AI500 Ask if 634/AI507=1 and (001/OwnerID=0 or 80). 
Program to populate fields with data on file. 
This is the contact information you last provided to us. Is this information still correct? 

FIRST NAME: __________ 
LAST NAME:  __________ 
ADDRESS 1:  ______________ 
ADDRESS 2: _______________ 
ADDRESS 3: _______________ 
CITY: ________________ 
STATE/PROVINCE: _____________________ 
ZIP/POSTAL CODE: _______________ 
PHONE NUMBER: ____________________ 

1    Yes 
2    No 
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If response=1, go to 637/EMCHK1. 
If response=2, go to 636/AI499. 

636 AI499 Ask if (634/AI507=1 and 001/OwnerID=7) or 635/AI500=2. 
001/OwnerID=7:  Please enter your contact information below. 
001/OwnerID=0 or 80:  Please enter the correct information below. (Please fill out all fields, even if the information hasn't 

changed.) 
FIRST NAME: __________ 
LAST NAME:  __________ 
ADDRESS 1:  ______________ 
ADDRESS 2: _______________ 
ADDRESS 3: _______________ 
CITY: ________________ 
STATE/PROVINCE: _____________________ 
ZIP/POSTAL CODE: _______________ 
PHONE NUMBER: ____________________ 

637 EMCHK1 Ask if [634/AI507=1 and (001/OwnerID=0 or 80)] and (participant has previously provided ITC with his/her 

valid email address). 
Program to populate field with email address data on file. 
This is the email address you last provided to us.  Is this still the best email address to use to contact you? 

EMAIL ADDRESS: _____________ 
1    Yes 
2    No 

If response=1, go to 639/AI531. 
If response=2, go to 638a/EMCHK2. 

638a EMCHK2 Ask if 637/EMCHK1=2. 
Please enter your updated email address. 

EMAIL ADDRESS: _____________ 
638b EMCHK3 Ask if 638a/EMCHK2=populated. 

Please re-enter your updated email address below, to confirm. 
639 AI531 Ask if 001/OwnerID=9 or (C and 002/COUNTRY=CA, US, UK). 

All: Thank you very much for participating today! Your opinions are extremely important to us, and we value your time. 
 
P and 001/OwnerID=9: As a way of saying "Thank you", we would like to offer you an additional £2.50 worth of 

points as a bonus after you complete this survey. You will see these points posted on your account within 3-4 weeks. 
 
C and 001/OwnerID=9: As a way of saying "Thank you", we would like to offer you an additional £15 worth of points 

as a bonus after you complete this survey. You will see these points posted on your account within 3-4 weeks. 
 
C and (001/OwnerID=0 or 80): As a way of saying "Thank you" for your repeated participation in our survey, we would 

like to offer you an additional [$3 (CA, US)/ £2 (UK)] as a bonus after you complete this survey. This amount will be 

added to your [cheque (CA)/ check (US)/ e-gift card (UK)]. 
 
C and 001/OwnerID=1: As a way of saying "Thank you" for your repeated participation in our survey, we would like to 
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offer you an additional $5 or AIR MILES equivalent or Aeroplan Reward Miles equivalent as a bonus after you 

complete this survey. It will be automatically credited to your panel account. 
 
C and 001/OwnerID=2: As a way of saying "Thank you" for your repeated participation in our survey, we would like to 

offer you 13,000 points (10,000 plus a bonus 3,000 for your ongoing participation in this project) after you complete this 

survey. The 13,000 points you've earned from completing this survey will be credited to your panel account. 
 
C and 001/OwnerID=3 (I-Say and partner panels): Your repeated participation in our survey is also greatly 

appreciated. 
 
C and 001/OwnerID=5: Your repeated participation in our survey is also greatly appreciated. 

640 AI532 Ask if 001/OwnerID=9. 
We would like to invite you to participate in our follow-up survey in about 18-24 months from now. 
 
For us to invite you to the survey at that time we ask that you remain as a member of your panel. As appreciation for 

staying with the panel and participating in our follow-up survey, you will be eligible to receive an additional bonus of up 

to £15 worth of points after you complete the follow-up survey. 
641 AI524 Ask if [(071/EC309v=10-32) or (081/HN309v=10-32) or (089a/NC006=1-3) or (089c/BI038=1-3)] and device 

type=mobile or tablet. 
Before we finish, we would be grateful if you would upload pictures of products you use currently or used recently. 

642a AI800 Ask if 071/EC309v=10-32 and device type=mobile or tablet. 
Please upload a picture of [all of the vaping devices (with their e-liquids) that you currently use (071/EC309v=10-20)/ the 

vaping device and e-liquid that you used last (071/EC309v=31-32)]. 
 
In a single photo, please: 
* Include [all currently-used (071/EC309v=10-20)/ the last-used (071/EC309v=31-32)] vaping device(s) and e-liquid(s), and 
* Ensure brand name(s) are visible. 

Are you willing to upload a photo of your device(s) and e-liquid(s)? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused     

Maximum upload size is 5 MB. 
642b AI801 Ask if 642a/AI800=1. 

Please tell us anything we should know about the picture you have uploaded. 
[open text field] 

If you don't have any comments, please type in 'NONE'. 
643a AI805 Ask if 081/HN309v=10-32 and device type=mobile or tablet. 

071/EC309v=10-32: Earlier, you told us that you use both vaping devices and heated tobacco products… 
 
All: Please upload a picture of [all of the heated tobacco devices that you currently use including the tobacco sticks/pods 

(081/HN309v=10-20)/ the heated tobacco device that you used last including its tobacco sticks/pods (081/HN309v=31-32)]. 
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In a single photo, please: 
* Show [all of the heated tobacco devices that you currently use including the tobacco sticks/pods (081/HN309v=10-20)/ the 

heated tobacco device that you used last including its tobacco sticks/pods (081/HN309v=31-32)], and 
* Ensure brand name(s) are visible 

Are you willing to upload a photo of your device(s) and tobacco sticks/ pods/ capsules? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused     

Maximum upload size is 5 MB. 
643b AI806 Ask if 643a/AI805=1. 

Please tell us anything we should know about the picture you have uploaded. 
[open text field] 

If you don't have any comments, please type in 'NONE'. 
644a AI820 Ask if 089a/NC006=1-3 and device type=mobile or tablet. 

Please upload a picture of all of the snus product(s) that you currently use. 
 
In a single photo, please: 
* Show all of the snus product(s) and 
* Ensure brand name(s) are visible 

Are you willing to upload a photo of your snus product? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 

Maximum upload size is 5 MB. 
644b AI824 Ask if 644a/AI820=1. 

Please tell us anything we should know about the picture you have uploaded. 
[open text field] 

If you don't have any comments, please type in 'NONE'. 
645a AI827 Ask if 089c/BI038=1-3 and device type=mobile or tablet. 

Please upload a picture of all of the tobacco-free oral nicotine product(s) that you currently use. 
 
In a single photo, please: 
* Show all of the tobacco-free oral nicotine product(s) and 
* Ensure brand name(s) are visible 

Are you willing to upload a photo of your tobacco-free oral nicotine product(s)? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
8    Refused 

Maximum upload size is 5 MB. 
645b AI831 Ask if 645a/AI827=1. 

Please tell us anything we should know about the picture you have uploaded. 
[open text field] 

If you don't have any comments, please type in 'NONE'. 
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  ETM STUDY INVITATION 

646 ETM110A PROGRAMMER NOTE: There is no ETM at Wave 4. 
 
Ask if 002/COUNTRY=CA and 001/OwnerID=1 and 025/ageSD>20 and 061/FR309v=10 and 112/FR330=1-3 

and 071/EC309v=40-70. 
We now invite you to participate in a bonus survey that takes 15-20 minutes and provides [ETM payment]. Only 150 

people are being asked to participate in the bonus survey. 
 
If you select 'yes' below, you will be redirected to the bonus survey, and if your user group is open, you will be asked to 

browse our online store of tobacco/nicotine products and make a series of hypothetical purchases of cigarettes or e-

cigarettes. 
 
Do you want to participate in the bonus survey? 
 
If yes, you will be redirected to the bonus survey after the next screen. Please note: Although we will try to only invite 

150 people, if the survey is very popular, it may fill up quickly and there is a small chance your user group may be filled. 
 
[If survey language=French, show: Please note that we are currently unable to offer this bonus survey in French. If you 

wish to participate, you must be able to complete the survey in English.] 
1    Yes, I am ready to submit my completed survey and want to be redirected to the bonus survey. 
2    No, I do not want to be redirected to the bonus survey after submitting my completed survey. 

Programming Notes: 
- Date and timestamp response at this question. 
- Quotas (n=50) will be set to open/closed and modified reactively. Bryan Heckman will send info to SRC when quota is full 

(or if preferred, when 80% full with SRC option to set quota to 15 additional respondents). 
Go to 655/AI535. 

647 ETM111A Ask if 002/COUNTRY=CA and 001/OwnerID=1 and 025/ageSD>20 and 061/FR309v=10 and 112/FR330=1-3 

and 071/EC309v=10. 
We now invite you to participate in a bonus survey that takes 15-20 minutes and provides [ETM payment]. Only 150 

people are being asked to participate in the bonus survey. 
 
If you select 'yes' below, you will be redirected to the bonus survey, and if your user group is open, you will be asked to 

browse our online store of tobacco/nicotine products and make a series of hypothetical purchases of cigarettes or e-

cigarettes. 
 
Do you want to participate in the bonus survey? 
 
If yes, you will be redirected to the bonus survey after the next screen. Please note: Although we will try to only invite 

150 people, if the survey is very popular, it may fill up quickly and there is a small chance your user group may be filled. 
 
[If survey language=French, show: Please note that we are currently unable to offer this bonus survey in French. If you 

wish to participate, you must be able to complete the survey in English.] 
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1    Yes, I am ready to submit my completed survey and want to be redirected to the bonus survey. 
2    No, I do not want to be redirected to the bonus survey after submitting my completed survey. 

Programming Notes: 
- Date and timestamp response at this question. 
- Quotas (n=50) will be set to open/closed and modified reactively. Bryan Heckman will send info to SRC when quota is full 

(or if preferred, when 80% full with SRC option to set quota to 15 additional respondents). 
Go to 655/AI535. 

648 ETM101A Ask if 002/COUNTRY=CA and 001/OwnerID=1 and 025/ageSD>20 and 061/FR309v=40-90 and 

071/EC309v=10. 
We now invite you to participate in a bonus survey that takes 15-20 minutes and provides [ETM payment]. Only 150 

people are being asked to participate in the bonus survey. 
 
If you select 'yes' below, you will be redirected to the bonus survey, and if your user group is open, you will be asked to 

browse our online store of tobacco/nicotine products and make a series of hypothetical purchases of cigarettes or e-

cigarettes. 
 
Do you want to participate in the bonus survey? 
 
If yes, you will be redirected to the bonus survey after the next screen. Please note: Although we will try to only invite 

150 people, if the survey is very popular, it may fill up quickly and there is a small chance your user group may be filled. 
 
[If survey language=French, show: Please note that we are currently unable to offer this bonus survey in French. If you 

wish to participate, you must be able to complete the survey in English.] 
1    Yes, I am ready to submit my completed survey and want to be redirected to the bonus survey. 
2    No, I do not want to be redirected to the bonus survey after submitting my completed survey. 

Programming Notes: 
- Date and timestamp response at this question. 
- Quotas (n=50) will be set to open/closed and modified reactively. Bryan Heckman will send info to SRC when quota is full 

(or if preferred, when 80% full with SRC option to set quota to 15 additional respondents). 
Go to 655/AI535. 

649 ETM210A Ask if 002/COUNTRY=US and (001/OwnerID=2 or 8) and 025/ageSD>20 and 061/FR309v=10 and 

112/FR330=1-3 and 071/EC309v=40-70. 
We now invite you to participate in a bonus survey that takes 15-20 minutes and provides [ETM payment]. Only 150 

people are being asked to participate in the bonus survey. 
 
If you select 'yes' below, you will be redirected to the bonus survey, and if your user group is open, you will be asked to 

browse our online store of tobacco/nicotine products and make a series of hypothetical purchases of cigarettes or e-

cigarettes. 
 
Do you want to participate in the bonus survey? 
 
If yes, you will be redirected to the bonus survey after the next screen. Please note: Although we will try to only invite 
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150 people, if the survey is very popular, it may fill up quickly and there is a small chance your user group may be filled. 

1    Yes, I am ready to submit my completed survey and want to be redirected to the bonus survey. 
2    No, I do not want to be redirected to the bonus survey after submitting my completed survey. 

Programming Notes: 
- Date and timestamp response at this question. 
- Quotas (n=50) will be set to open/closed and modified reactively. Bryan Heckman will send info to SRC when quota is full 

(or if preferred, when 80% full with SRC option to set quota to 15 additional respondents). 
Go to 655/AI535. 

650 ETM211A Ask if 002/COUNTRY=US and (001/OwnerID=2 or 8) and 025/ageSD>20 and 061/FR309v=10 and 

112/FR330=1-3 and 071/EC309v=10. 
We now invite you to participate in a bonus survey that takes 15-20 minutes and provides [ETM payment]. Only 150 

people are being asked to participate in the bonus survey. 
 
If you select 'yes' below, you will be redirected to the bonus survey, and if your user group is open, you will be asked to 

browse our online store of tobacco/nicotine products and make a series of hypothetical purchases of cigarettes or e-

cigarettes. 
 
Do you want to participate in the bonus survey? 
 
If yes, you will be redirected to the bonus survey after the next screen. Please note: Although we will try to only invite 

150 people, if the survey is very popular, it may fill up quickly and there is a small chance your user group may be filled. 
1    Yes, I am ready to submit my completed survey and want to be redirected to the bonus survey. 
2    No, I do not want to be redirected to the bonus survey after submitting my completed survey. 

Programming Notes: 
- Date and timestamp response at this question. 
- Quotas (n=50) will be set to open/closed and modified reactively. Bryan Heckman will send info to SRC when quota is full 

(or if preferred, when 80% full with SRC option to set quota to 15 additional respondents). 
Go to 655/AI535. 

651 ETM201A Ask if 002/COUNTRY=US and (001/OwnerID=2 or 8) and 025/ageSD>20 and 061/FR309v=40-90 and 

071/EC309v=10. 
We now invite you to participate in a bonus survey that takes 15-20 minutes and provides [ETM payment]. Only 150 

people are being asked to participate in the bonus survey. 
 
If you select 'yes' below, you will be redirected to the bonus survey, and if your user group is open, you will be asked to 

browse our online store of tobacco/nicotine products and make a series of hypothetical purchases of cigarettes or e-

cigarettes. 
 
Do you want to participate in the bonus survey? 
 
If yes, you will be redirected to the bonus survey after the next screen. Please note: Although we will try to only invite 

150 people, if the survey is very popular, it may fill up quickly and there is a small chance your user group may be filled. 
1    Yes, I am ready to submit my completed survey and want to be redirected to the bonus survey. 
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2    No, I do not want to be redirected to the bonus survey after submitting my completed survey. 

Programming Notes: 
- Date and timestamp response at this question. 
- Quotas (n=50) will be set to open/closed and modified reactively. Bryan Heckman will send info to SRC when quota is full 

(or if preferred, when 80% full with SRC option to set quota to 15 additional respondents). 
Go to 655/AI535. 

652 ETM310A Ask if 002/COUNTRY=UK and (001/OwnerID=9) and 025/ageSD>20 and 061/FR309v=10 and 112/FR330=1-3 

and 071/EC309v=40-70. 
We now invite you to participate in a bonus survey that takes 15-20 minutes and provides [ETM payment]. Only 150 

people are being asked to participate in the bonus survey. 
 
If you select 'yes' below, you will be redirected to the bonus survey, and if your user group is open, you will be asked to 

browse our online store of tobacco/nicotine products and make a series of hypothetical purchases of cigarettes or e-

cigarettes. 
 
Do you want to participate in the bonus survey? 
 
If yes, you will be redirected to the bonus survey after the next screen. Please note: Although we will try to only invite 

150 people, if the survey is very popular, it may fill up quickly and there is a small chance your user group may be filled. 
1    Yes, I am ready to submit my completed survey and want to be redirected to the bonus survey. 
2    No, I do not want to be redirected to the bonus survey after submitting my completed survey. 

Programming Notes: 
- Date and timestamp response at this question. 
- Quotas (n=50) will be set to open/closed and modified reactively. Bryan Heckman will send info to SRC when quota is full 

(or if preferred, when 80% full with SRC option to set quota to 15 additional respondents). 
Go to 655/AI535. 

653 ETM311A Ask if 002/COUNTRY=UK and 001/OwnerID=9 and 025/ageSD>20 and 061/FR309v=10 and 112/FR330=1-3 

and 071/EC309v=10. 
We now invite you to participate in a bonus survey that takes 15-20 minutes and provides [ETM payment]. Only 150 

people are being asked to participate in the bonus survey. 
 
If you select 'yes' below, you will be redirected to the bonus survey, and if your user group is open, you will be asked to 

browse our online store of tobacco/nicotine products and make a series of hypothetical purchases of cigarettes or e-

cigarettes. 
 
Do you want to participate in the bonus survey? 
 
If yes, you will be redirected to the bonus survey after the next screen. Please note: Although we will try to only invite 

150 people, if the survey is very popular, it may fill up quickly and there is a small chance your user group may be filled. 
1    Yes, I am ready to submit my completed survey and want to be redirected to the bonus survey. 
2    No, I do not want to be redirected to the bonus survey after submitting my completed survey. 

Programming Notes: 
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- Date and timestamp response at this question. 
- Quotas (n=50) will be set to open/closed and modified reactively. Bryan Heckman will send info to SRC when quota is full 

(or if preferred, when 80% full with SRC option to set quota to 15 additional respondents). 
Go to 655/AI535. 

654 ETM301A Ask if 002/COUNTRY=UK and (001/OwnerID=9) and 025/ageSD>20 and 061/FR309v=40-90 and 

071/EC309v=10. 
We now invite you to participate in a bonus survey that takes 15-20 minutes and provides [ETM payment]. Only 150 

people are being asked to participate in the bonus survey. 
 
If you select 'yes' below, you will be redirected to the bonus survey, and if your user group is open, you will be asked to 

browse our online store of tobacco/nicotine products and make a series of hypothetical purchases of cigarettes or e-

cigarettes. 
 
Do you want to participate in the bonus survey? 
 
If yes, you will be redirected to the bonus survey after the next screen. Please note: Although we will try to only invite 

150 people, if the survey is very popular, it may fill up quickly and there is a small chance your user group may be filled. 
1    Yes, I am ready to submit my completed survey and want to be redirected to the bonus survey. 
2    No, I do not want to be redirected to the bonus survey after submitting my completed survey. 

Programming Notes: 
- Date and timestamp response at this question. 
- Quotas (n=50) will be set to open/closed and modified reactively. Bryan Heckman will send info to SRC when quota is full 

(or if preferred, when 80% full with SRC option to set quota to 15 additional respondents). 
Go to 655/AI535. 

  SURVEY CLOSING 
655 AI535 Ask all. 

Those are all our questions. 
 
Thank you for completing our survey! Your responses have now been saved. If you do not want us to use your data, 

please email us your request at [email address for survey help]. 
 
Please remember to click the 'submit' button below before closing your browser so that we can more quickly provide 

your remuneration.  [You will also be redirected to the bonus survey after clicking 'submit'. (If any of (ETM110a, ETM111a, 

ETM210a, ETM211a, ETM310a, ETM311a)=1)] 
 
Thank you very much for your participation in this very important research! Our next survey will take place in about 18-24 

months, and we look forward to your participation at that time. 
 
If there are any comments you would like to make, or things you would like to tell us that we didn’t ask about, please add 

them in the space below. (If you don’t have any comments, please type ‘none’.) 
[Program open field for respondent to enter comments. Display PI photos and logos here.] 
(DC: If C, then C-A1; if P, then P-A1) 
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If any of (ETM110a, ETM111a, ETM210a, ETM211a, ETM310a, ETM311a)=1, go to ETM sub-study. 
Otherwise, go to survey firm website. 
 
Programming Notes for respondents redirected to ETM2 sub-study: 
-- Note this is different than the procedure at 4CV2/ETM1.  
-- Once the respondent has completed the ETM portion at Virginia Tech, the respondent should be redirected 

back to SRC to register as a complete. 
-- Time stamps of sending a respondent to Virginia Tech and receiving the respondents completion of the ETM 

sub-study should be programmed as a quality control measure. 
-- Respondents will not be given a new ETM ID. Their ID will remain the same through completion of the ITC 

survey and ETM. Their home panel ID will be linked to their survey pin. This is the only unique identifying 

information linking respondents to their answers to both the ITC survey and the ETM.  
-- Virginia Tech will then redirect the respondent’s info to SRC as a quality check, and to the respondent’s home 

panel so that the incentive can be paid out.  
656 caFrench Ask if 002/COUNTRY=CA. 

Please note if respondent did interview in French. 
1    Yes 
2    No 

  TERMINATION SCRIPTS 
657 BI901 Thank you for your time and assistance.  Those are all the questions we need to ask you. 

 
Please click '>>>' (next). 

Terminate. 
658 BI904 Without an answer to this question, we don’t know which parts of the survey would be relevant to you and cannot continue 

the survey. If you would like to provide an answer, press the '<<<' (previous) button. 
 
Otherwise, thank you for your time.  Please click '>>>' (next). 

Terminate. 
659 BI913 Thank you for your time.  Unfortunately, you are not a part of the target group for this study. 

 
Please click '>>>' (next). 

Terminate. 
660 BI930 Thank you for your time and assistance, but our survey is for adults aged 18 or older. 

 
Please click '>>>' (next). 

Terminate. 
661 BI933 Thank you for your time, but we have now filled our quota for your age group. 

 
Please click '>>>' (next). 

Terminate. 
662 BI949 Ask if relevant quotas for specific sample/ survey firm are full. 
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We are sorry, but our survey requires a certain number of respondents from each [gender,/ age group,/ smoking status,/ 

and area of your 002/COUNTRY]. We already have enough respondents matching your characteristics. 
 
Please click HERE [program to show sample-specific website URL] to go back to the [survey firm (001/OwnerID<>9)/ 

'panel' (001/OwnerID=9)] website. 
 
Thank you for your time and assistance. 

663 BI967 We are sorry, but our survey requires a certain number of respondents from each area of your 002/COUNTRY. We already 

have enough respondents from your area. Thank you for your time and assistance. 
 
Please click '>>>' (next). 

Terminate. 
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Section VarName Image 

PRODUCT SCREENING BI030  

 
 

PRODUCT SCREENING BI030  

 
 

SNUS -- REASONS FOR USE NC088 

PRODUCT SCREENING BI030  

 
 

ORAL NICOTINE PRODUCTS -- REASONS FOR USE MP060 

PRODUCT SCREENING BI030 

 
ORAL NICOTINE PRODUCTS -- REASONS FOR USE MP060 
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PRODUCT SCREENING BI030  

 
 

ORAL NICOTINE PRODUCTS -- REASONS FOR USE MP060 

PRODUCT SCREENING BI030  

 
 

PRODUCT SCREENING BI030 

 
SNUS -- REASONS FOR USE NC088 
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PRODUCT SCREENING BI031  

 
 

PRODUCT SCREENING BI031  

 
 

PRODUCT SCREENING BI034 

CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT CH970 

PRODUCT SCREENING NC006 

PERCEIVED RISK NC086 

PRODUCT SCREENING BI031 

 
PRODUCT SCREENING BI034 
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CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT CH970 

 
 

PRODUCT SCREENING NC006 

PERCEIVED RISK NC086 

PRODUCT SCREENING BI032  

 
 

PRODUCT SCREENING BI035 

PRODUCT SCREENING BI037 

CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT CH970 

PRODUCT SCREENING BI032  

 
 

PRODUCT SCREENING BI035 

PRODUCT SCREENING BI037 

CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT CH970 

PRODUCT SCREENING BI033 

 
PRODUCT SCREENING BI038 
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PERCEIVED RISK MP073 

 
 

PERCEIVED RISK MP074 

PERCEIVED RISK MP075 

PRODUCT SCREENING SL681 

CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT SM967 

PRODUCT SCREENING BI033  

 
 

PRODUCT SCREENING BI038 

PERCEIVED RISK MP073 

PERCEIVED RISK MP074 

PERCEIVED RISK MP075 

PRODUCT SCREENING SL681 

CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT SM967 

PRODUCT SCREENING BI033  

 
 

PRODUCT SCREENING BI038 

PERCEIVED RISK MP073 

PERCEIVED RISK MP074 

PERCEIVED RISK MP075 

PRODUCT SCREENING SL681 

CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT SM967 
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INTRODUCTION & SCREENER BI110  

 
 

INTRODUCTION & SCREENER BI110  

 
 

CESSATION & HEALTH PROFESSIONALS CH940  

 
 

PERCEIVED RISK SM376 

CURRENT USE OF CESSATION AIDS & FUTURE INTEREST SM597 
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CESSATION & HEALTH PROFESSIONALS CH940  

 
 

PERCEIVED RISK SM376 

CURRENT USE OF CESSATION AIDS & FUTURE INTEREST SM597 

CURRENT USE OF CESSATION AIDS & FUTURE INTEREST CH990a  

 
 

CIGARETTES -- RECENT CHANGES IN CONSUMPTION FR158 

CURRENT USE OF CESSATION AIDS & FUTURE INTEREST SM582 

CIGARETTES -- ABORTED QUIT ATTEMPTS SM640 

CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT SM919 

CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT SM922 

CURRENT USE OF CESSATION AIDS & FUTURE INTEREST CH990a  

 
 

CIGARETTES -- RECENT CHANGES IN CONSUMPTION FR158 

CURRENT USE OF CESSATION AIDS & FUTURE INTEREST SM582 

CIGARETTES -- ABORTED QUIT ATTEMPTS SM640 

CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT SM919 

CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT SM922 

CURRENT USE OF CESSATION AIDS & FUTURE INTEREST CH990a 

 
CIGARETTES -- RECENT CHANGES IN CONSUMPTION FR158 
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CURRENT USE OF CESSATION AIDS & FUTURE INTEREST SM582 

 
 

CIGARETTES -- ABORTED QUIT ATTEMPTS SM640 

CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT SM919 

CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT SM922 

CURRENT USE OF CESSATION AIDS & FUTURE INTEREST CH990a  

 
 

CIGARETTES -- RECENT CHANGES IN CONSUMPTION FR158 

CURRENT USE OF CESSATION AIDS & FUTURE INTEREST SM582 

CIGARETTES -- ABORTED QUIT ATTEMPTS SM640 

CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT SM919 

CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT SM922 

CURRENT USE OF CESSATION AIDS & FUTURE INTEREST CH990a  

 
 

CIGARETTES -- RECENT CHANGES IN CONSUMPTION FR158 

CURRENT USE OF CESSATION AIDS & FUTURE INTEREST SM582 

CIGARETTES -- ABORTED QUIT ATTEMPTS SM640 

CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT SM919 

CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT SM922 
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CURRENT USE OF CESSATION AIDS & FUTURE INTEREST CH990a  

 
 

CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT EC442  

 
 

VAPING PRODUCTS -- CONSUMPTION EC452 

CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT EQ101 

 VAPING PRODUCTS -- QUIT ATTEMPTS EQ759 

PERCEIVED RISK MP073 
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CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT EQ101  

 
 

VAPING PRODUCTS -- QUIT ATTEMPTS EQ759 

PERCEIVED RISK MP073 

CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT EQ101  

 
 

VAPING PRODUCTS -- QUIT ATTEMPTS EQ759 

PERCEIVED RISK MP073 

CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT EQ101 

 
VAPING PRODUCTS -- QUIT ATTEMPTS EQ759 
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PERCEIVED RISK MP073 

 
 

CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT EQ101  

 
 

VAPING PRODUCTS -- QUIT ATTEMPTS EQ759 

PERCEIVED RISK MP073 

PRODUCT SCREENING HN103  

 
 

PRODUCT SCREENING MP120 

PRODUCT SCREENING HN103 

 
CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT HN932 
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PRODUCT SCREENING HN103  

 
 

PRODUCT SCREENING MP120 

PRODUCT SCREENING HN103  

 
 

CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT HN932 

PRODUCT SCREENING HN103 

 
PRODUCT SCREENING MP120 
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PRODUCT SCREENING HN103  

 
 

CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT HN932 

PRODUCT SCREENING HN103  

 
 

PRODUCT SCREENING MP120 

PRODUCT SCREENING HN103 

 
CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT HN932 
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PRODUCT SCREENING HN103  

 
 

PRODUCT SCREENING MP120 

PRODUCT SCREENING HN103  

 
 

CESSATION HELP FOR LAST QUIT ATTEMPT HN932 

PRODUCT SCREENING MP120 

 
PRODUCT SCREENING NC302 
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PRODUCT SCREENING MP120  

 
 

PRODUCT SCREENING MP120  

 
 

PRODUCT SCREENING MP120  

 
 

PRODUCT SCREENING NC302 

PRODUCT SCREENING MP120  
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PRODUCT SCREENING NC302 

 
 

PRODUCT SCREENING MP120  

 
 

PRODUCT SCREENING NC302 

PRODUCT SCREENING MP120  

 
 

PRODUCT SCREENING MP120 

 
PRODUCT SCREENING NC302 
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PRODUCT SCREENING MP263  

 
 

CIGARETTES – ATTITUDES TO REGULATION WL851  

 

CIGARETTES – ATTITUDES TO REGULATION WL851r 
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CIGARETTES – ATTITUDES TO REGULATION WL851  

 
 

CIGARETTES – ATTITUDES TO REGULATION WL851r 

CIGARETTES – ATTITUDES TO REGULATION WL851  

 
 

CIGARETTES – ATTITUDES TO REGULATION WL851r 
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